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HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MAY 29
We are show0g the prettiest line of
Coloed Shirts
In the cit , b9th in Percale and
Madras Cloth stiff and soft fronts,
just the thir* ou need for hot
weather. They are going fast. Our
Petree & Co.
BUGGIES
PhEetons,
Surreys,
Carriages,
Spring Wagons,
Wagonettes.
Great variety in our
repository on the sec-
ond floor of our store-
These vehicles
were selected with
great care, with a iew
to both
Style and
Economy!
TI you want a rub-
ber tired buggy we can
furn'sh you that, too.
Wil undertake to fur-
nish you any and every
style of vehicle ever
heard of; and what is
still more to the point,
We will sell them
at a price to
suit your purse!
Forbes &
Bro.
Mr. no Glissam Writes a
B;-eezy Letter.
JW rlt tor the Nsw ERA.]
Nashville, Tenn., May 22.-The at
tentiou of the people of the world is
Just now-centered upon the capital of
Tennessee, and Nashville is on the eve
of the inaugural ceremonies of an expo-
Aaiun which %ill not only surpass any
other of a local nature ever given in
America, but one which will be justly
entitled to favorable comparison with
the great Columbian Fair at Chicago.
As is generally understood this expo-
sition has been the offspring of that
patriotism which has ever warranted
the name '•Volunteer" for this State.--a
patriotism which has made the pages in
Imeriea's history des (steel to Tenneesee,
objects of pride to ite every ROO anti
every daughter. In war the deeds of
the. former are too well keown for ex-
patiation now, and in society the graces
and tie' charms of the latter are only
equalled by the fair woruen of my own
native State-Keetucky.
So mach for ancient and nursery his-
tory. The people over here have shaken
off the come-easy, go-easy ways of the
old-time Southerner and the first busi-
ness of their awakening has been in. the
Centennial line. The early risers in
this dawn of Tennessee enterprise con-
eeived the idea that it would be a great
scheme to celebrate the one hundredth
anniversary of Tennessee's admission
into the American Union with a grand
o.xposition of her wealth, resources, his-
tory anti progress. It originally was
with this idea and this only, that the
rennessee Centennial was at first talked
• .f. Now conditions an. changed au
the comprehend v elleate of the show
takes' iu the resources of the world and
elms u Te1111114$44' affair it hall
0'811141W isiternatenial.
There never was it bigger motiument
to the power of the press than this Tete
ulesee Cententinial:, I remember eel'
the time when Counneetioner General
A. W. Wills and to or three mou-
tons of the Nashville preen had
ueen together for u half hour or so in
social converge, and when the result of
their talk was flashed to the world in
;laming headlines--A Large and En-
thusiastic Meeting," The Centemnal
Asured," 'More Money Raised," atm.l
eo on, and FO oil, iu an ever ceasel 8.;
dow of nothing, When, outside of Maj.
Willa4 beer money would have brought
Alper cent. premium.
It is different now. Four lines in a
Nashville newspaper announcing u
maeteree ling on Centennial business
will attract a legion, whereas then four
columns were not eufficient to muster a
corporal's guard. There are six magnifi-
emit building': almost completed and
the results from the combined efforts of
tIi.' women and men of this State are
uow assuming such enormous propor-
t10115 ill the matter that a visit to Nash-
ville on June 1st and end will repay the
pilgrim tenifold.
Early in le96 the Executive Commit-
tie was forced to the painful conclusion
that the Centennial Exposition could
not be gotten up upon the extengive
-cope planned during this twelve
months, and for that reason, and that
cane only, the opening was postponed
from Sept. 1st, this year, until May 1st,
next year. Tennessee was admitted
into the Union on June 1st, 1796, and
the Executive Committee determined
"to do something" this year to com-
memorate that epoch in the State's his-
ory anyway. They hit upon the very
happy idea of arranging All inaugural
oremonial program calculated to attract
patriotically-inclined people from all
sections of the United States. It would
he impossible for use to give any idea of
rho scope of the enterprise, including
;he inaugural ceremonies, unless news-
paper daily statistics for a year were
put under a cover. To appreciate it my
suggestion is to visit Nashville on June
1st and 2nd.
Tennessee is a volunteer in that she
is the first State to make memorable the
centennial anniversary of her admiesion
onto the Union and through a thortmgh
organization, the developmeut of which
tete required sweet-al yeah' of studious
tal er, the idt.a will Is. carried out to ii
ennpleteneee whivh rarely vhanwter-
izes Imlilic demonstrationm of any kind.
All the dignitaries of the Federal Gov •
0111111ellt, President Cleveland,
Estlmablo Lady Passel; Away Near
Roaring Springs.
Gee, an estimable and well-
lady of the Roaring Springs
alright orhood, died Saturday. The death
wall very sudden.
On Friday, the lady was apparently
enjoye g excellent health and spent
most of the day quietly. That night
she complained of a severe headache
and retired early. The next meriting
she was too sick to leave her bed and
after a few hours of intense suffering
passed away.
She was sixty years old and had been
a resident of Roaring Springs the great-
er part of her life. Her husband died
many years ago leaving her the custody
of eleven children, all of whom are now
grown and honored citizen'', owing to
her care and instruction. She was a
life-long church member.
The funeral services were held Sun-
day afternoon at the late residence, con-
ducted by Elder T, D. Moore, of this
city, and was attended by a large crowd
of sorrowing friends.
Since Mr. Frank Bell has been in
New Orleans his health has been bad.
He his been suffering from chills and
fever. His relatives have telegraphed
to him to come back to liopkinsiville.
Mr. Oscar Hanbery and Miss Belle
Terry vere married by Rev. C. H. Nash
on Thursday 2.nt inst at &yen o'clock
at the residence of the bride's father,
Mr. K. L. Terry.
The ..eremouy was beautiful and in-
pressive. The parlors were handsomely
decorated with flowers in honor of the
happy vent. The bride was stylishly
attired in a traveling suit. Immedi-
ately after the ceremony the bride and
groom left for the country home of Mr.
John Hanbery, where a reception was
given them.
The many friends of the couple ex-
tend congrutulationm and good wishes
The last issue of the Caldwell Comity
News ham at the top of the editorial
column the name of Mr. Ed R. Settle,
of this city, as editor and manager. The
elitee is filled with bright and haerest-
ing new s of every rharacter, interesting
to both town and county readers.
Mum IWO.* Ll*e J01111•011.01 111/Vel has
been leaved on the market. She has
the Omelet of the NEw Elm for n copy.
As yet t he literary editor hue lint had
an opportunity to review it, but trona
all twee the country come words of praise
for the book. The title is n•The City of
Sin." The plot is said to be of abeorb-
lug interest.
A DE1.14iIITEUL EVENT.
The tecept ion given by hi issleoulware.
eompleuentary to Missies Powell, ei
Henderson, and Wcod, of this city, was
delightful. The charming hostess is ex-
ceedingly popular in gore ty circles, and
aud all entertainments with which she
is metered prove enjoyable. Ilesidte
the large crowd of young people from
this city a number of visiting ladies and
gentlemen were preemie
WEDDINO ANNOUNCED.
Mr. Timothy Francis McCarthy and
Miss Nannie Barbour will be married
On the morning of Wedneeday, June 3.
The ceremony, which will be simple
and witnessed by only a few of the iuti-
mate friends of the couple, will be per-
formed in the parlors of the residence
of Mr. E. M. Flack, on South Main
street. The bride-elect is a lady of rare
culture and superior intelligenee and a
leading society belle. Mr. McCarthy
is a prominent business man of Colo-
rado.
his Cabinet, the Supreine Court Jae
tires and their "Latlyen" have been iu-
sated to the imiugural eeremenieet und
the two days, Which, by the way, will
declared both State and municipal
;iolidays, will be the greatest in the his-
airy of Nashville. Arrangements have
seen by the Committee for Public
; eenfert tor the acceinnemlation of 25,-
e00 guests.
The tv o building,: I wish especially
to ment ion are the Parthenon and the
Woman& The former is an exact re-
production of that gem which the
ancient Greeks; have left as a:heritage to
lovers of architectural skill, and which
IS one of THE sights to this good day in
.etheus. The original was built at the
time ofPeriche and its ornamentution is
followed here. It will be given over to
the exhibits of fine arts and is fire proof
in its eonstruetion. A diamond has
;wen left to the front of the main
entrant.? upon which will be created a
reproduction of the statue Athene. To
use this is the most interesting of all the
buildings, and though nowhere near
completion, it is more fareinatiug every
time I visit Centennial Park.
The 'Woman's Building is fashioned
after the homestead of ()Id Hickory
Jackson-The Hermitage and the only
ehange is in the addition of the Col-
onial style and one or two embellish-
ments such as a bush or life size statue.
By June 1st it will have beets complete d
and the visitors here on that day can
see everything about it which will be
there in May 1897 except the exhibits of
woman's work.
I could write a week on a subject of
oath limitless bounds, but those who
wish to know more must come to Nash-
ville to the Inaugural. They will enjoy
Wake up year liver but be sure you
take Simmons; Liver Regulator to do it
with-it will do it every time, and do it
mo well that you'll feel wonderfully re-
freshed and strengthened. It is Sim-
mons Liver Regulator that dote it.
There is only one Simmons Liver Regu-
lator, and you'll know it by the Reel Z
on the package. Take nothing else, and
you'll be sure to get sill the good health
lormaised.
00 weer.
Mr. Will S. Withers has announced
his intention to go West to locate and
will probably practice law in Colorado.
He is a gentleman of breins ann energy
and is sure to eueeeed wherever he may
Mr. Wallace Kelly. of this city, has
been made the recipient of a high and
well deserved honor by being elected
valedictorian of the graduating class of
Centre College, Danville. He has been
a student at the inetution four yeare
Mr. Kelly is only twenty year,' old. The
graduating exercises take place on JUlle
10th.
is RAPIDLY RISING.
In a la.tigthy termite of the busincee
career ef Mr. Dave 1. Lewis, formerly
of this city, a Paducah paper mete :
"Since Mr. Lewis assumed emend of
his eitablitaliment in August, tette, tie
Intel:tem hiss tukee an upward trend
that will in a ellen lime plate. hen at
the ho.tel of the helmet implenimit cote
torn in Weetern Ketatteky. Ha. Is a
man .of ex('eptionul lamenes's capacity,
IMP AA 110111 tat kilo's- is tai Mil', and durialit
hie short stay in Paducah ht. has mails.
himself meorem of friends in business. and
'neat circles."
Paducah may well feel proud of some
of her enterprises:. Memoirs 1). Wilton &
ef Kimble, Ky., write to the E. E.
Sutherland Mediciee Compuny us fel-
lows: We write this to certify the
wonderful mei grand good results from
your Dr. Boll's Pine Tar Honey, which
is selling faster than any medicine we
ever sohi. People who never tnted at
our store have heard ofit and comes
front adjoining efountiem for it. One
mule in particularris that of Mrs. Smith
Wooldridge, of this place, who woe so
afflicted with her throat for over two
years that she could uta speak above a
whisper. After she used the first bot-
tle of Dr. Benet Pine Tar Honey she
could talk as well as ever and the mow
is such a wonderful cure that her
neighbors cone. to nee for themselme
and an. astonished to hear her talk.
Mr. A. R. Htunble, also of this place,
says your Dr. Bell's Tiny Tonic Tablets
are doing him more good for dympepsia
than any medicine lie ever used. These
are only A few cartes and we know that
there cannot be too much Keel in praise
of your celebrated medicines,. We are
thankful that we had an opportunity to
by such valuable good*. They are prey-
ing a blessing to our community.
Heneerson Itt strained.
The water-gas injunction suit brought
by A. T. Dudley anti others against the
city of Henderson was decided in favor
of the plaintiffs, and a perpetual injunc-
tion was granted restraining the city
from maintaieing Kuehl a nuisance.
Bsekea's Antes Save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rhouni,
Fever Sores, Teeter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
pserect satiefacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
C. Hardwick Hopkinsville KY,
The Kentucky Homeopathic Medical
Society has elected J. T. Bryan, Shelby-
ville, President; W. F. Reilly, Coving-
ton, Vice President; H. S. Keller,
Frankfort, Secretary; J. W. Kirch-
beam, Somerset, Treasurer,
He Will Remove From the City
By the First of September.
At the conclusion of his discourse
from the pulpit of the Christian Church
of this city. Senday morning. leader
J. W.. Mitchell verbally tl'IllitTl.41 hds
resignation as pastor of the congrega-
tion.
The announcement wart not expected.
Only a few of the members were aware
of Elder lelitechell's intentiou to sewer
isis:*1 lllll with the chure.h. By the
large majority of the people, both of the
deuomination and of the. city, the resig-
nation was entirely unanticipated. The
general surprise is only equalled lay the
sincere regret occaeionod by the un-
nouncernent.
Elder Mitchell has been a reeident Of
Hopkinsville and pastor of the Chrietian
Church four years. Ile is a Kentackein
by birth, but came to this city to suc-
ceed Elder H. A. McDonald, from Mis-
souri. Both as a minister of the gospel
and as a citizen he has nettle himself
very valuable to the community. His
popularity is proverbial; he numbers
his friends by his acquaint:mete.
In every respect his relations to his
congregation have been pleateet, and
hie labors in the pulpit and out have
proved acceptable.
Elder Mite hell told the New BRA to-
day that he had not &aided where lie
would locate after leaving Hopkinsville.
He exs cis tat remove from the city Lot
later than the first of September. He
expreseeed serruw at the thonght ant gat
Mg away front the people he knows an.,
loves sto well, taut fes.ls tied eirrinu•
admires cull hi iii tea another field
The Illaesiory Sestet lilt lolf
Mr. Cailloutte, leaven
vine, Meson: -To Dr. King's Nem
Dimeevery I owe nay life. Wits taiketo
with lei Grippe lead trisel all the ph yd
clam' for milt* ebout, but of no sea, lti I
8111I Willi given nit end told I (cella Lot
eve. Havieg Dr. King.* New Noires
a.ry In iny gore I emit for a bottle tile
began its use and fnmi the fir-t duist
Legall to get twtter, and after tieing three
bottles was up anal alout again. It
orth its weight lit gold. We don't
keep store or house without it." Ga t
fret. trial at R. C. Heinle ick's tires-
store.
Former Hopkinsville Citizen Will We,i
Miss Taylor.
Mr. Arthur Wallace., forret rly of ties
city, will be married on Julie leth
Miss Margaret B. Taylor, of
The many relatives anal friends (of tha
gr00111-eleet ill this city and comity min
be surprised, but greatly pleased at the
announcement.
The ceremony will le performed at
the Second Presbyter a Chanel, by the
Rev. Charles R. Hemphill. Immedi-
ately utter the ceremony Mr. and Mrs
Wallace will !eave for New Yerk and
Niagara Falls, where they will spend
their honeynioon.
Arthur Wallace is Assistant Unifte:
States District Attorney. It is claimed,
hewever, that Mr. Wallace conies ander
. ivil-setvice ruble and may hold on in-
definitely. Mr. Wallace reprettentee
the Fourth legislative district in tie
State Legislature two terms with his
present assess-late, United States District
Attorney Smith. He. was the author of
the famous Wallace election law. whiell
introdueed the secret official ballet to
Kentu-ky. He is the Roll of the lat.-
J.W.Wallace, of thiscoutity. His 'neth-
er WWI is tile granddaughter tof Artlan
Wallace, of Louisville, for whom he is
named.
The bride-to-be is handsome anal se
complished and enjoys Om (H,'-ten( tem
of taming a descendant of President Tay
ler. She is of the brueette type.
K il's (''eut t Hoot T. a.
is a sure cure for Iliad:elle and
'renown; cifeaste. Nothing re 'sieves so
quickly.- Sold by R. I lardwick.
THE INVITATIONS SENT OUT.
Mr. Thos. F.Clerety suit1 talcs N•Ilie Fox
To Do Joined.
Mr. and Mrs, Will Cl. Fox hut' Salt
lout ear41/4 Ilf murriatie.
of their setter, Miss Nellie limier Flax
te Mr. Thomas Clardy.
The wedding will take place on the
night of Weduesdaly, Janie :Inn!, in the
parlor of the nitidente. of Mr. Fox, at
Subeequerat to 1114. ceremony
receptien at the same plum. will be
tendered the bridal party. Oil the tea:-
lowing day the tenaph• will leave ler :1
bridal trip that will embrace all of the
larger &igen' eitiee.
Th4. announcement of the wedding
will not °maxim' much surprise, for the
young people have been sweethearts for
a long time, and for months their
friends have been predicting a speedy
union. Miss Fox is a strikingly pretty
young lady, and one of the brigheet
member% ef the highest atociety circles
in the county. She lived in this city
several years and is exceedingly palmier
here. The fortunate bridtgrooneelect
is a gentleman of worth, hannor and
exemplary habits, mid deservem the
great happiness of winning the hand
and heart of the fair young bride-to-be.
lie is a nephew of Hon. Jelin D. Clardy,
the member of Congress frau this dee
trite.
Care f sr Headache.
As a reneely for all forms of headache
Electric Bitters has proved to be the
vete best. It effects a pennanent cun.
Milt the Most dreaded hnuhaitual Sick
healinliies yield et its influence. Wa.
urge all who are afflicted to procure a
bottle, and give this remedy a fair trial.
In cases of habitnal constipation Eli-e-
tre. Bitten cures by giving the lleellefl
toile to the bowels, a few cases long re-
sist the use of this medicine. Try it
awe. Only fifty coins at R. C. liartl-
wick's drug store.
WILL LEAVE. TELEGRAMS GEN. ecuoLs
THE POLITICAL SITUATION.
[ specie e T. • Nr.W
Elder J. W. Mitchelpl Lonieville, Ky., May 22.-Tee Even- 
in 
Passes-Into the Great
Resigns. review of the political sitssst ioll ill Ken-
tucky. The Post says that four (te-
tte te lire eouceded too be ovens helm-
ingly for the free coinage of silver, four
certain for the single gold gaudant,
leaving three districts in doubt, and
that in these districts the silver men
have a complete orgaiiizatien, while the
gold men bate. 1.0111•., int are drifsing
aindeesly about. The feur for silver
are the First, Second, Third mei
Fourth.
GEORGE DELANEY.
Frankfort, Ky., May 22.-The teann
of Appeals has just handed dowa an
opinion in the case of George Delaney,
who was senteueed in the Ciecnit Court
in Union county to six years confine-
ment in the penitentiary for takingpart
in °reminder of Abbie Oliver, which
occurred in the spring of Mel. The.
Court of Appeals confinns the verdict of
the Circlet Conn,
IN THE SENATE,
1!-PFA'lAt. TO NEW ERA I
Washington, D. C., May 22.-An at-
attempt to bring up the Butler bill to
'notelet further issues ef internt-bear-
hag bonds was defeated in the Senate
by Mr. Hill. During the parliaunetaam-
skirniinh a sharp penonal colloquy took'
place between the New York Senator
lend Mr. Allen,
Capt, Sweney U S. A.,
San Diego, Cal.. says: Shiloh's Ca-
tarrh Remedy is the first medicine I
have ever found that would to me any
good" Price 50c.-For sale Ly R. C.
Hardwick.
IMMIG11,1'rlON BILL PAeSED.
Iseeciet. To NEW ERA)
Washingem, D. .C., May 22 -By a
vote of 195 to e6 the Eartholet-McCall
Immigration Bill wile Noted by
the Howe.. The niteuture adds to
the Loewe of alive a xcluded fetal me.
miesioll to the. United States all male
pentane between eixteeti end elety, ex•
cept permits ef parent's DVI11{1 Its Hils
who rittlIgit loth read anal
write Englisai or seine teller listagnalue
It also exeludes olives whit' eeme th.
Montero' year after year to perform tailor
in the United Statue, with no intention
of settling here.
Why suffer with Ceager , Colds and
1,a(1rippe when I4zative Brom,
leuinine will erne you i one day. Does
eet motive ties rinzieg in the hese,
Selphate of temrine. Put up in
tablets convenient for taking. Guaran-
teed to cure, or money refunded. Price
.te Ca nts. For gale by L. L. Elgiu. Hop
kiusville, Ky. dm
SPECIAL To NEW ERA:
Independence, Ky., May 25.-Light-
tang etruck a large church here yester-
day, said the building was eonsruned
before any attenirts to extinguish the
flames (mild be made.
C red flab sa 17e.
Newport, Ky., April 3e, 'Mee-My
sister was completely covered with sone.
She begau taking Hood's Sarsaparilla
and after taking four or five. bottles ef
this medicine she wits completely cum&
I. liteseerbsitoce.
Hood's Pills act harmoniously with
Hoods Sansaparilla.
[SPECILL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C. Mee 25.-The
United States Court has decided that
the Comptroller, of the Treasury mast
pay the tenuity to the sugar growers.
file Comptroller. it will be remembered.
refused to pay the Lomity for 1894,
as Confer. ees hail
lin* before the craq, is ii'
gathered, but the court holds lhit* (hut'
crop had been planted on a large scab.
with a view to getting the bounty, and
that it would be in beat faith for the
goverinnent to refuse to pay it because.
the law was afterward repeated.
'the Ills ef Samna.
eilt441.4 Milli. (link hi a)
tli • ills of semis .ye. Karl's Clovirf Roo
Is a Itit'.1Attilt far.. for Cutiptipution
teed by 11. C. Hanle ick
Fratidefeit. By., May 15.- The pease
lolloy ke that Mies Guy, the Stet.. Li.
Unreel-tees t, will he ullowed 14) I...a.
her place wit out a a olitest. Ger
Bradley Kaye lie has not itiveetigatisi
the case and let:metes that he is net
digested to into afire.
Mr, WI L. Dulin, of Madisonville,
and Miss Lucia. Beaumont. of Nebo,Ky.,
were merriest at the remidence of Mrs.
W. L. Gordon, of Louissille, at 8:30
o'clock last evening. o They will gelid a
week or to at French Lick Springe. Mr. I
Dulin is a leading dry goods merchant
of Madietniville, and Maw Beaumont is I
quite a noted musician and possesses
many channe of mind and pereen.
e
Dr. Pike's Creene Baking Powder
Worers eon Highest metier sc./ .
rbet, u,e,na11,e, WO. et,
hen .It., w...s • CLiid. crie.1 fur lfsauvrio.
A-hen Me nrcanie Mtas. tbs clone to vair.,.na
irlaan she cod ciiii4r Atat sit••
ILKST TIME IN le eel' Y I EAES.
erre 1St. TIP NRW F:RA!
Russellville. Ky., May 25.-The crim-
inal docket in the Logan emery, Ky..
Circuit Court is now eleer ef murder
cases for the first time in forty Years.
The clearance VI as made when Wash
and Rufus Lyne, colored, got five yeers
and six months each in the pealitentiary
for killing Luther Ryan, elm) colored.
last July.
Rbeemanlem Cured In a Da..
"Mystic Cure" for Itheumatiem mist
Neurelgia radically curl* in i to 3 litiFS.
Its action upon the stysfem is remarkable
and mysterems. It re -es at once the
cause and the disease in lllll eliately die-
appeare. The finat dome irrentle benetite ;
75 cents- sad u, It. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Hopkinsville.
The End of a Loan and Honor-
ible Career.
Many of the people of Hopkinsville
will be des-ply grieved by the announce-
ment of the death Of teen. John Echols,
which 0(.4.4n-eel at last Sunday at
the home of his mote in Staunton, Vir-
ginia. Few people knew that the Gen-
eral had been ill, at the fact had not
been announced to the press. Gen.
Echols hall many warm friends in Hop-
kineville, and was held in high esteem
by all the people of the dig. He. did a
great deal for the besinere interests' of
llopkintaville, as it Was mainly through
his aid that the town got a second and
competing railroad, and such rases as
would enable the merchants here to
compete successfully with those f
mightouitig towns..
Gen. Echols was born, reared and
died in Staunton, Virginia. At the age
of seventeen or eighteen he received an
appointment to the ?United States Mili-
tary Academy at West Point, and after
graduating Newlin All officer in the
army, but resigned :after a few year's
eervice, and Legatee u profeasor iu
Washingtou and lerte Unit-enmity utieex-
ington. Va. Wheir the war began. he.
entered the servieeh of the Southern
Colifederacy, and bforty the close oft he
struggle he beeemi one of the best-
known offieers in lien. leee's army, and
he was a great favotite with that Gen-
eral. When the Coufederacy laid down
its arms, Gen. Echels held the office of
Brigadier-General. Inenerlettely after
rho war he Wein t4 New 'fork to sew
Mr. V. P. Ilutitingftm on belled of the
people of V trgirlia, who wanted that
;treat ragnaati buildre tit etamplete She
Clio eapeake & Ohsluu retinued which hull
been begun before the wan hut whieh
-.mild net la' finished because. the uieu
who hull berm it had been ruined by
the war. Mn. Hate eager'', who is one
of the shreweleet business meu its the
world, Alla one of lthe beet judges of
:nen was struck with Gun. Echols'
ability, and at trucOnade him a propo-
sition, which be accepted, :slid from
that time until Within the last two
Gen. EeholS With cleseely amociat-
ett in bustle es is itir Mr. Huntington,
and had charge of Many of his business
entereeto in the South-especially in
Keutucky and Virginia. For a number
of years he was the Vine Vice-President
of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad
and prectically its bead, and also at the
same time Firet Vice-President and
'General Manager of the Cheeapeuke,
Ohio 41i Southwesit. rn Itailroate but
when the former road was wad to tht.
Vanderbilte ha- gavt. it up and devoted
himself entirely fee the/ C. 0. & S. W..
of whieh he Iwcame Otle Of the receivers
when it passed out ;of the hands of Mr.
Huntington two or three years ago.
(ten. &hole was alio the Premideut of-
the Ohio Valley railroad while it was
she property of theeC. 0. & S. W.
Iuu addition to his immense. railroad
interests, Gen. Echols was cminected
with many other enterprise.', and for
many years prior le his death was the
President of the !Staunton National
Valley Bank. He was one of the very
best business men in the entire country,
and was so regareldd by everybody who
knew him.
THE Al isTlimovs WoM AN.
[erecird. Ti) New !MAI
Newport, Ky., May 25.-The mysteri-
ous woman from Cincinnati. who has
been a frequent vietor to Scott Jackson
mince his eonfineenent in the Newport
jail, has r. f ised a Inettance by the
jailer. She says she believes there is a
third torson in ge. ease, a physicist'',
whose name has not been revealed.
A ‘aln•al Iteautlitir.
Karlit's Clover Root Tea purifies the
llood and gives a clear and leanutiful
eauplbzion -Sold by R. C. H*dwick.
By the death of Gen. Echols the city
of Louisville. tome eue of its beet citi
zens, and the people of Virginia one 01
their best friends. He always loved
Virginia, and no Virginian Who went to
Iiim seeking aid is securing poeitione
ever met stills asnythinir but a warm re-
eeptiou. and mane-Mot them are to-day
in positions of profit anal erne( in this
State and elsewlien• throngh his indu-
enee and aid. Although re-siding in
Louisville he neyet- gave up hie citizen-
ehip its Virginia, and he tilways went to
Staunton to vote in every election-
city, matey, State or National. The
falllowing thspateli gives the particulars
oaf his death
Staunton, Va., Mae 25.-Geo, John'
Eehols died hen. Ilea eight at e o'clock
it the home of his sittl. St•Illtinr lidWILtd
Evilest'', sutroundell by his wife- and his
two hildr en, Sensear Eisele and Mae.
Erskine M iller Wm death Imo cast a
ileum over Oils lets , w here hen lived net
long anal woe seeserally beloved lay all
ease, t, s aaili ittat re i, t:: d iatte 1s of uto it4,iekijititta grtl' isiilx'.0 yueitortia
Nimes began to theettie In health and
Al aught the opinion at Dr. J anew a f . tat
Niw York. and ker. Arehibald Atchison,
ef Balthnore. lin was affected with
Bright's disease.
Ten elan ago, after a jeurney in
seairtli of health t a the Pm-tile slope, he
sene here at a prevate car, aceempanied
!ay Iii wife and deter friends, Mrs. CURI-
;nibs and Mrs. Thomas; Bullet, of Lou
ieville. who are still here. Almost im-
mediately t a.m. 1-4a  euecumbed, and
it was gravely felted that the sands of
his life wen. runentir low. Dna. H. H.
a lenkel and B. U. Atkinson have been
nu constant attendance. exerting every
.•ffort to stay the disease. Three days
;tee he became uhvonscions and mutin-
ied so with brief/ intervals of lucidity.
The failure of 11 4' to act eerious-
ly affected hie 
latti
rt and poured uremic
peeen through His brain. Fortunately
in the. past few days lie suits-red little,
arid he death wets well-nigh painless.
Gen. Echols wise much beloved here.
:11111 probably Heiman received a warmer
greeting or mord of them than did he
on the OVORSI•111 ef his teens to his old
herne here. Ilmalwaye had as kindly
is o war put in fheinateig phrase and
11141111IST, allot ftlw fever': did he ever
refuse tan grant. Many Virginians
lemma his he* es that of a dear, de-
parted friend, and if all to whom he had
41011l. a favor wage to lay a lohessom el,
his bier he would rest to-night beneath
a wilderness: of-I resets.
Gen. Echols was honored with mane
pueitions of trunt in tins State, though
residing in Kentuoky in recent years.
At the time of is death he was one el
the lesare of trusten of Washington
and Lee Univenety, Ibunptien Sydney
College, Mar' Italetw Me' /seminary,
President of the sitatunton National Val-
ley Bank. Hetes also ina elderhin te
Fine Preslnyt .rian Chun!' here, of
w facet lit. was at member for many years.
It stave•ILive. Every Day.
Theuesintle of Consumptione
A.oterna. I emir eels avid Croup are
.•N ry 4.., 1-y Cure.-Sold
by R
Or. Price's Cream fishing Powder
Atimmtios Soli Maid Idzinvizoir Pius, ass Proatioc*.
Crocker Get• Into Bad Company and
Loses Ii111 Honey.
Jim Crocker, a traveling painter, was
knocked down Saturday night and rob-
bed of articles the worth of which ag-
grestates $30 or MOM.
Crocker, %slime home is in Ooffee
county, Tennessee, struck the city after
du& Saturday. He visited the saloons
aud purchased a comfortable jag. Then
he engaged the services of John Lacey,
olored, to pilot him to a place to spend
the night. They started up the railroad
and when they reached 12th street leacey
hit Crocker on the back of the head
with a blunt instrumein The painter
was rendered insensible by the blow.
When he recovered consciousness he
found that $2.00 in cash, a watch, pistol
and a pint or whiskey were miming.
He went to the police station and de-
eenibed his assailant to Officer Lander.
The policeman arrested Lacey and
searched him, finding on his person all
of the stolen articles except the money.
Lacey is in jetl in default of bond, to
await On- aetion of the grand jury.
ROYAL Baking Powder.
Highest of all in leavening
strength.- e S. oovaraniont RzOort-
Thousand of Acres Leased For
the Cleveland Oil Company.
There is excitement in the town If
Fairvti.w.
Afoot of Use tit tenni lenlieve the town
is 4)11 She verge of the biggest boom in
it. history.
One day last week the Nrw BEA told
of She discovery of an i 'peat bed on the
land of Dr. Robert Armetrong. The
uews of the find at.racted to Fairview
Fred P. Greemcup, a representative of
the Cleveland Oil Company, of Cleve-
land, Ohio. As a result of his tnvestigs-
tion, he announces that in the vicinity
of Fairview are rich and vast mineral
deposits.
He has already leared one thousand
acres of ground. He will sink a shaft
next week on the farm where the as-
phalt bed was found.
Mr. Groescup says indi-
cates that the supply i. inexhaustible,
He also says that every indention shows
that there is natural gas within a few
hundred yards of town where a well
was dug last year, from which the gas
has been escaping ever since, rays the
Fairview Review. If all this proves
tram', Fairview will be on a "boom" in
a short time. Mr. Grosscup evidently
believes it true for he has put in the
hands of local capitalists an amount tif
money suflicient to tiny the machinery
and hire hands to belch' work right
away.
Catarrh Cared
health and !tweet breath secured, by
Shiloh's Catarrh Remedy. Price 50
cents. Nasal Injector free. For sale
by R. Cl. Hardwick.-Sold by R. C.
Hardwick.
It Was a Hot Day.
The Cadiz Telephone tells of a re-
markable conflagration in this wise:
-Last Friday was a very hot day; in
fact, the sun was so hot that day as to
let on fire a lot of dry goods which Mr.
Lindsay Crawley had bought of one of
our merchant for the lady folks. After
loading up his merchandise he went to
the Cadiz Roller Mills to get his grind-
ing, leaving his team, as he thought.
ia safety. When he returned in a brief
time he RAW smoke hexing from a
package of dress goods. Hurriedly tak-
ing up the goods he found it about to
blaze. As it was, twenty folds of the
fabric had been burned out. Invesetiga-
teen being made, it was discovered that
a bright new tin dish pan, focusing the
hot rays of the sun on the goods, had
coveted the fire."
Good old (iranuy Metzalf, at
old, living at ills Monroe sweet, Pa47ahli
By. ,say. that 1)r. liell's Pine Tar Honey
ii elle best grip curt., cough. lung and
brotieldal remedy that hiss beim offend
during her life, leuarunteed by 14.
Hartle auk.
Cherry Bro.'s Summer :Sorting
School Pro ides
ions thorough review of all the Corn.
mon School biauclies, and of the
higher literary branches. For a course
in Free Ilaud Drawing. Penmanship,
etc., which are offered free. Next term
begins June 9th, 11403. If you want a
good certificate, it will pay you to write
us. Address
CHERRY BROS..
Jeweling Green, Ky
Head This.
G. W. Randolph & Co., of 468 Poplar
!street, Memphis, Tenn., have an inatite-
tion that is famous over the entire
country for the ease with which stam-
mering. stuttering Le cured. They cars
people of all Agee, charging from $25 to
1.50 where they board the persons. They,
however,sencl a treatment by mail for
$10 and guarantee Cure if proper* used.
Rev. E. B. Ranotey, pastor it First M.
E. chureh at Padueale was cured and
he recommends the treatmeut. If you
stammer. write to Randolph & Ceti
A new theory in the treatment of
coughs. lung and bronchial affections
has been advanced by the manufactur-
ers of Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey. It is
truly • wonderful remedy. All dealen
sell it on a poesiteve guarantee. For sale
by R. C. Hardwick,
The gold men have been counting
Iowa and Illinoie among the States that
they would 'carry solidly. Iowa went
almost unaniumumly for free silver a
efew days ago, while of the '.'artv-eight
counties in Illinois that have held con-
ventions the silver inen carried forty-
fear of them. The gold bugs will also
be sadly disappointed when the State
conventions are held in Ohio, Virginia,
Indiana and Georgia, all of which they
1 have been elaiming. It is said that thegold men in Indiana have about given
up the fight.
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Christian county must send a solid
silver delegation to the Lexington con-
vention, so every friend of the white
mete should makeit a point to attend
the convention at the court-house next
Saturday.
It is to be hoped that every man in
Christian county who is in favor of the
restoration of silver to its rightful place
in our currency system will be at the
oourt-house next Saturday when the
Democratic convention is called to or-
der.
_ .
TheShakers of New Lebanon, N. Y.,
are said to have $15,000,000 invested in
tine business buildings and choice real
estate in New York City. It is not
hard to understand how the Shakers get
rich when one renhembers that they
have no wives to buy Easter bonnets
for.
The history of the anti-toxin treat-
ment of diphtheria in the city of St
Louis is a marvel of medical progress.
The reduction of the death rate from 60
4.8 per cent indicates a complete
triumph over this terrible disease in the
near future when the treatment becomes
generally expert.
A Netirlfork Republican paper says
that Bose Platt is drifting where he be-
longs, and that is into the Democratic
party. We are glad to see any man re-
form and tty to do better, but as Platt
has been in the Republican party AO long
we fear that, on account of his age, he
will not have enough time in this world
SO parity himself sufticieutly to be fit to
'301111•ItDeanocratic party.
The equalized assesemeut of property
for taxation, according to the report of
the state Board of Equalieetion that
has been in seettion at Frankfort for
several mouths is $570,926,162 ; in us.%
IS was $5e3,206,987. The amount of tax
for 18e6 will be $2,426,42S.73 ; it was
63,436,129.6e in le95. Exemptions in
1896 are $38,330,940; in 1b96 they were
$117,822.173.
The placing of so many thousand of-
fices under the 'elvil service law will
have the effect of greatly reducing the
able of the campaigns hereafter, as "the
boys in the trenches" will not put up
their money wheu there is no way in
which they can get any of it bark, and
thaw in office will not "put up', as
they will be secure in their positions
without it. The protected ruanufactur-
em, will,however, -put up," as they are
always ready to pay for the privilege of
robbing the American people.
It is amusing to rend the comments
f the European press on the Cuban
matter. The "Mann," published in
Paris, says: "Europe will protest
unanimously agiuuet the conttnual In
terference of Americans in matter'
which do not concern theme This is
indeed amusing to people who under-
stand the situation. The idea of the
people of this country not being con-
cerned in this Cuban question is ridieu-
kos when it is remembered that Cuba
is just seventy miles from our shore.
No man who is a friend to the silver
cause can afford to stay away from the-
convention to be held here next Satur-
day. The gold men have not given up
all hopes of carrying this county. Whih
they are very quiet stout the matter,
they are nevertheless, doing some very
good work in the interest of their side,
and if the silver men do not keep their
eyes open and continue te work hard
the county convention may be carried
for gold. There is not a silver man in
the county who cannot afford to give
one day to the cause, therefore, they
ought to come to the convention next
Saturday, f Jr they may be badly need-
ed when the count is made.
_
Greater New York, with its area of
3.19 square miles, will be the second
largeet city in the world. It has I,10&
churches, 90 eostofflees, 37,000 bueineee
houses, 130,000 dwellings, 1,100 miles of
street and elevated railways, 1,100 ho-
tels, 850 public schools, a debt of $170,-
000,000, taxable property to the amount
of 12,55.33,324,329, and a population of
considerably ever 3,000,000. In the
year lete) the population of New York
was 60,4h10, and of Brooklyn 2,378,
making a total of 6.2,867. London alone
will be larger than Greater New York.
There are ouly.four cr five Governors
i a the country who will govern more
p °pie than will the Mayor of the eve-
s eideted city.
If the selection of the Democratic
Pr mid eitial nominee mhealcl be left to
the Democrats of Iowa, Mr. Horace
Boles, the able ex-Corenior of that
State, would be nominated by arelerna-
tion. The Dem icrete of Iowa almost
wo -ship Mt. Boles, and with the aid of
a number of Repalilicaus they have
three tames made him the Governor of
their State. Mr. Bees has taken the
right stand on the currency question,
and he has been able to enrry almost all
Vas D .moerate of hie Stete with him.
lie stag a very prorreneet egttre in the
last National eonveutime, and, it is not
coing too far to say, if Mr. Cleveland
hal been out of the way, he would in
all prob ibility have Lein the nominee
at that eouvention. Before and during
the session of that cons-et:tem he was
ably supported by the Louisville COB-
xii-T-Joianial, and by Mr. Watterson,
who, it will be reel/tette:treed, tried to
tarry the entire Kentucky delegation
w-vieser to hint. That all oecurred during
the Courier-Journal's year to be on the
free silver side of the eu.rrency question,
but as this is its year to be on the other
ei,le of th.s question, it will be found
fighting against rather than fighting for
Mr. Boles, who has stood unchanged
and unchangeable, while the Courier-
Journal has had a change of heart. If
the free silver men have a uzajority in
the (reinvention which meets in Chicago
on July 7th, Mr. Boles will stand an ex-
cellent chance of securing the Presiden-
tial nomination. He would make a
mach better race than would Mr. Bland,
ar any of the men who have been so far
prominently mentioned on the ether
side. He would be a better maim for
the nomination thau would Mr. Bland,
because he comes from a Republican
State that he might be able to bring
into the Democratic column, while Mr.
Maori rosides in a State that we will
get regardless of thee pereounel of the
ticket. Mr. Boles is very popular with
the Republieans of Iowa, many of whom
are hostility * favor of the free and un-
limited coinage of Slyer, and it is
thought by many people that lie would
receive the vote of enough of these He-
16iprt the electoral vote of the'
Pah.
.44.4
he et. Louis Republie says that Bi-Metallists of Christiau Co.
nd is a candidaie for the Presidency.
_
he Rock Mountain h, entrees:Mon
eller as the Democratic! caudidate
President would net be ketch a very
one if T1 Her were a Democrat 'or if
th Democratic party were, composed
entirely of Republicans.
_ 
fit is claimed that MeKinley's eilence
den. If that is a fact be ought not
lamed for keeping silent, MS his
Ideas added to his rob,* tariff pol-go
is
be
bryl would Is, a greater Jowl than any
could hope to carry euseemsfully.
simramarams•••••••••
ill hitt tin men is gent in 'the tiyeo ofvalet Is egoist proven 11 Huityard
Ki$4ing. Who *till Nellie'. et i Ole Pottle
le, , end Whet *vs !het ha :Owl pi to
4i4ssu, tu his two home tit Nil avattit
.r4ss in 
ut
order to keep Ida Bluglish stir-
to.
McKinley is the tires candidate for
President who over regaree it as "a
of impertinence" for the press and
pie to ask him as to his position on
su h an important public question as
th currency. The success with which
he has recently met has evidently been
much for him, and has unbalanced
binned. 
he Supreme Court of the United
St4tcs decided in the Lonieiana "Jim
w" car ease that the States have the
ri$ht to require the railroad companies
en ply separate coaches for whites and
bl4cka, This decision, therefore, makes
coestitutional the separate coach law of
all States having one; and it is best for
both races that it should be so.
pm
St. Jonn, the celebrated Prohibition-
it% will, it is said, tiy to put a free mil-
vet plank in the platform when his par-
tyl holds its national convention. 'I he
ng for the Prohibitionist* to do is to
ahlandon the idea of putting:out a ticket
mei vote with the Democrats, and in
th t way secure the free coinage of sil-;
vtwhich the majority of them favor.
_
meter Quty says that his interview
w h McKinley was "very pleasant and
sa isfactory,' which must ,mean that
M Kinley promised that in the event of
hi election to the Presidency he would
allow Quay to distribute the portion of
pi that goes to PenusyWania-other-
wjse interview could not possibly
h e been "satisfactory." It will be au
eedingly cold day when &miter
(slimy gets left,
he deficiency in the etovernment
refren is due to the falling off of trade
b ught about by the panic and the con-
tined agitation of the currency glue-
d u, and not to the Wilson tariff law,
the Republicans PRETF.SO to believe.
A ter the settlement of the currency is-
business will pick up aed the Wil-
tariff law will be found to produce
al the revenue needed-and, possibly,
mien.
In is said that McKinley's profound
silence is due to the filet that Mark
nue, at the beginning Of the cam-
p', sat down and gave him a brief
li4tory of all the-Presidential candidates
o have in times past defeated them-
e yes by talking too much with their
enit McKinley has. not spoken a word,uths, or by writing lettem.Since thatl 
tied as for writing letters-she has not al-
lowed a pen nor a pencil to be brought
oilto his home at Cunene Ultio, MeKIn-
14' is simply afraid to open his mouth.
The gold bugs are beginning to real.
tMe that they ere greatly in the minority
im Kentucky, and they are calling on
their leaders to help them They at
first claimed the whole State, but they
hive now conceded four districts to the
silver men and admitted that three
co ers are extremely doubtful. When
t e convention meets at leetington they
will find that the silver men have eight
dixtriets solid and large followings in
the remaining three. The silver men
ve all been hard at work, while the
d men have been busy talkiug.
Ii! the free silver men control the
Democratic convention , im-Govemor
James E. Campbell, of Ohio, wants the
Peesidential nomination, but it is not at
al likely that he will get it, as the party
hes nothing to gain by nominating him,
because he cannot carry Ohio. That no
D1emocrat can carry Ohio for a Presi-
dential ticket was proved when Allen
Gs Thurman was put on the ticket with
Cleveland, and failed to carry it. Ex-
v. Boles will have the best showing
the nomination, as he can bring
Ira into the Democratic column.
_ 
The free silver men have a majonty
o 16 among the delegates so far elected
tj Chicago. Conventions have been
a 'd in 18 States and torte territory,
ting 360 delegates. Of the uncoil-
: Led delegates lie) are instructed for
s4lver and eight additional votes are
needed to the silver Melt in the Dis-
t 'ct of Coinmbia. Michigan and South
akota are the only States that the sil-
ver men had counted on and failed to
t. Becalm of Gov. Altgeld's strong
d on the party in Illinois, that
ate has been practically conceded to
t e silver men. The 16 to 1 men are in
fair way to control the nomination and
t e platform at Chicago.
All persons who have given any
'might to the immigration question
ere pleased when it was announced
t Congress had at lase been
used to Like some actiou. The Stel-
• e passed the Barthol4t4fcCall bill,
hich prohibits the lauding on our
iores of all foreigners between the ages
sixteen and sixty year*, Who can not
or write English or wine other Lan-
ge. While this, nwasare does not go
fficiently far, it is an entering wedge,
d on that account should be wel-
• ed by all persons having the future
elfare of the country at heart. Now
t at the members of Congress have at
been induced to do something in the
ion of 'staying the tide of frame
ation of an utielherable Character, it
I not be so hare to get teem to go on
her until our laws shill be so string-
el it that none I.nt foreigner.. who have a
moral character, %Moe education
slid some money will be aeliewed to be-
me citizens of the Utiited States.
1icw' laws are being made very late in
t e day, but better late than never.
tihere ought now to be a Law passed by
nileaus of which the thousands upon
t °amends; of foreigners residing in this
reuntry who will not learti the English
language nor allow their-. children to
learn it could be made to leave the
U nited States. These people deelare
their hatred of our inetitueipus and re-
fine. to become citizens, and they are,
therefore, a very dangerous element.
*ere are thousands of them in Penn-
sYlvania, Michigan, Minnesota and Wise
censin. AS long RS there is no way of
getting rid of them, there ought to be a
cempulaory school law-so that the
children of these people could be made
to go to schools where they could be
teught the English language, and be in-
structed as to our mode of government.
HOW'S THIS?
;We offer one hundred dollars reward
foir any came of catarrh that cannot be
mitred by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Pr ,.'Toledo  0.
We the undersigned, have known F.
J Cheney for the last 15 years, and be-
lieve hint perfectly honorable in all
besieects transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
West & Truax, wholesale druggists,
Tbledo, 0.
Wielding, in efanen, whole-
le druggists, toleclo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure ie taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the bhxxi
a d mucous surfaces of the system.
Price The per bottle. Sold by all drug-
rests. Testimonials free.
klaUs le/tinily Pills are the best.
•
No matter what sort of business yen
may have to attend to on to- morrow, you
can not afford to stay away from the
MIMS COOVI.11(4011 to be held et 2 o'clock
at the court-house in this city. Nothiug
that you have to do can possibly be of
as much importance to you as is this
question of finance to be settled at the. I
approaching election. It is a question
that directly concerns every man, wo-
man and ehild in the Uuited States. A
large majority of the people of Christis n
county are in favor of placing silver cm
an equality with gold, RS 11 woo prior
Iii detnimetisation In Ircri, but If they
fall hi Itittifill the- hemnerees
afternoon they heel Mittlit Am well lint lie
in favor of II a« for the good they will
Ihi* The VIII (14141 Wive been
working for mune time and au 011(111114cit
dein will be made to capture the vote
of this ( °day and send gold delegates
to the State convention at Lexington,
and unless the silver men turn out in
full force the gold bugs will Witl. They
hope to take the silver men by surprise,
but if every friend of the white metal
is on hand promptly at 2 o'cloek the
gold men will crawl into their holes and
pull the holes in after them. The gold
men base their hopes of winning on the
expectation that the country voters will
not come in to the convention. Every
man in the county who wants to see sil-
ver win can well afford to give oue day
to the cause, as it may be worth thous-
ands of dollars to them in the future-
so we insist on their com-
ing in and turning down the
men who want to continue to force the
British financial policy upon the people-
of these United States. Every man in
the county knows what the single gold
standard has done for the business int, r-
ests of this country for the past three
years, and they ought to be willing to de-
vote one day to an effort to put an end
to it and to restore silver to the place that
oar constitution says that it shall
occupy.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
Doings in the Little River and Pon
Neighborhoods,
LITTLE RIVER LINES.
MR. EDITOR:
As no one else writes from this
neighborhood, I shall try to give you a
few short items now:
Mr. Johnnie Barren and family are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Mary Hoy.
Mr. Bob Thomas and Miss Belle May.
ton spent Sunday with Mr. Wiley May
and wife.
Mr. Henry Cobb and wife were the,
guests of Mrs. Tom Hampton Sunday.
Wonder why a certain young man in
this neighborhood don't use his buggy
instead of walking with his girl to
church?
Quite a large crowd heard the Rev.
Northers's preach at Lade River
church Sunday.
As this is my first attempt I will stop
for the present. Dieu RAU.
RAMBLER'S itemenes.
Pon, Ky., May. 27.
MR. EDITOR:
Mont of the thrifty fanners have
finished setting their tobacco.
We are living in a very broken coun-
try, but somehow we all manage to live
and enjoy life, but at this time there is
not much news afloat.
A large crowd of gay and happy girls
and boys left Mr. G. W. Clark's on a
visit known here Its Pine Knob. Neve r
wax a trip more enjoyed. Mr. Ely
Young, Miss Kate Clark; Amos Rober-
son, Miss Hattie Clark; Chas. Arvin,
Matie Clark; Alves Arvin, May Kober
mon ; Charlie Lnelmey, Emma Southall;
Henry King, Alive Roberson. Mr.
Charles Oates and wife were chaperone s.
After exploring the curiosities of the
place we lepretel dinner und after that
all sung several sentimental pieces end
returned home.
It's a great wonder that people a ill
elect to Congress such a fellow as How-
ard, the Populist Representative who
introduced on last Saturday the resolu-
tion to impeach the President of the
United States for doing something that
the law allows him to do whenever he-
regards it as necessary. Howard is the
fellow who wrote the book entitled "If
Christ Came to Congress," in which he
was so contemptible as to undertake to
expose the private life of some of the
members of Congress, and an account of
which he gained for himself nothing
but the contempt of every man in Wash-
ington City. It is thought that How-
ard was drunk when he introduced the
resolution last Saturday. Some months
ago he got drunk and made such a fool
of himself that he hail to be taken from
the floor of the House of Representa-
tives, and he wound up that spree with
an attack of jen-jams. In spite of hit
conduct since he has been in Congreme,
it is said that the Populists will re-elect
him. This is the only country on earth
where a man can grossly insult the
chief executive officer of the nation and
then stand a chance for re-election. It
most civilized countries a legislatoi
guilty of the conduct that Howard was
lest Saturday would have been expelled
from office.
E. W. Bagley, a prominent lawyer e f
Paducah. Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Tat
Holley cured his children of whooping
cough when all thews else failed. its
a new remeay for all coughs, Guaren
teed by R. C. Hardwick.
McKinley says he regards it as a peep
of impertinence for the people to :tele
him his opinion on the currency ques-
tion when they know nis public record
no well. If there is any man living who
has been able to discover McKinley's
nancial views by looking over his pub-
lic record, that man has not yet made
himself known to the public.. Like the
average politician McKinley has suc-
ceeded in teeehaping his public ree7ora
that it can be taken to mean anything
or nothing-as the exigency of the cal*
may demand. In the East McKinley's
managers announce quietly that he is a
gold bug, while in the West they whis-
per it around that he is really in favor
of the free and unlimited coinage of sil-
ver, and whenever he has had occasion
in Congress to mention the currency
question at all he has invariably teed
the term "honest money," which can be
made to mean anything.
The Widow Gets 6695,000.
It is known that Mr. S. H. Perkine,
administrator of the late S. H. Sullivan
and agent for the widow in the adjust-
ment of insurance polices carried by the
deceased, has settled with the Fid elity
and Casualty Company, of, New York,
and that all the policies carried by Mr.
Sullivan, both life and &evident. aggre-
gating $95,000 are now fully satisfied.
First Dose Benefits.
The action of Brown's
Iron Bitters is quick and
positive. No wearisome
waiting for results. Na-
ture will do her part if you
do yours.
One dollar One bottle.
GUARANTEE.
Pkre-ha le maces refedwded should
Bitelwres Isom Ail-rail taken asdiretted
/ail to benefit any person suffering with
Ity•peptda, Malaria, Chills and Fever,
Kidney and Liver Troubles, Biliousnesa,
Female Infirmities, Impure Blood. Weak-
ness, Nervous Troubles, Chroutc Head.
ache. or Neuralgia.
Bsows ClIemICAL CO., laithoore, Md.
i!1
Five cents' worth of
"BATTLE AX'' will serve two
chewers just about as Iong as 5 cents'
worth cf other brar.d3 will serve one
man. This is becatice a 5 cent piece
, of "BATTLE AX" is almost as
fi large as the 10 cent piece of other11! high grade brands.
LU
AWFUL, WIND.
One Hundred
In Kchigan.
THE VICTIMS IN IOWA.
Fifteen Killed To-do al. Cairn,
9.0114.1VS IN THIst STATE.
[sreciet. TO NEW anal
Detroit, Miele, Mae 211.-One a the
meet fatal cyclones Oita the people of
Michigau have ever known of pouted
over 11 portion of the State last night,
11111 ill Wexford eonnty 111 me lltlEfITtNi
people were it while many .at hi
went. seriously injured and nitwit vitiate
ble property WAS (Led fOyed. In White
phtoes WV` trees Were torn up the roots
awl (arrive a great dietatwe t luoug)i the
air, and large met nepterently einem
brick house wen. blown away an easily
as if they had been made of (TM-tonne
It is fennel that the list of killed in
Wexford c entity will run up t emewhere
in the neighborhood of a hundred and
fifty, but so far only a hundred tulles.
111111. been recovered. There is much
distress and suffering in the county.
FIFTEEN KILLED AT CAIRO.
sezet ee TO NEW ails.
Cairo, Ill., May 26.-It is not often
that Cairo is visited by eyclonss, but
one struck the city this morning amid
killed fifteen p ople. The cyclone was
heard roaring in the distanse a few
minutes before it reached the city, and
email boats of different sorts that were
out iu the rivers began to
pull for places of safety as
rapidly as; possible, but many of them
were not quick enough and were caught
and capsized in sonic instances, and in
large ferry-teat that was standiug near'
sonic instunces they were sunk. The
the waif was
and, after being carried a short dis-
tance, was sunk. In addition to the
lives lost and the damage done on the
river, a number of houses were com-
pletely demolished.
CYCLONE AT WICKLIFFE.
Wickliffe., Ky., May 26.-The cyclone
that did so much damage at Cairo this
morning struck one corner of this town
and made a complete wreck of four large
stores, but fortunately no lives were
lost. It is feared that much damage
has been done in other parte of
teis. Ballard comity, but as
yet no reporte have been brought in,
although a member of people went out
into the county-following the track of
the cyclone-to see what damage had
been done, and render any assistauce
that might be needed.
SEVENTY-FIVE DEAD BODIES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Dubuque, In., May 26.-Yesterday af-
ternoon it yeas reported to the press that
thirty-nine persons had been killed by a
cyclone in four counties in this State,
and at that time only that number of
bodies had been found, but all
portions of those counties had not
been gOne over. The search has
been continued since, and up to
noon to-day seventy-five dead bodies
had been recovered and identified.
Some of the bodies were so battly crushed
and mutilated by falling houses that
they could be identified only by the
clothing on them. It many be that
there are still tether bodies that have-
not an yet been found. The people
living in the four counties over which
the cyclone palmed are in many cases
destitute, not having even the neces-
saries of life. In some places whole.
fermi; have been swept bear of everthing
in the shape of treee, fences, houses and
etc. The loss from a financial stand-
point can not yet be intimated, but it is
tremendonm, reaching into the millions,
probably.
OVER FIFTY KILLED.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Victoria, B. C., May 27.-More than
fifty people were killed here yesterday
evening ley two eleetric cars fulling
through the Ellice bridge. As the can
reached the center of the bridge the
i structure seeelenly FfiVn 5%*!".", and the
ice.= fell 1..1 tee .lretesi eseue.
In Europe, Asia, Africa. Australia
and Ameriea, the five i,sreat continente.
Shaker medicines are being used by teed
fering humanity for the cure of sickness
and disease.
Never was there such a universal de-
mand, never such wonderful results.
Shaker Digestive Cordial, a cure for
111de/teatime is prepared from herbs and
roots, and is a matured remedy, which
cures by Meng nature and not by fight
big her.
Shaker Digestive Cordial makes thee.
fat. who have become thiu by not di-
geeting their food.
It restores the spirits and the app.
tee of those who are dejecteel and fag
ged out from the wearing effeets of in-
digestion.
It relieves the symptoms of dyspepsia
and, after using for a reasonable time.
finally cures the complaint.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle tee
cents.
IsPEATAIL TO NEW ERA]
San Jose, Ciil., etay 27.--oue of the
meet tetrible tnigedies ever enacted ii
the State of California teok place hen
this morning. James Dunham, 'shut
lives in flee eity.hatel a very pretty wife
and for Nome titre he has been nitic113
jealous, as he imegineel that elle wilt
being Flown Dab by of
sir Melt. His jealousy led to resilient
quarrels between the couple. This
mortiiiig they bad a quarrel anal hit
feitheottelaw, who Inappened to be pros
lee, took thee part of his (laughter send
Ila 11 It volt, In' and William had quite I.
war of words. Finally Dunham drew A
pit tel and shot his father-in-law (lead It,
his trecke. hit tie ti turned on his wif,
simdPIRA 101(1 killed her. By this tine
the man seemed to have become insane
;or as he *tut ttsi to leave the room he
came aeons his little child whirl, la. to
once killesL Hie evidently thee de
termined to kill everybody else en
the place., and in that wa3
make his escape without anytexis
knowing anythiug atout the crime, fen
he nt once mule his way to the room it
which the servants were at work. When
he re-wheel the door of the room le
stoeped and begun to fire, and did not
cease until he lied killed all three of the
servants, thus making six murders fen
Film. The man succeeded in niakiut
his escape. and, as he has not yet beet
caieured, it is thought by limey that le
may have committed suicide.
MARRIED MONDAY.
caught up by the wind Dr. Williams ar d Iliss Croft Wed.---
Nu.. :s at Herm:ion.
The heppe ,o ee: event that has ta-
ken place in Crofton any time recently
wee, the marriage of Dr. J. E. Williams
mid Miss Fain' igh Croft, which ww
soh meized Monday at the home of tee
bride's feteer in Crofton.
A large member of friends and the
families of the cenanusting persous wit-
nessed the ecoemony, which was per-
formed by Elder W. B. Wright, of
Treutou. After receiving tlingratula-
tions and good wishes, the young maple
loft for the cream's home.
The fair bride is the talented daughter
' of Mr. A. Bradley Croft, one of the
wealthieet and most prominent citizens
l ot North Chrectian. Dr. Williams, thefortunate groom, is the leading physic-tan at Menton's Gap. He is considered
one of the best informed nuenleers of the
profession in that section. Both mire well
known and liked in this city.
Mr. David Mensor, Town Marshall at
Dawson, Ky., and Mite Ora Brown, of
Ilenidou, ten miles mouth of this city,
were married Monday afternoon y
Dr. Love, of Lafayette..
LEG WAS BADLY MANGLED. •
A Tramp Injured While Trying To
Jump on a Train.
Charlie Maseuida. an Italian tramp,
had his right Ig to badly manghel this
m ening that amputation was ne fee-
ery.
The unfortunate fellow came to Hop-
kinsville from Evanewille Tuesday
Aleut eleven o'clock he tried to board a
south bound freight train that was pas-
sing through town on the L. dc N. track.
His foot slipped and his right leg W
struck by the heavy wheels of the ear.
The bones of the leg below the knee
were broken. Massanda was placed on
a litter and taken to a mhady spot on the
platform of the station. Dr. Blakey
watt summoned. He gave the poor fel-
low an opiate to alleviate his mnffering
and then had him removed to a house on
Virginia street, where proper surgical
attention could be given. The limb wi s
amputated Tuesday afternoon.
Maesanda bore his suffering with
wonderful fortitude. He seal that he
wonld rather die than have his leg re-
moved. The Italian is about thirty-five I
years old. He stated that he had no
home. One of his brothers lives in Huns
ton. 'Texas, and another in Waco.
Dr. Wheeler took up a collection fie
the num TM saay, and received from
the by-etauders about fe.:0.
T F. Collins handlce the best Oak
Hill and Providence en:, l. 0.; i it a trial
Often, cerrier leth and se Il. areal.
Feb 1 W. i Z.
RATES GO UP.
,This City's Increase
I Ten Per Cent,
BASE EAU BUDGET.
Other Platers of Mall Loc. I
Interest,
As aiiticipoted by the NEW ER 4, the
Keetacky and Tennessee board have
111,r4.:4,4t'd the insurance nine in Hop-
kineville. and the fight between the
Islcol and the town of the State, which
here recently niade increaser, in the li-
chime tux on agent'', is now ou in dead
hard earnest.
Seer tar y Ashbrook has just ironed a
bulletin ordering an increase of rates in
the three cities which recently raised
the tee x--Ca t lettsburg, Hopkinsville and
Richmond. The increase at Catletts-
burg is 25 rer cent, at Richnimid 15 per
vent, and in Hopkinsville 10 per cent.
In each case the advance takes effect
June I.
The United Firemen's Company has
notified its agent that it will withdraw
from Hopkinsville on amount of the in-
(Teasel tax. It is said thud other comp:-
tees will do the same. The action of
the board has already had its effect
with ow of the townie The Richmonci
City Council has repealed the ordinance,
and it is probable that the order as re-
gards that city will be rescinded. A
protest has been sent from the local
board at Hopkitmvtlle, and will also at-
tempt to have the ordinance lepealed
Nothing has been heard from Catletts-
burg as yet, but as the incretuie there
is the largest made a howl may be ex-
pected soon.
FARM NEWS AND NOTES.
The complaint concerning the ravagen
of the cut worm and other insects has
considerably abated daring the past
week.
Ite ports from the central section of
the State indicate a better state of crop
eouditions than that a hich °letting in
other parts of the State. Nearly all of
the. counties report sufficient rains.
The reports concertaiter wIteat ATP
onnewhat conflicting, but as a rule are.
not so favorable as the. week previous,
much complaint lx.ieg made of its head-
ing too slow. lu Union county the creep
is reported to be holding its own re-
markably well and that the outlook for
good crop is good. Corn is unanimous-
my reported to be in fine conditiou, much
of it above the ground and having heel
one working. There are genie fields in
the lowlands yet unplanted. Corn gem-
'rally throughout the State has come up
well and the *tend is reported good.
Phis crop has suffered lets from the
irouth than any other.
Oats in most localities have been seri-
euxly injured, but like pastures, will be
greatly unproved by recent ruins.
111E VIIIST PRIZE.
Hinging To the whet. of the Comtuis•
eutier of Agrieultarte i/1 It f w day. will
tee it Pertinent.. of aware to Kentucky ly
elle Wenect's leer ef the fire? premium
'Jr the. heat teleplay of loaf tuber( et l'he
eig breeze ineetel cc hien goom with the
sward has been jest now received ley
entiniallWillner MI time, and the latter is
aiaTing the ha oilman,. steel engraving
iettifiente nicely framed, iind it will be
pennatient lUE11111111.11t to time' Ott11'S.
GAITHER At wr.si's
Sales by Gaither & West for week
.7ras:d.t,ig may 21, poi, of 1150 lilids, us foe1
52 WON. good to flue leaf, $11 75 to
ei 50.
64 idule. medium to gooel leaf, $te 40 te7 tA) ,7vi.0 b50111*. common mid low leaf, te Oe
24) bhels, metliuui to goua huge, $2 tn
.0 VI 50.
0 41ti mhels. comon logs and trash.to $2v  7:..
The market was irregular and 'owe r
in eonnuou leaf and Inge. but active
mil strong on all the better grades of
.eaf.
LOUISVILLE TOBACCO MARKET.
This report is furnished to the Nsw
Fete by Glover & Durrett Louisville
fobaceo Warehouse.
Sales on ear market for the week just
arnouto to 14e4 hihids, with re-
viles for time' mine period 1024 Wide.
eales on our market since January 1st,
dimwit to 74,246 bhds. Sales of the.
-top of leer, on our market to this date
nuonut to 70,,sts4
Our tobaeco market has had another
week of extremely light business with
Ito general ituprovsment in price's and
eith the offerings of dark tobacco in ex•
els of the burley offerings. The offer-
ings this week have shown occasional
1111(11.1 of good leaf suitable for the
French and Italian wants and sneh were
taken at slightly impiewed values tut
there is no general improvement Si) re-
iort in the condition of the market.
During the week raius have (Kennel to
some extent OTt.1" the greater part of
both the turley and clerk tobacco belt
ind a feat deal elf trane-planting lute
leen clone. In many sections half of
the. intended crop has been put on the
uill and in some localities the planting
is tamest completed. The Northeastern
part of thc burley section has had tht•
smallest amount of rain anal in that
locality the setting has not been exten-
sive.. It is likely that receipts will rap-
idly ineremse within the next two weeks.
The following queeations fairly rep-
resent our market for dark tobacco, 1e95
crop:
Trash 
 
 $1 00 to $1 25
Common to medium lags 1 en to 1 see
Dark rich lugs, ex' quality 2 tee to 3 54)
C.imnmoum leaf   2 50 to 3 54)
Medi am to good leaf  3 50 to Suet
ief of.extraT: fligth  6 00 to 7 tio
st  7 00 to is Ou
WILL NOT ATTEND.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA 1
Frankfort. Ky., May 27.-Secretary
Carlisle has writt en a letter to a friend
here stating that he will not attend the-
State convention which is to be held in
L exington.
Died Near Cerulean Springs.
The remains of the late Mrs. Jenny
Woosley were buried Sunday in the
cemetery at Cave tipring Church, near
Cerulean Springs. The deceased died
Friday after a long illness from con-
sumpt ion. Mrs. Woesley formerly '
lived in Hopkinsville and was highly 1
eettemed by all who knew her. She
was fifty years old.
The
Bicycle
Girl
Or Man-
will find-
that the-
LIGHTNING 1101 DROPS
I. • 1.,:r is an external remedy for
Pains, Sprains, flits. Serttn•hc,suil Bruises
and all like seehlential nonenue
CARRY A BOTTLE ALONG.
You•ii Ilnd Rot particular use when Grippe,
Palns In the Pktunach -one. laded
WM/ for cramps or Cholera Morbus.
BMWs, hokla twice as touch as ills Me size.
,:INE COMPANY,
1,
NAN.. •••• •••••2%ii
"""v"-Aiii•aemeogresy."MAIM
46011010041011111ty•••• P...••••••
see.,e
•
,Cushman's Mentlibi Balm
Is Ow safer, .urre,t nrul most reliatle
Gladness Comes
with bettermiileretfteellite elf the
W • it aiisiehi 1101111-P III the moo. phyte
it ill hi., *With calthaill PINiTalor et.
TOM* rit Oil I ri Pitorta11.1p ,,,,sitsti
11011, as) many forgo at
*itlet,e'smi two Hot sltiti us uuts utitnil
earo, but to a vom.tipatt11004111,
lion 4 ti the spatula, which ilw tileasaut
family laxative, Syrup of Figs. prompt-
ly re mmmmmm That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of fumbles, said fie
everywhere- esteemed 60 highly by all
who value good health. Its leenetleial
effects are due to the fact, that it is F he
one remedy wleeh promotes iaternal
eileanlinees without debilitating the
organs on whieh it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its Ilene-
ti•-ial effects, to note when 3 on par-
Anse, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, whieli is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Ce, only and sold by
all reputable di uggiette.
If in the enjoyment of gr el health.
and the system is regular. laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any wenn) disease. one-
may be commended to the most sicili:u1
physicians. but if in ated of a laxatere.
one should have the best, and with the
well-informed everywhere, Syrup of
Figs stands highest and is meet largely
used give s est neral sat ieesetioe.
WEAK MEN
CURED AS IF BY MAGIC.
Victims of Lost Maolioo.1 eliould send at
;4/ 
oni•e for a book
thiutertialimi how
full vlwor
Li' es.t.ily, quickly
and eertnaleedy
teetered. No Illfin
en fferturt Ohm
wroskracsia can af-
ford toignoretiaL
timely advice.
Book 'Elle Law.•
tall strength, ch•
relopmsnt and tone are imparted to evi:ry
portion of the hod;. Nest with rsitt.e
pnacifsopoaledi free teeny /117.11ona;ifincadou.
ERIE MEDTALSO.,BUFFALO,N.Y.
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Persons exposed to
weather are protected by
(y•flit4eitibBaktdouto
Piazlor 4 :
, \
17 TOUCHES
THE
SPOT.
ee7-e
, t •
Farmers, use the Old Reliable
homestead 1112:
Fertilizer
for your Spring crops. High Grade.
Best Quality. Send for fret. pamphle t
containing full information. Manufac-
tured by
MICHIGAN CARBON WORKS,
Detroit, Mich.
For sale by Foeers & Brie..
w3:u
1..n.ly a
Str.c)oth
For Your Facet
It' r..11-$.,T no.vis r4 ta wint ..tor it ! r•44r4e.
ir.•41.:4441...144.47114,14.1- •••••••-
r t a•ir utter.. 11
1..1.1•3•6 to.....11111.. T.... tea awl
soaps nal oustaaralcs laJurs take ...tin.
Vioia Cream
el ;senate, notirt.-.1.e. and rr.-nor, r !link in.;
Ii,-ft, wul.e•mlbealittiai. It 1. n I a 0.-tretr.
tra •r t it t NT•OV.•::
I. 1.4 r111:.- IVA Always c!, .1jj,j,
I 4,117 pr r. trzt 1, a that 5,
••.ont.urn n:741
Ita:•Ir...• • • t • • pr • int
neat ladles. T•rk:a so cents a jr at tit uggiets.
0.C. BiTTNER CO_ TOLEDO. 011:0.
27:727. 271711irrn, 2-21774;
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Ft CUTS SALT RHEUM CHAPPED HAFiDS a:4
1.• BURNS ULCERS fROSIED FEET Kir
IA BRUISES IT3if RINGWORM
Itst SCALDS ERYS!DELAS AND OLD SORES. *-4
Special!, Recommended !.), PILES.
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FOR SALE
The 1.7..rulean Spri. g. Property Con-
'Wog of 131 and a Half Acr s.
Water-Woeks All Over The House.
Hotel building with 50 roome all fur-
nished. I mean all the. furniture house
hold and kitchen to run the hotel. The
property is located on the. Ohio Valley
Railroad 16 miles from Hopkinsville,
Ky Six trains per day, eonnecting at
'Princeton with Louisville. and Wt74-
tern Kentucky and at Hopkineville.
with traiins con I eg from the Nerd' and
The Better the Grade
The Better the Trade.
If you are looking for the
latest and newest novelties in
Black and fumy >ilk'', black mid fancy wool goods dole treninitigs, silk
mulls, telk et iffrotts, organdies., imported dinettes,
White Goods, Wash Fabrics,
•wi!ft, transmit% Hatulurg and linen embroideries, all over-embroiderien,
handketchie.fe homiery, corsets, lace curtalie capes, shirt waists,
Parasols and umbrellas,
moquette velvet and ingrane carpets, wettings, lineleums o,, cloths, mo-
qutite velvet anti altlyetla TUR4.
Gents and boys shows
Gm swot, line of goods to lits found in a fine-rims dry gteids obits, roll at
T. M. JONES.
My entire line of ladies, misses and ehildrenti
sh000 will be closed out at cost.
April OAK
Hot Weather,
Hot Politic/al Times,
Hot Base Ball Games,
Hot ,hot From
THE RAKCET9
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
The greatest store in this part of Kentucky.
TIVE.11 rciolii:s under one roof. `111.r.V1`11 lit:-
PART FATS. Store jam full from cellar to roof.
Laildit la' Sni10111 fic up to finest.
Ladies hihirt Wai.ts 244i up.
Ladies Corsets 22c up.
Toilet Soap lc cake up.
Liutn Towels 4o,
Ladies* Oxfords 45c.
Straw Hats 4c.
Base Pall Shoes 65e,
Mete's Tennis Oxfords 39e.
Mens Bicycle Shoes $1.19.
Nice New Matting 12c yar.l.
'Window Shadea, nal), to hang, 15e.
Lace Curtain., 39c pair.
*47; I..4.11:/: 41.1; : .4%;  •• 7;4.'1; t":017114'117allite . I lidte 114:47.7411.4r1Alli.
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tril RenshawA Son
Livery, Feed and
bale Stable.
A nice line qd pretty turnont4 always on haul. Call o
us :.table on west Seventh st.
JO:IN B. CASTLEMAN. A. G. LiNGHAN
ROYAL
liarasc3 C:mpaiy cf. livarpool.
(INCORPORATED.)
14',1RBEE AND CASTLEMAN,
ilAiVAGER§ SOJTHERN L-.P-aliTMLN7
COLV.11111A BIT I I,DIFG, LOUISVILLE, K Y
GARNETT & MOORE, AGENTS.
iET YOUR
zEpl ES
M. PRLARD.
I. Main street, ext door to Kentuckian office.
;* t! I lin of staple and fancy groceres Pay h
pri !e+ f.or country produce. Free delivery
'tours to any part of the city. Telephone 91 .
FINE TAILORING,
Spring and Summer
Suits Received.
Good suits and hoLiez,t made clothing at pi-ices to harmon-
ize with th,! times
V. Ir. G co r ar. ,
Summer Opening
at
The Leader,
Nlay 1st and 2d.
choice line of pattern hats
will be shown which will com-
pare and equal anything shown
• • •
!South. My retooli for selling is on axe 111 4111 'I' ti ii
count of my health, only. As I have
soil wanting to buy can correepone with I EverI body cordiallymade money steadily them Any per- ,
nee at C.-rubleu eprnegs on the premises j
er teethe and Walla, 4 , ••ty tigt•iitA, Hop-
kineville, Ky. To the right meu I will1
make easy tvrnis.
John W. Stith,
Cerulean Spri nine
Trigg County, Ky.
THE LEADER,
Mine Fleurette Levy..
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ILVER AND GO
Gov, Altgeld's Great Speech
t)elivered at the Auditorium
in Chicago, Saturday
Evening, May 16,
kll Able and Convincing Address
On the Money question.
Wageworker, the Farmer and the Pro-
ducer Injured by the Single
Gold Standard.
Business Depression Follows the Contraction of the Money
of Redemption—Ratio, International Agreement, Over-
Production, Price, Value, Etc., Ably Discussed--The
Future Prosperity of Our Country and the Perpetuity of
Our Republican Institutions Involved in the Issue.
tease, in., May 18.—The following
• address on the money question
*red by Gov. John P. Altgeld at
Auditorium to-night before a
ge and enthusiastic audience:
For a number of years there has ex-
-•ed throughout the civilized world a
•-re depression with a constantly in-
"slug train of bankruptcy, ruin and
Jaery. Nature has yielded her bar-
.4t as bountifully as ever and the in-
telligence, energy and ingenuity of
man are as great as ever. We must
therefore conclude that this sad con-
"Ion is due to some unnatural and ex-
raordinary cause. That cause is the
great reduction In the volume of money
the world, incident to destroying
'Ter as a money metal.
The financial question, in Its relation
3 Ilbs commerce, the industry, the en-
"terse and the prosperity of the
'4 is goverieel by certain funds-
al laws or principles. When them
followed all is welt One
:lame fundamental laws e„
ersally recognized is that
AN in the volume of money
the world raises the selling
of things while a reduction in the
mat of money in the world lowers
'ling price of things. Another of
fundamental law* now uni-
ty recognized is that with
prices go increased activity, in-
, enterprise and prosperity. Put-
re money Into the world is like
more blood Into the body; ityes new life; while falling prices
.. enterprise, check Industry and
educe stagnation and distress be. 
usedebts, taxes and fixed charges
•ver fall with the price of things, eon-
luently more property has to be
.14 to get the same amount of money
A.. order to pay the debts, taxes, etc.;
ea that the debtor has no money left to
. spend. This soon destroys the market
for commodities so that manufactur-
ers cannot sell their products and
are consequently obliged to shut down.
This. in turn, destroys the purchasing
power of the laborer, so that there is
paralysis and distress around the en-
tire circle of !wellness am! industry.
When carefully examined it is found
that all of the panics we have had in
this country were the result of a con-
traction of the curreney brought about
by one cause or another. Inasmuch as
the panic of 1873 is sometimes mixed
up In the discussion of the silver ques-
tion I defile to say a few words in re-
gard to it, simply to point out at the be-
tiou with it. That panic was local to
'be United States and was due tosoma which were local to this coun-
7. The panic which *truck this coun-
y in 1893 was not local but extended
ter the civilized world and had been
It in other countries for a number of
ere before it reached os.
During our civil war the government
rued paper money he large amounts
d there was neither sold nor silver
Into; It had no direct connec-
circulation in this country. After
war the government began to coll-
et the amount of paper which was
'standing by issuing bonds with
Ich to take it up. In recent years
•mpts have been made to revise the
ury reports in order to make it
.r that the contracition had notgreat. But John J. Knox. who
'or a time comptroller of the trees-
and Is regarded as an accurate
reports leagued during and after the
illour.tsho(ri,;(y.iopottPubtalisltigmedoodanonart
war in which he gives a table showing
theiel treasuryay.
the amount of paper money the treas-
ury had outstanding on July 1st of
each year for a number of years and
the character of each kind of notes.
According to this table the *meat
amount of paper money we had In cir-
culation at any time during and imme-diately after the war was in 1866, when
we had 11.261.415.475 in government
paper and $281,479,908 in national bank
notes. making a total of /1.542,895,383.By 1870 the government paper was re-dueen to 1:196.1494,212. while there
were $299,766,984 of national bank
notes, making a total of 1006,661,196.In other words there was a reductionIn toe total amount of paper money
al circulation in this country from 1866to 1870. of $846.234,177. Inasmuch asthe enterprise, industry and Ingenuity
of our people had loaded every dollarof this paper money which had been in
circulation with as much business asit could possibly carry kt was inevitablethat a fall in pri-es eneresponding totoe reciuction in the volume of money
must follow. Senator John Sherman
recognized this fact and in a discussionof the currency question in the UnitedStates senate in 1809, he said:
"The contraction of the currency is afar more distressing operation thanthe senators suppose. Our own andother nations have gone through thatoperation before. It is not possibleto take that voyage without the sorestdistress. To every person except acapitalist out of debt or a salaried offi-cer or annuitant, It is a period of loss,danger, lassitude of trade, fall ofwages, suspension of enterprises, bank-ruptcy and disaster. It means ruin ofall dealers whose debts are twice theirbusiness capital though one-third lessthan their total property. It meansthe fall of all agricultural productionwithout any great reduction of taxes.What prudent man would dare tobuild a honse, a railroad, a factory ora barn with this certain fact beferehim ?"
Notwithstanding this warren, ofdanger the government went on withits policy of contraction and Sherman'spredictions were more than verified.Universal bankruptcy, ruin and die-tress with their attendant increase insuicides, crime and insanity cousti-tuted the price which the American peo-ple paid to get on what was then calleda "specie basis." I will not stop hereto ask the question whether the Ameri-
can nation ever received any etitilva-b.tit for the awful price which it here
paid or not; I am only commenting
upon an histor1en1 feet.
Toward 1880 the bainnee of trade
was largely iu our favor for a num-ber of years, which fact tended to in-crease the volume of money in our
country. The productions of ourmines were very large for several yearngo that including treasury and nationalbank notes there were according to thetreasury table"; in the year 1880, be-
tween $1,100,000.000 and $1.300,000,000of Healey In this country, being an In-
crease of from 60 to /40 per cent over
the sum which we had when the gov-
ernmeut had 'eased contractiug the
currency and there followed a corres-ponding increase in the price of prop-
erty. This was accompanied by gen-
eral activity and prosperity which was,
however. local to our country and
Iseted only a few years until we began
to be affected by that general depres-
sion which followed the demonetization
of silver.
Densontittestlea of Silver.
While the pubject of demonetizing
silver lied been agitated in Europe for
many years. It had not been in the
Uulted States, but lunenitich as neither
gold nor silver wna circulating here
the manipulators got our government
to take the Initiative in 'striking down
silver. Accordingly the American eon-
green, In February. 1873. by law de-
menetized silver, so that it was no
longerw 
was 
npart gr i00foeiri arsta standard coinagea
money for large sums. 
legalt hoo tdetVrer avi nge
it of Its funetion as money. The effectof
this was not at once noticed here. In
the fall of the same year the German
empire not only demonetized silver Imy
law. but gradually threw nearly $400,-
frot.00totoof asilyceormqmniodetliytyonto the mar-
Sweden. Denmark and aorno Nsomrawlaley;
'grates more or less dependent upon
Germany demonetized silver by law
Immediately thereafter; Holland
struck down silver by law in 11475;
Russia to 1ti78; France and the canoe
tries of the Latin anion by law stopped
ethoteg tcdotoi nhaedg e
aofgtsdiclivestranindal
In 1878 congress attempted to re-
monetize 
 
Austria
silver but the opposition was
able to partially frustrate the move-
ment. The Bland-Allison bill was
passed, but it limited the amount
was
that
to be coined to from two to four mil-
lions per month and it did not make
this full legal tender and the coinage
nooft goldf re e 
is. 
it
tIn 
formerly
1800
pagsed under which the government
eriwisalse w and wri a
repealed and the Sherman law was
ns
purchased forty-eight millions of dol-
lars worth of silver every year and
*sued certificates against it. Thle
added forty-eight million dollars to our
currency every year and helped slight-
ly to keep up prices. But President
Cleveland convened congress in special
session to repeal this law in 18193 and a
further disturbancee of prices ensued.
The Indian mint continued coinage of
silver until June. 1593. and inside of
six days from the day it closed
there was a fall in prices of nearly
twenty-five per cent.
Replants' of th• Movomen11-
Although the subject had been mooted
before, there was no agitation in favor
of adopting a single standard until
about the beginning of this century.
when a number of writers discussed it.
In 1802 Citizen Berenger. who had
been deputized by the French govern-
ment to makes report on this question.
reported in favor of a single silver
standard. Not gold, but silver. Ber-
enger was one of the ablest men that
hare written upon this 'queetion. and it
is noticeable that he adveneed in 1802
practically all of the arguments in fa-
vor of a 'elver standard that have glace
been advaneed in favor of a gold stan-
dard. Like the single standard men of
to-day, he took the ridiculous pneitinn
of fiercely contending that the govern-
ment could not increase or decrease the
purchasing power of a metal—that the
whole twitter was regulated by com-
merce—and yet, instead of leaving It to
commove, he labored for years. In sea-
son and out of newton, to get the gee-
ernment to adopt one metal and strike
down the other by law.
In 1516 Lord Liverymen! atieeeetieti In
getting the Engliish government to
adopt the geld standard by law, and his
principal argument In favor of It Was
that the other nations of the world were
timing silver almost exclusively, and if
England adopted gold and reined it le
denominations that were not in use In
other ceuntriee her money would be lees
liable to be drawn from the Island, and
that when it was drawn from time island
it would hare a constant tendeney to
return. The idea of getting an ad-
vantage over other countries by the use
of gold will not then thought of. This
advantage are later, out of the fact
that England. having become the great
commercial and ship owning nation of
the world and London the great dmin-
cial center, her people got the benefit
of the exchanges and in time got the
benefit of all those advantages which
are reaped by men who handle large
sums of money and are in a situation to
compel others to come and deal with
them.
There were a number of minor steps
taken by some of the governments,
whicb need not he noticed in this brief
survey, but the advocates of a single
standard increased in number and were
finally divided into three climes: One
class that wanted uniformity of coin-
age In order to escape the confusion
which me-faulted from a greet variety of
coins Issued by differema small princi-
palities. This clam did not believe that
there was enough of either metal in the
world to do the world's business, and
favored the theory of having some
countries adopt gold and other coun-
tries adopt silver. Another class was
made up chiefly of professors, who ad-
vanced various theories which they
wanted to have put Into practice. The
third and move powerful branch con-
sisted of the great creditor classes.
who wanted to make money dear, and
of nearly all the official classes who
hold office for life and draw salaries
from the government. The charter
of the Bank of England being
about to expire was renewed by
parliament in 1.544. and in the
act renewing the charter, parlia-
ment provided that the bank must buy
up all gold of lawful standard that
should thereafter be offered at £3 17s
tel per ounce of standard gold. In
other words. It fixed the minimum price
for gold by law and furnished the world
a purchaser for it. Had it provided
by law that the bank must buy every
pound of wo,.I thereafter offered at 30
cents per pound. it is evideut that 30
cents per pound would have formed a
tnininono price for wool after that
date. especially If it were limited in
quantity, amid this would have been
due not to business or commerce, but to
the arbitrary act of government.
About the time of the great discov-
eries of gold in California and Amara-
Va. the creditor and office holding .'lass.
fearing higher prires, started an agita-
tion in favor of the demonetization of
gold: and Holland. as well as some of
the smaller Germunn stateg, actually
demonetized gull for a time. Soon
after 1850. when it became evident that
the new gold flelde were not going to
deluge the world, the agitation In favor
of demnonetlzing gold ceased, and then
became active in favor of demonetizing
silver. International monetary (touter-
enees were held at different times, at
which the idea of Noah:letting a single
gold standard was strongly preesed,
although the folly and danger of it
were vented out by F/kftle of the ablest
statesmen anti tirianteers of the world:
but the infinitive- of the Alec-holding
and money-lending classes was suffi-
ciently potent to euletly torry It out,
and finally they induce/ the American
congress to take the initiative.
Ratio Between Gold and Silver.
As each little country had its own
system uf liaance tLa greateet coufu-
pion prevailed until about two hun-
dred years ago, when some of the gov-
ernments of Europe provided by law
that silver anal gold should be eoinen
at the ratio of 151ee parts of silver to
one of gold of equal finetiesto In collie 161
was 15 to 1; while in our country It was
15 to 1 until 1834 and then 16 to 1. This
ore:Istituto' the legal ratio or mint
price and It is remarkable that for two
hundred years after the establishment
of this legal ratio or mint price the
market ratio or price remained sub-
stantially the same as the legal
ratio, the difference being chiefly
the cost of exchange, and the
market ratio or price was un-
influenced by the increase or de-
crease in the production of either metal
from time to time. 'lime statistical ta-
bles giving what is called the market
price of gold and sliver for two hun-
dred years prior to 1873 show that
there was practically no variance of
the market ratio of fifteen and a half
to one during all that time. Sometime,
one metal would be a little more Wen-
tiful than the other in a Psrtieular
country, but this did not matter: the ra-
tio or price of each remained the game
and the sum of the two metals taken to-
gether and treated practically AA one
constituted the measure cf value of
things throughout the world. During
all that time commerce never lifted
it. finger in Olvor of the demonetiza-
tion of either metal end the contention
that the business of the work] discrimi-
nated against Over is not true.
foramen* Otmire atatutory Law
The hietory of these two hundred
years show that Instead of commerce
desfrittablilnisgh eidt alah‘eiasY;sinafdasetpti, 
thiteseithfeotorythoef
tariff, and of protection rests entirely
upon the idea that the business of the
world adjusts itself to positive Mate-
tory enactments. At present gold is Pro-teetedoc:t f government,lotlegivena monopoly throughonopoly
the 
What American and raropean etateemea
Have Said on th• Nehjeet et a
Single Standard.
Attempts have been made to bolster
this dishonest single standard move-
ment up wall the name's of distinguish-
ed "statesmen and to make It appear
that they favored that which in re-
ality r t1Hieoym denounced. In upoul7t9 is 2h Aslueb-x
ject:
"Upon the whole It seems to be most
advisable as has already been °leery-
ed, not to attach the unit exclusively
to either of the metals, because this
ran not be done effectually without
destroying the ("Mee and character of
one of theta as money anti reducing
It to the situation of mere merchandise.
To annul the use of either of the met-
als as money Is to abridge the quan-
tity of circulating medium and is liable
to all the objection, which arise from
a comparison of the benefits of a full
with the erne of a 'scanty circulation."
Jefferson wrote to Mr. Hamilton in
February. 1792, theme words: "1 concur
with you that the unit must stand onboth meta*"
In 1822 William H. Crawfont secre-tary of the treasury, reported to con-gress as follows: "All intelligent writ-
ers OR the currency agree that whenIt is decreasing in 'mount poverty and
misery must prevail." In 18.52 Mr. R. M.T. Hunter, In a report to the UnitedStates 'tenet.. said:
"Of all the great effeets produced
upon human atielety by the discovery
of America there were probably none
so marked am those brought about bythe great influx of the preteens metalsfrom the new world into the old. Eu-
ropean industry had been declining
upon the decreetting stock of theprecious metals and an appreelating
standard of value.. Human ingennitygrew dull under the paralyzing In-fluences of declining profits, and capi-tal absorbed nearly all that shouldhave been divided between It andlabor. • • • • The mischief
would be great Weed If all the world
were to adopt but OUP of the precious
metals as the standard of value. To
adopt gold would diminish the specie
currency more than one-half and
should silver be taken as time only stan-dard. the reduction would be large
enough to prove highly disastrous to
the 
elabli ru 
race,"
In
l'i 
1878, Mr. James G.
etlIaihtn. 
ar
e said: "On the much vexed
and long mooted question RS to a bi-
metallic or monemetallie standard my
views are sufficiently indicated in the
remarks I have made. I believe the
struggle now going on In thin country
and In other &Runt:ice for a single gold
standard would if eucceseful, produce
aidespread disaster iu and throughoutthe commercial world. The destruction
of silver and establishing gold as a
esofflec ut nuitponf valtil Ufeonarmusst ntfla ir,eroapenirtyinous
ex-
cept those improvements which yield
a fixed return in money. It Is Impos-
sible to strike silver out of existence
as money without results width will
prove distressing to millions and diens-
trolls to tens of thousands. I believegold and silver coin to be the money
of the constituwthioviih: Itnhdeeteglr.eatItieomrraonneiye
ed as quite indepentleut of
of the American people anterior to the
roofless to declare either
liefatewrrnoNoteredi-tineoloteCoix°"inisez.tence. No power was con-
metal should not he money. Congress
has in may judgment no Power to de-
monetize silver any more than to de-
monetizetu
Roger Q.
I
"Hut the crime that is now Sought to
ls  i  n 
discussing 
gold."
States SenatorUnit 
this nueetion said:
be perpetrated on more than lifte- mil-
lions of people, eotues neither from the
camp of the conqueror, the hand of
the foreigner nor the altar of an idola-
tor. • • • • It comes from the soldlegmatio marble heart of avarice
that seeks to paralyze labor, increase
the burden of dela and till the land
with destitution and suffering to grati-
fy the lust for gold. • • • • It de-mands of congress an net that willparalyze all the forces of produetion,
shut out labor from all employmput,
Increase the burden of debts and tax-
ation. and send desolation end suffer-
ing to all the homes of the poor."
In 187$ Jelin G. Carlisle, while dis-
cussing t his subject in the A merican eon-greee. maid: "I know that the world's
stock of precious metals is none too
large and I see no reason to apprehend
that it will ever become so. einnkind
will be fortunate indeed he if t annualproduction of gold and silver coin
shall keep pace. with the minuet in-
cront.e of tempulation. commerce and
Industry. According to my vnov of the
subject, the coneteracy which 144.111/
to have been formed here and In Eu-
rope to destroy by legislation and
otherwise. from three-seventhe to one-
ball' the metallic money of the vvorld,
is the most gigantic crime of title or
'such a seliewe would ulti mattmly en-
title' other age. The eonsionenation (4,
tall more misery upon the human rate
than all the wars, peseleuee anal famine
that ever eccurre0 111 the Matory of llie
world. The absolute and institute-
aeons destruction of half the move-
able property of the world, Including
homes, ships, railroads and all other
sppliances for carrying on commerce,
while it would be felt more 'sensibly
at the moment, would not produce
anything
disorganization 
tli 
 
f 
society 
proolons,gweddsiress
otha
now inevitehly result from the per-
tnnnent annihilation of one-half of the
sotrapshtiotthryeseliewrorndos
metallic money of the world." Con-
While secretary of the tretumry. Mr.
wofntCt ea rilni 
sgle with the
John Sherman wrote to W. S. Groes-
beck, of Cincinnati, Ohio, saying.
among other things: "During the
monetary conference In Paris I was
strongly in favor of the single standard
of gold, and wrote a letter which you
will find In the proceedings of that con-
ference stating my views. At that
time the wisest of us did not anticipate
the midden fall of silver, or nether the
rise of gold, that has °central. Other
arguments showing the dansterons ef-
fect upon Industry by dropping one of
the precious meta* from the standard
of ratite outweigh In my mind all the
theoretical objections to the bimetallic
system."
I hare time to notice only a few of
the ntteranees of the great men of Eu-
rope who were familiar with this sub-
ject. 1 will first notice the results of
the reeverches and observations of the
Historian Hunie. expressed as follows:
of the mines in America industry has
'It is certain that since the discovery
increased in all the nations of Europe.
We final that in every kingdom in
which money begins to flow in greater
abundance than formerly everything
takes a new faith. Labor and industry
gain life, the merchant becomes inore
enterprising,disainng, 
skillful."
ttimanufacturerthe more
diligent 
Mr. Ernest Sept a high European
authority, wrote years ago:
"Upon this point all authorities upon
the subject are in accord, to-wit: That
the large increase in the supply of gold
has given a universal impetus to trade.
eommerm•e and industry, and to general
social development and progrees."
In 1843 Leon Fenchet. in his work
entitled "R este re hes Upon Ind() anti
Silver," says: "If all the nations of
Europe adopted the system of Great
Britain. that is. tingle gold standard.
the price of gold would be raised be-
yond measure, and we should see pro-
dneed In Europe a result lamentable
enough."
In lnrin. while the agitation In favor
of demonetizing silver Was in progress.
the French government appointed
commission to inquire into the subject.
A number of distinguished financiers
appeared before this conunission and
gave their VieWS. M. Woloweki said:
"The PIM total of the precious metal is
reckoned at fifty millinrcle. one-half
gold and one-half silver. If, by a stroke
of the pen, they suppress one of these
metals In the monetary serviee they
double the demned for the other metal
to the ruin of all debtors."
M. Roulanel. the governor Of the
Bank of France. said: "We have not to
do with Idle theories. The two moneys
have actually co-exIsted eince the
origin of human society; they co-exist
b7n.a.tose the e etwo are' n reeary. by their
quantity, to meet the needs of circala-
t
The American people have heard
much about the Hothsehilds, I will
quote from one. Baron Botherbihe
etio of time greateet financiers of the
age. said to this etannilousion: "The
simultaneous employment of the two
pie-clouts metals Is nallsfaetory and gives
rise to no complaint: whether gold or
silver douiltuites for the time being. It
Is always true Hutt the two nietehs con-
cur together in forming the mouetary
circulatien of the world, and it is the
general nags of the two metals corn-
blued which serves as the measure of
the value of things. The suppression
of sliver would be a veritable destruc-
tion of values without any compensa-
tion."
Let me state here that in the many
books that have been written on this
subject I know of no instance in which
the es.•enee of the whole matter is
given In such few words as is done
here by the Baron Rothschild:
1st. The use of the two metals Is amt.
com-
plaint. .a 
and gives
ells; or the oThine;
dominates for the time. it is always
true that the two together concur in
forming the monetary circulatiou of the
• 31. It is the mass of the two
metals combined which serves as the
measure of the value of things. meth
Th. suppression of silver would be a
veritable dertructson of values with-
out eompensation.
ever a year ago the secre-
tary of the United States treasury went
to New York and In an midlevel to tee
Association of Bankers at a wine din-
ner in "peaking of bimetallism or a
combined standard said that lie could
not understand how there could be a
combined or bimetallic standard of
values any more than there could he
two standard yard sticks of different
lengths. W het her Mr. Rothschild
would have seen two yard sticks after
a wine dinner I do not know, but there
are mon who have seen worse things
than yard sticks under such circum-
El:nce:I  173 the great Prof. Laveleye ap-
peared before the Belgian monetary
commission and among other things
said: "The debtors, and among them
the state, have time right to pay in gold
or silver and this right cannot be
taken away without disturbing the re-
lation of debtors and creditors, to the
prejudice of the debtors to the extent
perhaps of one-half, certainly of ow,-
third. To increase all debts at a blow
is a nieasure so violent, so revolu-
tionary. that I cannot beliere that the
government will propose It or the chant-
hers 
11(71161.vwotleienit"In some countries had al-
ready stricken down silver and others
were urged tam do so, time Weettninster
Review. a standard publication. in an
able article on the guinea said: "One
of the things involved is time probable
appreciation of gold. In other words
an increase In its purchasing power
that consequently • • • prices have
seen their highest for many a long day
and that debts contracted in gold will
by reason of thiss movement tend to
press more heavily on the borrowers
and that it will he well if this pressure
does uot beeonie SO Itittill.rShle SS to
suggest a way of solution something
like 
ItilnitimvenTtilmc n Snli rem oP"ilaotilnsfIn the En-
cyclopedia Britannten. written prior to
a-al EngIleim writer aim! finance, front ati
English point Of view, the writer es-
timates that from 1849 to 1s419 there
tone an iners•not of 20 per eent In the
volume of money In the world anal that
this caused a general ineremee of
wages anal greatly improrsel the eon.
deem of the clao4es living by manual
labor. On the questien of a standard
he says: "Time in introduction
of a universal gold currency, Is by the
admisgion of all partimme. entinent1y
undesirable and in the only settled
iiny peetr,odIgutttloket nin
point In the Controversy." Speaking of
the fall of silver be Insists that careful
atihrld little to 
to
but that "the great depreciation of sil-
ver resulted mainly from its having
ceased to be money over a large part
any i trhettse it,
of the civilized world." and that this
Is due to governmental action, lie holds
with Delmar that what is called "the
cost of production theory." is not
sound. But on the subject of restoring
s'lver by international agreement be
claims that as England is a creditor
nation it will not be to her interest to
give up any advantage which the
debtor nations have given her through
their own legislation. 
At the international monetary confer-
ence 
who represented England,
held in Paris iu 1.873. Mr.
and who by reason of his experience as
a banker and ae cabinet minister,
may be regarded as one of the greatestfinanciers and statesmen in this linein the world, in • discussion of this
question said: 
"If, however, other states were to
carry on a propaganda in favor of agold standard and the demonetization
of silver, the scramble to get rid of
silver might provoke one of the great-
est crises ever undergone by com-
merce. • • • • There would be afear on the one hand of a depression ofsilver, and on the other of a rise In the
value of gold anti a corresponding fallIn the prices of all commodities, The
American proposal for • universaldouble standard seemed impossible of
realization. hut the theory of ft ntever-
sal gold standard Will Utopian andintlesel invoiced a false Utopia. It
was better for the world at large thatthe two metals should eontinue in cir-
culation than that one should he uni-
versally substituted for the other."In 1583, when the deuantietization of
silver had heen practically effected by
most of the European nations. Mr.
Gosehen dellreredanathiressbefore the
Institute of Bankers in London, havingfor his audienc-p the most experienced
and conservative daanclers in the
world.
After referring to the argument thatless money was necessary than former-ly because of certain ec000miee ef-fected In the way of draft's.
checks. ete he said: "I certain-ly do share the opinion thatthe economies effected do not counter-balance the strain put upon gold, eitherby the Increased demands of the popu-lation for pocket money, or for the
liquidatingof theenorrnously inereasedbalance of transaetions both of this
country and of others. Happy then Itis for those who have the sovereigns.On the other hand, unhappy it is forthose who have commodities left on
hand and produce which they have not
sold.
"It to true." he say.. "that no state
action on the part of England can be
cited, but it would not be true of Eu-
rope generally, because if the fall of
prime.. has been brought about by the
absorption in Germany. Italy and the
United States of nearly £200,000,000
of gold coinage, it is by the laws passedby Om* governments. and not by any
change in production, that the
serious results izolleated have been
caused: therefore, I wish to put aside
time doctrine that It is utterly out of
the question for Metes to act. I must
reply that to my mind the connection
between the atiditinnal demand for
gold anti the position of prier, seems us
sound In principle as I believe it to be
austeined by hurts."
My fellow citizens, you notice that
Mr. Ooschen not only holds that gov•
ernments can legislate In such manner
tie to mine the price of some things
and depress the prieSs of others, but hebelieves that In this case the rise in the
purchnelng power of gold and the con-
sequent fall of prices was due to gov-
ermentAl action*,
In June. 1885. Mr. Robert Giffen,
the official statistician of the British
Board of Trade, published a remarka-
Hy able article in the Contemporary
Review on the subject of the fall in
the prices of commodities through-
out the world. He says: "We
I have the facts as to the extraordinary
demands for gold since 1872. In round
figures there have been new demands
for about f200,00n.000 sterling
of gold. an amount very nearly equal
to the whole annual production of the
period, although a Larger amount than
necessary in previous years to main-
that annual production had been
tam n the state of prices which then ex.
feted."
He then points nut that twelve mil-
lion pounds sterling, or sixty million
dollars. are annnally required
to replace the 'a-ear tntl tear
of coin and meet the increase
in the demand for money
caused by increase of population: and
I then adds: • • • • • Looking at
all the facts. therefore, it ars
pears impossible to avoid the conclu-
sion that the recent eourse of prices
is the result in part of the diminished
production and the increased extraor-
dinary demands upon the supply of
grog. It is euggesteml, indeed, that the
Increase of banking facilities and other
, economies In the use of gold may have
. 
compensated the ticarcity, but the an-
swer clearly is that in the period bee
tween 1850 and 1873 the increase of
blinking facilities and similar econo-
mies was as great reIntlyely to the
arrangements existing just before as
anything that has taken place since.
, The gamne reply may also he made
then of commodities accounts for the
to the suggestion that the multiplice-
ent ire change that has occurred. There
is no tension to eupposie that the mul-
tipheation of commodities ham proceed-
ed at a greater rate slate 1573 than
In the twenty years before that. Yet
before 1s73 priees were rising notwith-
standing the multipheation of (airtime.
,:titles anal since that date the tendency
haft been to decline. The one thing
which has changed, therefore, appears
to tem the eupPlY of geld and the de-
wands upon it. and to that ea use large-
, ly we must accordingly acerb, the
ehanee in the course of prices which
1:smaGee:tis 
upon 
irred.esti eesen'tes to Mosey Market.
gold. Mr. (Offen saya:
In eommenting on the extraordinary
"Now the course of the market sluee
1S71 has been full of etringencies. In
ai:°.5trs:T: yrPx N:Pt'7Man1tt jehasienstringtncyofgr11;S.°ror l ss etCm rlt  Iretiyaserltirlm .;o 
d
them."
or agdgorafso•arted goldbyattitide tiheetradoIrtfid(inualtr3s, oer.
11'1'1'11:ere is one more American autbor-
ity which I shall quite and t fait is the
Ch'engo Tribune. Ills perhaps *A gen-
t rally known that the Chicago Tribune
gave to the world tonne of the atilt et
arguments yet made in favor of time
reuimmetization of silver and against a
single gold standard.
For example. on Jan. it. 1575,
the Tribune said: "Silver dollars of
3711/4 grains pure were emonblished as
the Pierian! of rattle or unit of nmetount
by the act of Apr3 2, 1792, and this
etwitinued Is foil force until 18734."
On Feb. 23, 187S. It said: "In 1873-4
as it was two yenta later discovered
the coinage of this eilver dollar was
forbidden and silver dollars were de-
monetized by law. This act was done
seeretty aud stealthily to the profoundignorance of three who voted for It
and of tee president who approved It
• • • • under cover of darkness it
abolished the constitutiotial dollar and
Las arbitrarily and to the immense in-jury of the people added heavily to
every form of indebtedseas public and
private." On Jan. 10. 1878. the Tribune
di long
ger dollar Ills the billexactly. So 000 
der it was •n honasartitdownisliter,awloerthgal toennebuodued rents anti bad the ring of thetoo metal. Rernonottse It and It will
again be what it was for eighty years.
worth one hundred cents." And
agate: "The big dollar (that is at a
ratio of may 20 to 11 is just ',tat the
country must stop If It teepee to escape
old vehrimistol 
historicalbankruptcy. 7e 374 gra
purr silver, the equivalent of the oldSpanish milled dollar, and nothing
17ant t i eslin
else. The present purchasing pow*,eonfhtahneeedgold dollar Las been fearfully
On Jan. 5, 157R. It said: "The follyof advoeating the single geld standardof money must be obvious to every onenot blind as n bet in the day
-light"On Feb. R. 1875. It said: It is merenaked. nosnpriorted. Irrational, impu-dent assertion that remenetlzation otsilver will not red nee the difference invalue between It and gold. Silver, evense bollion has not depreciated since itwas demonetized as compared withproperty or labor. " And on Jan. 8, 1875,It said: "The theory that a remoneti-
zation of the silver dollar dementiathat the A-eight of that dollar be in-
creamed to correspond to the presentLondon value of silver as meaintred by
cornered gold Is simply alwurd." OnJan. 5. 1575. in answer to the questionas to whether the world could safelydispense with silver, it said: "Lot thefalling prices and the rising multi-tude, of unemployed men 'Dower thisquest1on." And on Jan. 18. It had thiseditorial: 'l'o undertake to do the NNW.DOM of the world on a single gold basisof melasurement and equivaleate meansIons, benkruptey. poverty, sufferingand despair. Debts will grow largerand taxes become more onerous. Thefarmer will receive small price* forhis crops, labor will be forced down.down, down, and there will he a longseries of stekee. lock
-outs and suspen-sion elf production. Those who OIIRproperty but owe for it in part willsee their mortgage Increasing In propor-tion as gold acquires new purchasingpower, weile the property itself will beshrinking in Talue. There will be norelief, it nowt he kept In mind. forgold will he the only recognized equiva-lent of values, the stock of gold willbe power eminently growing and thecircle of wealth will be uniformly eon-trat itrireOlag.;N prophetic nothing more pheti wasever 
A volume could be filled with ail-torte], expressing similar sentimentswritten by the great editor of lb*TrItaitie. Now, by way of contrast. Iwill give you Rollie of the arguments
which the el:ileac° Tribune is mak-ing at present against the ea"eof silver, and the people who advocateIt: "Lunacy." "Monstrous absurdity,"
"Disheneety." "Cranky notion," "Sil-
ver crass," "Dishonest dollar."
"leerinndrelly scheme." "Liars."
"Ilytweerttea." eta'. To use Its own Ian-gunge. the TrIhUne ...ams to be "asblind as a bat In daylight."
Is Loss Rego, Weeded.
lilt ela!tned by single standard men
that hut little money is needed; that
scarrely three per cent of the business
of the world is done with actual money.
That the business affairs of the world.
great and little. are carried on by
means of checks, drafts, bills of ex-
change anti bank notes: and this is UR.-
queetionribly true: but it being admit-
ted that some money is necessary as
a base for It all, the single standard
advocates make a mistake in imagin-
ing that the world can get along with
less money than formerly. Immediately
prior to 1873, the world was as well
b.-.nked as it is now. and all the agen-
cies and systems of credit, in the use
of bank notes. eheeke. etc., wets its
fully developed then as they are now,
amid if It at that time required all the
silver and all the gold that there was
in the world to form a bagel for the
btunnees that was done, it will re-
quire the same to-day; In fact, It will
retjulre more money to-day than for-
merly 'to restore the linsinesst of the
world to what it formerly was heeanes
the population has greatly increased,
and the area over which business has
to be done has greatly increased.
BuaiDege can be earrecl on In a city
with leis money than it can in new and
extended countries. The principle
thing which is overlooked by the single
standard people is the feet that the in-
dustry,, energy and enterprise of the
world ere always carried to the ut-
most ektent that the total amount of
money: in the world will admit of.
Every floller of tnoney is at once load-
ed with as much credit as it can possi-
bly earn.. I have here a picture of an
Inverted pyramid. the point turned
down_ . This pyramid represents the
busineim of the world as it formerly
stood. At the bottom, marked in
black * the actual money. both gold
anti sitter, whim-11 supported this pyra-
mid. You will see it eonostituted only
about ihree per cent of the whole al-
thouchithe exact proportion Is imma-
terial tp Illustrate the prinelple in-
volved.
New. if every dollar was already
loaded Ito Its full eeiselty to carry, I
ask yoti what still happen If you ar-
hbis petrariita. mid one-halflawi'lil f hi  °olit frommoney
tinder
t 
that is; eupporting it? I imagiae I
hear scime one !trot. It will have to
I
collapse. That Is correct anel.thet Is
exactly: what happened in thle ease;
the business of the world collapsed.
gilifbetrlinliaelxi-rorrIrdie.noowr 
Bait
blls aOsilMlyuctihal7k 
Work.
money tlust it formerly had, then it
mute fallow that e titer the world's
work tnnet be done for half the former
price or else only half as much work
eftn be done. In either case the men
who do; the work will be ruined. for
II
In one !nose they must work for half
pay, and in the other there will he two
men fon each jet,. .\ ad as the debts,
interest; taxes. and other fixed charges
have te t been lowered, and will ab-
sorb no rly all the earnings. I will ask
Is thlre any hope tot' our
agricultural el:mg/left, for our man-
tifecturir,, for our great proelucing
'baste's r.r Trireme kindge Does not
the single etandard menn the iniporer-
iglimentlof these (images anti a perms.
Den
s
tlering l heirst:tus 'Am:tofm:n:YinhiCo ntryTleeliiptreieroftheeirr:ne  at
Wehinitoe has for a number of yeare
Invited till the banks of the United
.t.
• e •
1
•or,
States, national. state and private. over
nine thousand in all. to report the to-
tal antoant of money of all kinds
which they beld on a certain day. These
reports show that We have not in cir-
culation in this country the amount of
money that is usually claimed. For ex-
ample, the last report given out by the
comptroller. Dec. 2, 189.5. shows that on
July 11, lekl, all of the banks in the
Vatted States, national. state and pri-
vate. held only $M11,111.290. while at
the same time There were in the treas-
ury of the United Settee. as claimed
by the reports, $429,517.713. but of
this sum, there were $108.210.5e5 in
gold which was beld as a reseree and
was not available for circulation. This
left the total amount of mouey in rie
banks and In the treasury at that thee
$952.418.448. This was all the money In
sight at that time available for circula-
tion. Of the sum held by the hanks
$127.n1,099 consisted of gold. and thie
was all of the available geld then in the
'United States. The foregoing sume
comprise all the money we then had in
this country except what there was in
the pockets of the people. And inas-
much as we have battks in every vil-
lage and we have had years of idleness
during which Intle savings were ex-
hausted, and Inasmuch as building am
eoctatIons have in late years abeorbed
nearly all the money that used to be
beld by private individuals. It is claim-
ed by competent judges that when you
include the colored people of the south
and the poor everywhere that an aver-
age of $5 per family would be a high
average of what there was at that
time In the pockets of the people. As
there were then less than fourteen mil-
lion families that would make less than
670,000.000, but if we double this sum
and aasume that there was on an aver-
age $10 in the hands of every family
ni the United States at that time, It
would make less than $140.000,000. Ad-
ding that to what there was then in
the banks and in the treasury and tt
gives us the total money In this coun-
try. which is less than $1.100.000.000.
But the treasury officials persist In
'Firing out figures publisbed by the
director of the mint, in which be
claims that there are in this cotm-
try altogether $1.651210,600; that
we have $22.59 per capita, and
that there are $818.100.000 of gold
alone in this country. But ha his report
for 1S92 the director explains thet these
figures are in part estimated and in
part besed aseumption. In the flrst
place he assumed that every dollar of
paper issued by the national govern-
ment during this last thirty year, or
more and by the national banks of this
country to still tn circulation. except
where a record has been made of its
cancellation in Washington. and that
none has been lost or destroyed In all
that time. Second. he assumes that all
of the gold which the records of the
custom houses and at the mints show
tame into this country ts still In circu-
lation, except wbere there is a record
of its exportatioa or of Its use in the
arts. In other words, he makes no
ellowance for what ham been lost and
destroyed during • quarter of a cen-
tury ; he makes no allowance for what
was loet by abrasion durIng that time:
he makes no allowance for what was
carried across our southern heundary
for a quarter of a century, unrecorded,
nor for what waa carried across our
northern boundary during that time.
and of which no record was made, nor
for what was carired to Chits during
that time and of which no record was
made. He makes no allowance for
what was used In the arts and of which
no report was made, and he make* no
allowance for what waa carried to Eu-
rope in the pockets of our people dur-
ing a quarter of a century. In his re-
port for 1891. the director says that the
amount of money which the American
people spent in Europe during the year
of the Paris exposition was estimated
at over S90.000.000. Of course, most of
this was registered in the form of let-
ters of credit. etre but much of It as
wes carried in the pockets of the people
was not regletered. so that the tables
given out by the director of the mint,
when carefully examined in the light
of information whleh he himself has
given out in prier reports, are
found to he absolutely worthless.
The other figures given by the comp-
troller. that I have referred to. are ac-
curate. They practically constitute an
inventery of everything in sight. and
they show that Instead of having $.59
per capita in circulatiov in this eountry,
we have not got $15.00 per capita in cir-
culation in this country, while England
has $20.78, France Sa5.77, Germany
$17.59. Belgium $27.82 'and the Nether-
Mnds 424.25. We are drifting toward
the basis of the pauperized countries of
Europe. Italy hris $10.79 per capita,
Austria-Hut:wary $10.67. Amnia $8.46;
even Impoverisbed Spain has $16.55.
It la a most remarkable fact that the
position held by a people in the scale of
civineation seems always to depend on
the amount of money they have In ac-
tual circulation. Aecording to the tahles
Issued by the United genes treasurer.
Turkey has $4.09 per capita, Mexico
$4.n5. Central American States $3.68.
India $323, China $2.08 and Serve
$3.7S.
Bankers have Teen beard to stay even
during a panic that there was plenty
ef money. This was done to keep the
public from heeoming alarmed. for
every business man knows that it is not
true. and the facts that !so many banks
pay high rates ef interest on deposits
shows that It is not true. During the
last panic the New York banks actually
suepended payments and forced time
public to take clearing house certifi-
cates. It has. bowever. been found
that after a panic produced by a great
contraction, the mouey that is left
flows toward the cities and lies
because business conditinns are not fa-
yoreble. Physicians teU us that If a
large pert of the blood Is taken ent of
the human body the remainder flows to
the heart and the extremities get cold;
and the mme law applies to money,
which is the blood of eornmerre. nom-
inee III quantity and the body gets
cold while the heart may be congested.
At present Money ls In demand, not
for new bnsinesa entorpriees, but by
debtors who are carrying a heavy load
Of old debts and are forced to make new
arrnnrementa. If priests were again
to go up. new life wonld cone into the
liminess world and money would then
be In demaud and new enterprises
Ivould be begun.
G•14 us las Weald isseeteteat
in June, 1841. gdward 0. Lestos, di
Motor et the mitt, Reheated an ste-
rns In the Feint, 06 the money tines
Vete IS whit* attend ether lir
• "1 Mott the, env of toe moat ar.
Miens riattgarn eorifrente us the
limmitneleettle Of till citil at geld AO
bails of the preeent proopoutive
Imslitees of the eullifttereial world, gad
the consequent diaturbancra *Melding
Its accumulation and movement. • •
• • It Is seriously proposed to throw
the burdens of an Increasing popula-
tion and husin.-as upon the gold stock.
the annual pteduct of gold a cii•
world is only about $125,000,000, of
which nearly one-half is used in the in-
dustrial arts. so that the annual supply
for monetary purposes is hardly In ex-
cess of $d5.000.000. If this plan Is car-
ried out. then the existing Mock of gold
must for many years form the basis of
business and credit and serve as the
medium of all exchanges. That such a
narrowing of the basis of credit and
trade is attended by incalculable diffi-
culties and hadships must be apparent.
Already monetary panios have been In-
augurated. • • • • Europe has no
gold to spare. She hart (Irate% within
the laet year large quantities of gold
from this country, at time, when the
rate of keening exchengst did not jus-
tify slush shipments; that is, a premium
hes been paid for American gold. The
renurgle for the pessessioa of gold.
with le eoneequent train of financial
disturbanees, ie well under way • •
• • if gold is to be the sole money of
the world. not only will the extension
of businees and of foreien investments
be seriously crippled, but the immenee
fabric of credit is liable to totter.
Where Is the gold to come from when
the.states of Europe not having a paper
standard resume specie payments? •
• • The truth is, the total supply
of the preeions metals is not more than
sufficient to keep pace with the rapid
increasie of foreign trade. What is to
be gained by discontinuing the une
one of the money metals and throwing
all the work upon the other? Not sta-
bility of value. for, as already shown,
for nearly a century when the bimetal-
lic system existed in France, thegela-
eve value of gold and silver did not
vary appreciably. • • • • If the
experience of the beet nineteen years
has proven anything, it * that the
value of gold and silver depends upon
the monetary lalle which is made of
them. The experlence of the first
eeventy years of this century has dem-
onstrated that both metals can be used
aa money with rreater stability of
values than one alone."
It is a remarkable fact that nearly
all of the great Etiropetan financiers,
including those who favor a single
standard declare that there is not
enough gold in the world to do tte busi-
ness and that it Was a fatal step to
take for the nations to all confine them-
selves to the use of either metal. I
know We have new born financiers In
thiu ceentry who argue that all that
la needed is simply a standard of valne
and that the quantity is immaterial.
Carried to its legitImete conclusion
their argument would be that If you
take a single pold dollar and tie It to
a string and hang it up in the treaa-
nry department that will constitute a
standard of value and is all that is
needed. But the experience of the
world Is that while a vast amount of
bnsinees can be done by the uae of
what are called credits there must al-
ways be a certain amount of money at
the bottom of this and there is a limit
to the amount of credit which a dollar
can carry; consequently the amount
of money at the bottom win practi-
cally determine the amount of business
that can be done in the world_ Tbe spec-
tacle which we see now is that of the
rreat nations of the earth running af-
ter the little bit of gold that there is
in the world just like boys run after
a foot ball; It Ls shifted hither to-day
dragged yonder to-morrow, and every
time it shifts there is, a disturbance in
prices, even a disturbance in the low
prices which now prevail. The amount
of available gold in sight in the world
ta so small that a few large financial
horses ean manipulate it. AA the Chi-
cago Tribune says, they can "corner"
it and in recent years we have seen re-
peated instances of their doing so Cer-
tainly it seems like the very height of
madness to even suggest the idea of
having the rreat business interests of
this country and of the world rest
upon a otandard and a measnre of
values which can be manipulated.
•estimed Superiority of Gold.
An American gold standard man re-
cently declared that gold went with
the higher civilization and that sliver
belonged to a lower civilization. Let
us look at this a moment. Until 1873
silver was the money that was chiefly
used by nearly all of the great nations
of the world. Germany was on a ail-
The foun-ver basis up to that time.
dations of the great German empire
were laid and the entire fabric of Ger-
man civilization and German achieve-
ment and German greatness was rear-
ed on the basis of silver. Since she
antipted a gold standard she has not
advanced. Het Industries are crippled
and there is stagnation and distress
throughout her entire borders. France,
generally considered the most highly
civilized country ha the world was a
great silver using eountry and her unit
of value is a silver coin. The great-
ness of the United States of Amenca
was achieved prior to 1873. Our inste
paten-tett ales seems ern temeqsitio
tutions were reared. the rebellion was
while the unit of value in our country
was a silver dollar, provided by the
act of 1792. Look where you will you
find that the progress of the world was
made while sylver was the money that
was chiefly in use. And since the na-
tioas of the earth have been trying to
got onto a gold basis there Is universal
iepression and stagnation. Instead of
advancing eivilleation, gold te causing
retrogreseion, beesuee there is not
enough of it to do the world's work.
Theory of oesseseasettoo.
Attempts have been made in this
eountry to attribute the general fall
of prices to cheapness of production
and to consequent overproduction. No
doubt cheapening preeuetion tends to
lower prices, but Increased production
does not necessarily lower prices if
there is also increased consumption. It
is said that three times as much wheat
is now sent to Liverpool as formerly,
therefore wheat must fall in price. I
ask: What is done with this wheat
at Liverpool? Is there only as much
sold and renowned se there formerly
was amid Is the rest poured into the
sea? Oh no, It is all mold and con-
mimed. If that is the case, then
eonsumption has Increased as Much
as produetion and if time is so then it
does not follow that there must be a
fall In price simply breams there Is
increased production. In fact. wheat
has not fallen In price much more
than the average fall of all commodi-
ties.
As Mr. Glffen stated, from 1850 to
Itetil there was relatively as great an
Incriethe In produetion. taking it the
world over as there line bean sinus
that tint.; yet trent lefel lett prieve
the World neer teitt111111011 nt PIM While
aline Mil they hove tlettlintlutiele
fIlliell, the Areitteellt that Itti
lirtiVed Methatia of protlitolittn led met-
"bastriteelYntht.beh ent'141Uwis:4401f olfeWlirtersit4p°rIloasi"
44 OftillittliVid with gold, overriotehea It-
self, because there have been more
Improvements in the methods of min-
ing both gold and silver than there
have In almost any other department
of industry. Conaequently if Improved
methods and cheapening the cost of
production are to be considered. gold
should have declined in purchasing
power together with other commodi-
ties and certainly with silver. It is
not over production, It is under-con-
sumption that ails us.
Furthermore, there has been no over
production of land; on the eontrary
the struggle for land and for homes
is more fierce than ever. Years ago
we had the great west open to settlers;
yet lands In the central and eastern
states were valuable and remunerative
because farm products brought a fair
price. At present there is scarcely any
more productive land open to settle-
ment but lands instead of going up
have fallen in price the Same as all
other property and commodities and
there are thousands of farmers who
have to lose their farms because they
cparodn nuotecget living prices for what they
Overproduction of Silver.
The claim made that there Is an
over productlon of silver since 1873 as
compared with gold, and that this is
the cause of its fall in price. is abso-
lutely without foundation. According
to the tables issued by the Treasury
Department Aug. 16, 18n3, showing the
total production of gold and silver in
the world at coinage value, it appears
that from the year 1792. when our
monetary system was founded to the
year Inee2. being a period of sixty
years. the total production of silver in
the world. rating it at coinage value,
was $1,769,197.000, and the total pro-
duction of gold during that time. wee
8900.226,000. that Is, there was almoet
twice as much silver produced as gold.
The production of each metal of course
varied greatly during the different
years, and yet the market ratio between
the two metals remained practically
the same during all that time. The
tables show that during those sixty
years there was a variance of only
7-10 of one point or just about the
t of exchange. The Slime tables
show that from 1852 to 1873 the total
gold production of the world was $2.-
516.575,000, while the total sliver pro-
duction was *989,225.000e that is there
was two and one-half times as much
gold produced as silver. yet the market
ratio remained undisturbed during
those twenty-one years, just as It had
during the period of sixty years, when
there was twice as much silver as gold.
•gain, the same treasury tables show
that from 1873 to 1892. Inclusive, the
total gold production of the world was
$2,176,505,000. while the total silver
production was $2.347,087,000; that is,
the production of gold was nearly
equal to that of silver. During the
firm two periods silver was a money
metal; during the last period it was
uot The fact that during the first two
periods, covering over eighty years, the
market ratio remained the Flame al-
though the production of each metal
varied greatly from time to time, shows
that the market price or ratio was
practically the same as the legal ratio
or mint price, so long SS hoth metals
were used as money. Now, Inasmuch
as silver did not fail in value as meas-
ured tn gold during sixty years in
which there was twice as much silver
produced as gold, It is clear that had
silver not been demonetized it would
aot have fallen when the gold produc-
tion was nearly equal to that of silver
as It was after 1873.
Again, silver has not fallen In com-
parison with other property. By tak-
ing the average pre* of all commodi-
ties known to the market it is found
that a pound of silver will buy as great
an amount of commodities. as great an
amount of property as ever. It Is gold
that has gone up. The law, by striking
down the competition. has given gold
a monopoly. Practically the gold dol-
lar is a two-hundred- cent dollar.
Nominally it still has only one hundred
cents in it. but It takes two hundred
cents' worth of commodities to get one
when measured by bimetallic prices.
Price Paid First for Specie Raul, and
Now far Gold Standard.
For Dome years during and after the
war we were on a paper basis, and for
a while a paper dollar wail not worth
over 40 cents In gold, but our people
prospered as they had never prospered
before. 'Filers were no strikes and no
tramps; labor was employed and was
content. There were enterprise, thrift
and industry everywhere. Then we con-
tracted our currency awl paid the awful
price of eix years of panic. with all the
misery and ruin which it spread over
the land, In order to get en a coin or
specie basis, as it was then called.
Now. my fellow eitizens, look at the
price our country with the rest of the
world is paying for this gold standard.
Bankruptcy. paralysis, ruin. endless
suffering and misery for all these years,
and we are getting absolutely nothing
In return for it. Debts have been
praetleally doubled by law; that is a
condition thet was created by law
which so affects prices that it forces
the debtor to sell twice as much prop-
erty as was formerly needed to pay off
him debt. All the great European coun-
tries are even worse off than we are.
A year ago Mr. Depew returned from a
general tour of Europe. and in an in-
terview stated that the one thing which
struck him everywhere was the almost
universal paralysis in the intluetres
and in trade, and the metery which goes
with It In making this statement be
simply verified what other travelent,
as well as the European writers. have
already proclaimed to the world. No
man has pointed out or can point out
wherein the people of the world hare
derived one dollar's worth of benefit by
the adoption of the single gold stan-
dard. This feerful payment of the life
blood of tne nations of the earth has
gooe practically for nothing, and there
la no hope or proepect of resenring the
prosperity and happinere of our people
unttl this rreat wrong to in some man-
ner righted.
Condition, IA liall180
We frequently bear men who have
more zeal than knowledge refer to
Mee leo as a terrible example of a silver
base RDA a faneent dollar. These gem
?lemon do not seem to le aware of the
fact that since the demon••tization of
silver In other countries elexleo has
been more prosperous than ever before.
Mexico, like some South Ameri-
can muntries, was very far be-
hind the United Strifes on aceount of
poor government, oppression. suporrel-
Con, fanaticism, limited money and
gement! illeorth•r; but she ham made
greater etrolea toward Isomming
th,1,1 .0111lly haltillti iinto 18111 Huth titer be
In Jona, MI& the Mellitelh Milteter
Al Weilehelote tininarti, publiehed
arliel• in the North Amerman tte,
view afi cill'Of so far 114 It
tifetlieti la which Ito shows
While the demonetisation of silver, and
the coneequent burden on gold, nad
forced the purchasing power of gold up
so that a ile11011111 silver dollar was
worth only 50 eents as measured in
gold, still the Mexican silver dollar
bought as much commodity la Mexico
as It ever did. In other words. there
was no decline in the silver dollar as
cotupared with the priee of eommode
ties. That the mere fact of the Mexi-
can dollar being worth less
than a dollar in gold pre-
vented it from going out of the
country as it formerly did. so that
finally money became more plentiful
In Mexleo. Further, that as imports
had to be paid for in gold. which was
at a premium, the amount of imports
were greatly reduced while the pur-
chases in the home market were cor-
respondingly increaeed, and the result
was that not only all their faetories
were working to their utmoet capacity.
but that everywhere new factories were
being started. and their laborere were
all employed and wages greatly In-
creasen over what they formerly were.
He gave figures to show that the rail-
road* in Mexico. the banks, the manu-
faeturers, the farmers. the laborers,
are all prospering. and agricultural pro-
ducts, Instead of *long down R8 meas-
ured by their home dollar, have ad-
vented. Atui he also Rays that so ter
as he has been eine to observe. simiLer
conditions exist in other silver uaIng
countries.
While railroads in the United States
are going into the hands of receivers.
railroads in Mexico are prospering and
are paying properties. It la true the
Mexican railroads. like our home have
to pay the Interest on their bonds in
geld and have to pay a very hitch
premium to get that rold. but after
paying this premium they still have
large profits left. The owners of rail-
roads in the United States could learn
a lesson from the Mexicans. About a
year ago, President Andrews. of Brown
University called attention to the fact
that the gold using countries could not
trade successfully with silver using
countries and 'were liable to forever
lose this trade because the low price of
silver was giving such an impetus to
manufacturing and to all kinds of
trade In these silver countries that
they would cease buying of outsiders.
That consequently if we would restore
silver we could get and could hold thll
trade against all Europe.
Are Wo Now Proisperous
I saw a statement in a gold standard
newspaper recently to the effect that
we are now preeperous, had about
everything we needed and ought to
thank the Lord that we are as well off
as we are. Now 1 hare no argument to
make In answer to Knob wild state-
ments as that. I simply leave It for
every laborer, for every manufacturer,
for every business man, yea for every
railroad man and every banker to an-
swer. We have unlimited resources,
have the moat productive country in
the world, we have every kind and
character of industry and the in-
genuity, enterprise, push and Intelli-
gence of our people are unsurpassed
anywhere; therefore we should be
prosperous and happy.
Labor Neede • M•rkvit.
The very first thing and the last
thing that labor needs is a market for
its products. You may 'peculate to a
laborer until he is blind on the beau-
ties of a dear dollar and it will do him
no good. Ills wife will be in rags and
his children will starve. He must have
somebody to buy that which
he makes. If nobody comes to buy
the things which he makes then the
factory in which he works muet shut
down. If It shuts down he is in dim
tress and his purchasing power Is
gone. The difficulty that has existed
in our country in late years Is under
consumption. not overproduction. The
people are not In a condition to buy
what they need and they will not be
until there Is a rise In prices. When this
happens then the whole debtor and
producing classes will again be able
to buy and there will be a restoration
of our home market.
Juggling figures as to Wages,
Attempts have lately been made by
men holding positions under the fed-
eral administration, and by men who
have been hired to work for a gold
standard to show that wages have not
fallen. This is simply a dishonest jug-
gling with figures. Every mechanic
and laboring man in the United States
knows that it is not true, and thor-
ough investigation by congress shows
that just the opposite is the case. In
1591 a committee of the United States
Senate made a thorough investigation
of the entire subject of wages. John
0. Carlisle was a member of this com-
mittee. It made an exhaustive report,
and showed that from 1840 to 1873
wages had nearly doubled, but, in the
languege of t he committee. " A f ter
1873 there was a marked fulling off."
The committee then shows that
while there was a ellght rise about
18140 in wages, it never reached the
point oecupied before, and that after-
wards there nits a continuous decline.
One method of juggling with figures
which is sometimee resorted to ie the
following: The salaries of higher of-
ficials of a corporation which, as a rule
have not been reduced, are added to
the sum ;gild the workmen; Ell this
way they get a high Average. For ex-
ample, take a eorporatiou which for-
merly employed 100 men, end gave
each on an averege, $600 a year, mak-
ing $60,000 for a hundred; at the game
time it paid one high official $10,000 a
yeart by adding this to the 560.000
would make the pay roll $70.000; then
dividing this sum by 101. being the
number of employes 1nm-hiding the high
official, it makes nearly 8700 as the
average. The game corporation may
today employ only fifty men and give
ench on an average only VW. making
the reneinO, makes the preeent
high official $10.000, which, added to
the twenty-five, mrecest the presume
pay roll Crown; dividinc that sum by
51, it makee nearly $700 RR the aver-
age. although formerly twice as many
men were employed as now and 'melt
man got one-flfth mere than be gets
now. Thls !Illiterate* the seem. that
•.11 11,. figures dotet lie, hare can Acme.
Shoal st• Contlou• th• Single litand•rd
•r Return le Niunelaillern
This is the only question before us.
For at present there is au ormulized
and deaneries. effort being made by the
federal administration and its adher-
ents and by those who control great
concentration" of capitol to perpetuate
the single geld etandard for the world.
while all flited charges must remain
the Wile or luerestme. The movement
to tune the gnat 'Winne of the earth
te a gold IMMIX hos twen ennimegti
of °mortised corruption, Itteery
Mime IMO intitisse Meld III city way eon.
trol has been lentiglit Its boar. Nearly
All list grain tiewepopere cad ',lot
otietwitil nsitkiltIltig Mimeo
hate bean littlight ep Netted into
that army of nom wIto hare
Isom mated "baud, hired tutor Is now
at work with all Manner uf imphiatry
to prevent the people from rising to
overthrow thia system. Catch purse.
are inveuted, everything possible re
sorted to delude the public. Sluell is
said about an honest dollar. My fellow
citizens the most dishonest dollar ever
given to man. a dollar that has blood on
le is the present gold dollar which has
doubled the burdens of all debtors and
destroyed the happiness of all toilers.
It is a two hundred eent dollar. This is
what the gold standard has given you.
You have noticed that wherever the ad-
herents of the federal administration
are able to control they are adopting
resolutions in favor of the single gold
standard. Here in Chicago these men
hare for about a week again talked bi-
metalism but to see that this talk on
their part is insincere and Is intended
situply to enable them to get au advan-
tage in prtmary eleetious and con-
ventions it is on:y necessary to
glanee at their own utterances of
a few weeks earlier date That
newspaper which is the eepeeial
oforrgamn on'tli bethen napdborniln'id gntgrlithen sinhitil es
gold standard and ridiculing and de-
nouncing those who are in favor of
anything else. And an ex-judge who is
regarded as the spokeaman of that fac-
tion only reeently in an address argued
for the maintenance of the single gold
standard and ridiculed the people who
are demendig the reetoration of the
emainage of silver. The capiteliete and
the federal administration have forced
the Issue and for the time at least the
question of a proper retie and of the
best method of procedure are shoved
Into the background.
The immediate question which con-
fronts us Is, Are we fer or aarainst the
single gold standaral? There is at pres-
ent abeolutely nothing to divide those
who favor bimetallism and demand the
free coinage of both gold and silver,
free coinage of both gold and silver,
we must first save the principle of
bimetallism. for by the use of
those pemillar and corrupting In-
fluences which capital always uses to
carry its ends. bimetallism has not
only been overthrown. but a desperate
caonaid n.determined effort is now being
made to drive the last nail Into its
QuostIon of Ratio.
The question of ratio is scarcely open
for discussion. We must first decide
whether we shall have gold monometal-
lism or gold and silver bimetallism. If
we are to continue tbe single gold
standard then there Ls nothing farther
to diseuse. Every intelligent man
can see at a glanee that the re-
eetablishing of the great princi-
ple of bitnetalllern does not depend
on any particular ratio. No man In
this country has yet declared that we
must have any named ratlo or nothing.
If we ever reach a point where the
government has to consider the ques-
tion of ratio, the battle for bimetallism
will hare already been won. And an
intelligent consideration of the finan-
cial history of the world and of ex-
feting conditions will readily solve the
problem when the time comes. I will
only Ray it would be manifestly wrong
to adopt the present market ratio.
which is the result of giving gold a
monopoly of the money function In the
world and of demonetizing silver by
law. To do this would be to perma-
nently lower the value of silver and to
reduce the volume of money which
eould be coined from it in the future,
It would be a little like making the
present low prier. of wheat permenent
and as it Is probable that the whole
production of both metals will be in-
snfficient to meet the increased de-
mends of the world in the future ench
an unjust ratio would affeet the pros-
perity for all time. I believe that if
en international agreement is ever
made it will be on a basis of 151e to
pie whether the other nations come or
not. Inasmuch as our government led
the way in striking down silver, it
should lead the way in reetoring it. and
It can in the very act of restomtion
make such trade regulations as will
eompel t hoee na tin rts w h I ch des! re to
trade with us to enter into an agree-
ment with us on the money question.
We will eecure international agree-
ment a great deal quicker by being in
a position to dictate than we will If we
remain in a condition in which we can
only iniplore. The present federal ad-
minietration has done nothing to fur-
ther an international agreetuent. On
the contrary it is straining every nerve
to maintain the single standard. There-
fore when a man endorses the finale
cial policy of Clereland and yet pre-
tends to be a bimetallist you are war-
ranted In questioning his sincerity..
Withdrawal of Gold,
A hanker said to me lately: "Sup-
pose you restore silver, will not all the
gold In this country at once leave and
!endue. a further eontreetion before
you can min much silver?"
I answer no. The moment you re-
store silver some of the burden will be
taken off of gold so that there will be
less demand for it. Secen.l. a: already
shown, there are only 5127.000.000 of
gold in all the banks of the United
States, national, state and peivate.
This eonatitutert all of the available
gold in this country. Suppese the
banks were to let It go. and it were all
to leave for a while, it eould not notke
matters more worse than they are now.
But If silver were restored there would
be several dollars for everyone titat
left. The statement that only a limited
amount eould be coined in a year needs
no notice. If we have not the ma-
rhineev now we eould soon get it.
Better still. certificates should be issued
just RR these are against gold. Nobody
1, as that was the ratio which formerly
existed in nearly all countries of the
world and which worked so satiefac-
torily for 25i0 years. In our country
the ratio was 16 to 1, that le 10 parts of
silver to 1 of gold of equal Miele,*
Many are demanding a return to
the old standard leaving the stub-jeet then to be tienit with ls
neceseity may r equine They re-
murd the as the first step toward get-
ting out of the woods and butt onto
the great highway. They would be
seinen-II with aey other fair ratio but
nothing tee. efferel them. leer noue
of the men Whit I -I-if lehde this restoration
of the old 'dandiest Imo mentred stuy•
thing. Not one of them. If any man
who is leamotly for himetalbsin ten
offer &immobile( better let him do ISO.
and It wi'.1 eunsidered. But the fact
Is that thew erne-. art. simply helping
to meintain the eingle Mendarte That
is the result of their attitude. I favor
1,...17imittetentimiemfltinw,ttell niretor aniticomallmnif.rthmeeelfry:le
Mg to time old rentiolard and 1 twelve!. it
this la e..liieroti 1118 Win meet lett *411
ism smitten Ilitt ear to all nom. let tiedoiotli this gold eland/HA end Makeita,ssra, 1441604 Pitrip ,vontitip ti4sitslitsturigtotztrlasgs$111141.1plitsitoot
Ilia 11111 etatillaril, 1111
letereetittimel A g remeriel
There see Hem elm went tsti intents
tiottal Mire/emelt, Mel I sun in litany
etieorti with them If we can get it Bei
ilia mighty nation cannot forever sit in
mile dumps and wait for other nations
whic hare jure as badly off to mule anti
pull us out. We must relieve our pea
DOW carries mach of either silver or
gold; everybody prefers paper cretin-
oa tee.
Effoct on Labor of Restoring Oliver.
Let us have all the silver we eau pos-
sibly get converted Into money. It
will not lie idle. It w1:1 be toed to buy
lands. buy labor. build houses. build
faetories. build railroads and carry on
business. It will be teat much new
blood and will give us an activity and
a prosperity better than we have yet
seen. The laborer will be the first to
feel ite benefits. for there will be an
immediate demand for 11:ft eervices—
not only will all be employed, but
wage* will go up.
Can We tio It Alone.
If a number of European nations
were to restore the free eoinage of
both gold and silver at the former ratio,
and again make each a legal tender.
nobody would question that it would
he absolutely suecessful. The two
metals would eirettInte again as for-
merly, because these are the great com-
mercial nations of time world. Well,
the United States has a population
nearly equal to that of Franee and
Germany put together. we have more
railroeds .than all Europe. and under
favorable conditions our Internal trade
exceeds that of all Europe. for while
some Eu ropers n countries ha v e large
populations. they have but little pur-
chasing power and but little internal
busineen If Europe coold go it alone
we could. The mere act of remone-
tieing silver, and thus redwing the im-
portance of gold, would reduce the pur-
chasing power of gold: the tendency of
the two metals would be to come to-
gether. because each could be tused for
the same purposes. When silver ran
he used in payment of taxes, payment
of debts. uned to travel on the railways.
buy property, etc.. the market ratio
will again be what it was before silver
was destroyed as money. The market
ratio will be the mint ratio.
But. says eeme one. what about onr
foreign business? Well. It amounts to
less tha.n n per cent of all our business.
end will oecasion no difileulty—certRinly
not if both are what we callatparand
inasmuch as the field in which both
eould be used on the genie basis is so
treat, they would circulate on a par
basis. Again. some one asks. how
would the governtnent get gold then?
Why, it would get It in the natural
course of business. for there would he
less demand for it then than there is
now. There would be an end to the
bond selling business In which the gov-
ernment is now engaged.
Bank& Railroads. Manufactures, Ete.
If we did not know that the most
of the nine thousand banks of the Uni-
ted States are a good deal like sheep
and go in flocks following directioos
received from a few eastern bankers,
and if we did not know that the man-
agers of large railroads have to take
their instructions from the same source,
and if we did not know that the large
manufacturers are dependent on banks
and are obliged to court favor. we
would be utterly at a loss to under-
stand why so many of the bankers,
railroad managers and some manufac-
turers should oppose the restoration
of silver; because the restoration of
silver, by increasing the voldnie of
money, would raise prices; a raise in
prices would again restore our borne
market and do what It always has
done in all countries and in all times;
It would give activity so that our rail-
roads would earn nearly twice the
money. our hanks would prosper and
our manufacturers would hare all they
could 41o, while the laborer would be
employed and his family be comforta-
ble.
!Etiolate* to Creditors.
But says some one. there are many
debts that were made since pliees have
gone and If you now increase
the volume of money and raise prices,
will you not do these creditors an in-
jumstiee? I answer. No: there is just this
difference between increasing the bur-
den of debts by making money scarce
mid reducing the burden by making
money cheap, when money is scarce: it
Met destroys the debtor but it does not
stop there. It produces that general
stagnation which in time reaches the
creditor and Injures him. For instance
every holder of securities in the United
States has found that this universal
depression has reduced the value of
eome of his securities. Every time that
a railroad was forced into the hands of
a receiver the securities of that road
were worth less in the market. On the
other haud when the burden of his debt
Ls lightened by making money plena,-
fut it begets such a general activity
that new enterprises are started and
the capitalist or the creditor derives a
benefit from the universal prosperity.
Now my fellow citizens, this is not
merely a question of the day. It is a
question that will effect the entire fu-
'ere of our enuntry: that will effect
toe perpetuity of republican institu-
tions in our land. It affects the toilers
of to-day and will effect the millions ot
toilers yet unhorn. Upon its solution
will largely depend the question
whether we shall be entirely Euro-
peanized; whether we shall hare a
small class exeessively rich reveling In
luxury while the great masses are
groaning under eonstantly increasing
burdens and sinking in the standard of
citizenship, or 'whether our land shall
continue to be the home of intelligent
freemen antl a happy abiding place for
all men who earn their bread by the
sweat of their brow.
OUR EUROPEAN COUSINS.
Dr. Chrysander. t he privet e secretary
of Prince Itinuarek, who paned hie ex-
aminations in January. last week took
his medical degree in
A village in Algeria has been named
Use-le-due, in meniory of the young
duke of I 'ma, who died a fclv re ago
on reaching tke coast after exploring
In Senegal
Ilyarinthe, the diKtInrnliehed
priest, formerly Abbe Charles ',menu.
will marry Lnura, dminehter ot the
late %Villein Mat-knell, an American..
Pere Ilyaciut he is Mt yeate old.
Felix Faure, ',remittent of France, re-
cently renmarked that the met unpleas-
ant feature of his recent wive:Icemen!
was the feet that as president be found
no time for bicycle riding.
()men Vietoria is 'eine to rotifer the
nrder of t he liatier t veneer. linnet'
llentnerk atel flea ttml fleas of the
Itellt en his brother, Pritier C'litthen
who la to marry Mettles** Maud et
Wales:
The flpihee usf Wales rifts' 001 tally no
'pooh Intermit le bla *gelatine se he
ago. 110 146101 onset this
nest iires.seil men in the world, and his
influstioe on timen's fashions is as great
as it ever was, but those who have
charge' of his attire complain that he
has lost his old enthusiasm on the sub-
jeot of dram
AN OVATION TO OOV. •LTGELD.
Tbe Chicago Inter Ocean, the leading
repnblenn paper of Chicago, a Mal-
wart of the stalwarts in that political
(al t h, deseri bee the welcoming dem un-
etration to Gov. Akgeld and the cause
be advocated at the Auditorium on
Saturday night, as a remarkable scene.
More Hon 5.000 people crewded the
Auditorium notwithstanding the down-
pouring rain. and the vast orowd
wildly applauded the speaker and the
lentinients he adraueed. Tt.e follow- e-
ing is the later
-Ocean account of the
Dievtiltilgli:icago Inter-Javan, Kay lath;
'Seldom to the history of the splen-
did hall in which Gov. iltgekl spoke
has any person received so warm
greetiug as that accprded to hlm when
bis pale face appeared amid tee die-
tingmesbed men who sat upon the stage.
eNvoertlituricsrece-benmitrtHusiameg callniusy t4oldsoilingnalisv"i;
report how highly esteemed be was by
his auditors. When GOT. Altgeld came
lu view of the people the great throng
cheered. Men stood in their places aod
ehouted. waved their arms, swung
aloft their hats. and made the vaulted
ceiling ring with their cheers. For
minutes this salvo continued. At
temes it would quiet down partially,
only to be renewed again and again.
One section of the audience would
Mart again the cheering and soon the
whole house would eitn. One u,an in
the baleony cried: "What's tbe matter
with Altgeld?" and with a roar that
sounded like a volley of artillery came
the reeemonee: "He's all right"
"At intervals during the 4eliverance
of the address this scene wait repeated,
but not with such force or length.
Every telling point In the speecb wee
applauded. When the governor quoted
from the Chicago Tribune the trts;e-
went that thoee who could nut see the
effect of the demonetization of silver
must be blind as a bat In the day time.
the audience alternately laughed and
cheered, while the speaker had to
pause before be could resume his
speech. The magic Mille of Blaine,
who was quoted in defense of sneer
money, was received with great ap-
plause. Secretary Carlisle's name was
greeted with mingled cheers and hisses,
the latter for his preeent opinions on the
currency question, the former for tee
extract from previous remarks uf
quoted by Gov. Attgeld.
"When the governor declared that
"the most disbone.st dollar ever giren
to nman is the gold dialer; it has blood
upon it." the audience approved tbe
anathema with a great shout. When
he said "an organized and desperate ef-
fort is being made by tbe federal ad-
ministration and its adherents to per-
petuate the single gold standard," the
crowd cheered again. When he said
that "the great newspapers had been
bought up by the gold interest" the aud-
ience applauded to the echo. When he
attacked the Chleage paper which most
bitterly scores the free-silver men, the
crowd cheered and a man in the bal-
cony shouted: "Let the Chronicle take
that, too." When he denouoced the
banking interest as being inimical to
the welfare of the people at large his
anditors yelled Hemmer/is &tame in
seconding his proposition.
"For once and all. Gov. Altgeld set-
tled the question of where he stands on
the queetion of the ratio of coinage. "I
am in favor," he said, "of the imme-
diate restoration of the free coinage of
silver at the oid standard." A dozen
tithes during his speech he described
the old standard as 16 to 1. and that
nosy be accepted as his view. "If Eu-
rope ceuld go it allele, we could." said
the governor. referring to the proposi-
tion of an international agreement on
silver coinage. and the people shouted
indorsement of the statement. There
WAS no doubt. either, as to how the aud-
ience stood on the question of ratio.
Every time the governor alluded to 16
to 1 the great house trembled with the
applause of the thousands.
"Not a point in the long address was
mimed or overlooked by the audience,
all of whom seemed to be quite famil-
iar with the argument. pro and con. on
the silver question. Every argument
advanced seemed to be understood by
the audience. and this was demon-
strated by the fact that the applause
came not at the clots of eome catchy
sentenee. but on the statement of
sound, abstruse proptoitions of tinsnce.
''It was a greet audience. It tined
the vast space of the Auditortnm, ex-
cept for a few seats in the top and the
galleries Not a few ladies were among
who lettered for more
than two hours to a discussion of
financial problems usually considered
too dry to intereet the fair owes But
the Imre. ee teemed Goy. Aitsreld . •
night appeared to be deeply la:e .
in time subject he was discussing.
ly every box was occupied hy 1.
and the trotuse resembled not 1.
least the emrentional idea of a
ell meeting. It was an audience
ly eliveestiled as to tbe social condtti.
of: those composing it. The ba •
and the meehauic. the capitalist
the Laborer. the professional man •
the artisan, rich and poor, high
low. met in a common cause. It wail
assemblage of the peop:e.
"The crowd began to pour Into
Audeorium as early as 7 o'clock.
equad of police kept the people inreeZ
and a large force of ushers di
them to their swats. Long before a
o'clock the entire main floor and ft*
main balcony was tilled, and all the
late eomers had to ascend to the higher
galleries. The people waited patiently.
A t: last the st rains of ruusic Were beard.
and soon the committee Repointed hy
time Altgekl legion to escort time goy-
eraor from his hotel to the Auditorium
nemeehni onto the mace. With them
value the bend, wheel took its plaee on
the stage and played inspiriting airs.
".tistut 14:15 o'clock Carter H. Herrn
sun stemwel to the speaker's desk on
tbe (nee et the stage and celled the
meeting to mirder. Then he Introduced
JUilite William Prentlas as the chair-
men of the evening. Judge Nettle. net'.
made a brief emeeli. lie alluded te
the showered by Providence
en natitm. Ile eulogised Gov. An-
gell'. whom he then preeented to thlI
audienee. Then came a torrent of sob
piens.* flint itempt In cataract after cat-
aract over time tremendous' atellettee.
Mies emmeerner n1114411111111 the appellee
sulemided and then began his !Mitres*.
owili,n nip soreettise enholutiell lila
sisirt1;ort;t:ritrifintithaw4 allow4141ploi"4
null was tett en itittif
he IsoWtel htli needle its les gmelitteos es
Iiirritel Its time reline where lomiolersia
steel eager to "helm his imend cud pun.
grattilitle uu his effort."
The goldites will protatily won hee
gin to direet their efforts to getting up
a stir In order to divert the attention
of the people from the money question.
•64.
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 one of the barns on the farm. eiNif ,-.?"-:e.7aa4 ''.. • tl:I Moly people are al way S looking fo.• cut prices and they are a good .,66.....
-.as
Awful Cyclone. W t'lc 1!0.11'ill ri , III l.io • ii ,St Louis t:tp-i It 
is faid that the fury of the cyclone -.e.j.e .... -.., a ..
,
• • •• 11, thin, and it is wed woiSh the peoples while to look for them. 1;y .":..f.
atiCittefoarturrheomounedar--yFinirsFttM,bruAryoudayanindterupte. .
•
. 
a whirling runnel whieh dipped to the throne!' West and South Christian. 
'.• a 7:, way of :tiding in this hunt we wt4Day there is never a day but tha
t 3•-.7fi
- idly, w hen out of the cloatibauk crone ' nutniaoted 
itself all along its route '1 fiE BEST
, 4' tetnber.
airtzaer COURT-Second Mondays 
earth. The stOilti was then a shert die- ] 
k PPiigG M. MINE ..... 110-re can be found in our Ptoek huhdred. of pairs of men's
, wom-
, 
, r f
Lit aulary, Api.1, July and 
October. ,
Cf: . 
! 
.
truce from the city, but in the inerecia i 
Word comes that the oaly building st, g s i I 31
standieg ou Col. Thomas Grecu's farm . 
ai l'•
en's and children's shoes, broken sizes, a little off in elle, odd, aid . ••-•
...
• /••
FiscaLCouirr-First Tuesday iu April GREAT LOSS 0 LIFE ble short time of five minutts it bad :
' ,- 
and everyone needs It at .:: times of the • .... I rids, at prices 
fS•te
and °Ostler. i '
 traversed the distauce from the Ih'ertern ' , 
is the residence. year. Malaria is always aboet, and the 
• • g • .., 04011
CON* COCRT 
-First Monday in every 
a Maey colored people and some of the ,  Cut from one-half to one-fourth 16:...:hulas of the city to the heart and floe, B,,-; Storm Sweeps only preventive and relief is to keep the ••
 e •
....-• -$1 mouth. it regtel. The river M itt litarella raised 
a
super, itious white persons believe that Liver a.tive. You must help the Liver a bit, ',' 9.* of the original price. 
54. /
44. $•
„ HOME if sociETI More Thai Three Hundred mfthrmiat iwiet sr:I,  4;tlityl NtNisgilat 'it:: p.::11.rDu-dT:i
ist:(u:Li t t(th'ifre eth4,,.:...tro: ' tile City. ,,.heicsr aecui.or:::::;:::Ipredier ' ;ft:tit:17i 'ol(f)al:' MONS LIVER REGULATOR, the 12E1) Z. , • • a!' Jit,t now we have On our cu
t price table 100 pairs . ...,1! and the best helper is the Old Friend, SIM- 1•:.•3 1"_.:
slid na-se fine hand turn button shoes all l's and li, original price .t..*=
, ?......::
' Mr. C. Himrod, of Lancaster, Ohio, f.a ea.: P.,...::
- -
 
hnown to Have Per:slid, iugs was mate:, to St. Louis. The 
river old nearess, will d
estroy Hopkiusvilie I says: "SIMMONS LIVER REGULATOR ae,•,e, $2.50 to f 4.00, tut to 5'ic. 
.• .
,.. .
is utmost a mile in width, but the leap to-niglit. I broke a case of Malarial 
Fever of three ,„• 4. 15 p tiro women s button pat tip shoes, broken sizes, original .2 °
in towu Saturday.
Mr. T. G. Gaines, of Newstead, was was taken with all the fury with which Clara Mosel'', el' colored, who lives near I years' standing for 
me, and less than 1.‘ P .......
, • .•- • 
p ices $0 2i, cut to 75c. •• a.
• 0 • •
• .11-..
the cyclone had struck the city proper, DAMAGE THAT WAS DONE. • than,.wiii, is deemed a prophet by I 
.. a 19
one bottle did the business. I shall use la
•
Mr. G. H. Stowe, of the county, was Once ove
r, the immense. destraction i it when in need, and recommend it
." I 'a a ... 
25 pails women's Wove grain lace shoes, all eIZCE, original ...o.,Is .r. •
in town Saturday. T e L. .s 31 Nen, Women and Children of railroad 
property began. Catrs went 
Wine folks. pi ice $1.00, cut to I OC. .
re. ' • .. 
•
I I3e sure that you get it. Always look for ! a• . , . 
'• a
ee. 
.. •
Mr. N. 11. Gill, of Allensville, was 
Crushed Out Atraznat l3tit k Wang. rolling one way,. depots the other
, while She (inane to have had a vision, sere the RED Z on the package. And don't '  e ...e.` c .. 
47 pairs WODICTIIS kid button heel and spring heel plain toes and •-, .A a •
here last week. 
i.: • .:." palent tip, on 2i 3, 4 and 8, original price $1.50, cut to $1. •• e .the valuable eargoes of fright wert• by Goa, showing her the city in ruins. ' forget the word REGULATOR. It is SIM-
scattered le.e-ond nuy romaility of fa- ire l U
Messrs R 11. and Thomas Wilson, of tare 
aiscovery. prooetd, 113i1SrS 
loillr.. She srees that imuctinie to-morrow a MoNS LIVER REGUL
ATOR, and there k
d 
•
. .
large v. hirl-win will suddenly pounce'  only 
one, and every one who takes it is 1.•• as .. 54 1)aii-s Anderson's w()riderful. 81.99
Gracey, were in the eity Satarday. 
The destruction at East St. Louis is id and Crops Ruined. sure to be benefited. TH. BENEFIT IS 
I.::••-••
s-• •
0 E'ER rrEesa OF IMPORTANCE. 
upon tae town and annihilate all the 
elleog..izes 1. li, 2, 2i and 3, cut to 1 50 e
..... 4 great.. am it was also at Ve
nice and Na- ALL IN THE REMEDY. Take it 
also lot it': G 1.
Miss Mattie Rapkey, of Eddyville, mol:e, smell villiagee in Illinois. 
The property and kill the inhabitants. When Bilieusness and Sick Headache; both are 
• la .°- a 75 pairs Zeigler Bros. fine hand turped button shce
s, worth la.:::
.•.•, 
....*t.
. 
spent Suuday in the city. two latter phiees are reported to be 
to- the wind gets through with its work, caused by a sluggish Liver. 
a, a .4 00, i•raten sizes, mostly small, cut to 1.50 •,.„*.
, 
•i-..
Mr*. Sammy Holloway and (laughter, tally dest
royed, and the loss of tide in nothieg will be left of Hopkinsville but 4 J. 11' Zeilin 4 (-30.• PkiladelPhisk• 
• • eat 2.6 pairs men's finest patvnt leather shoes broken sizes, Stacy t.:`:.
of the county, were shopping iu town them
 is reported to be large. The rail- 
-
 
trawl. 
.Adams make, original Price 6 00, cut to 3 99, 
.• a •
The wind blew Wednesday night! a hole in the ground. 
. "-• 
•••.$ i
Monday. St. Louie. Mo.
, May 28.-Death and mad companies that run into St._---
e. al
. : d trut tiou reigued supkeine yeeterday 
Coming from the West, at first as gen- There will be a chosen few who will 
A smignee's Notice. .- 0 . 9,. . .. . 1 1 pairs meu's calf sh
o.s, sizes 5, 6, 9 and 11, worth $3, cut to N.allt
Mr Waiter Campbell. of Chicago, is : 
Louis keep meet of their 
e . e * 1 99,
, visiting his parents on East Seventh i East St. Louis anti the ivacinity, and
1 
T. Prim that I will sit in Inv eflIce in .. • , 
bp
a ternoon and last night itelthis city and surplus cars over in East St. Lonie, Illi- tie as a summer zephyr, then hurr
iedly escape the wind's wrath. These, lead 
Notice is given to the ereditors ef W. • g .. i 
.
street. 
noie, awl large numbers of them ••avere swelling in etrength until in it reached by Clara, will leave town this after- Hopkinse'llle Kentucky
, on *Thursday er:•.-iiv 
29 pair men's calf shoes, 0.7.es 6, 61, 7, 8, 9 and 10, original
Mr. Durrett Moore. 
e en yet anything like int estimate of ah,wi, away and demolished. There the proportions and power of a eycloue, noou air a certain hill-top north of the 
May the 28th Mete to receive claims a sae pr.( e $2, cut to I 50 49X1
0f Chicago. is j 1 , e damage done by the vriafi cannot be were few people killed there, howt•ver. 
against the estate of said Prim. '.•  .".• 15 pai7s men's buff shoes, sizes 6, 7, 8 and 9, original price 1.25 P .•
,•isiting his mother, Mrs. Nannie Moore, 1
of it swept over the city, uprooting trees, city. Here, prayizig read fasting, these
t tally destroyed, while in ethers Walt, f . _ _
-n mat 9 St. Louis, Mo., May 28.-1:30 p. in.-
The rep rts of the loss of lift, in the
tht• chief damage being to
railroads and corporations. PmPertY
LATER.
-
c.iinineys,
breaking windows, tearing down fences i to co:levy a wagonload of provisions to
and leve •
suatchhig roofs front house*, pulling off fortanates will witness the destruction.
Departing ae quickly as it came, it Tht• proplit.t Kaye that if the people
ling vegetation s% ith the ground. I this plece of refuge.
demolishing small buildings, C'Tiire has sent word to Peter Pesten 
threshers and engines. :.$ ,.
This April 20th lefel.
tilt w3t
Co. before you buy • •
Fo to Winfree Bros. & * G '
Pole: CA N• Lea.
Assignee.
i.....,....-.: 16 pairs men's Oil Grain Gait
er,
,,,,-, broken siz MI, original price 1 6o, cut to I oo.
:a s'•
.4 47.:
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bent to 99e,
43 pairs b v's shoes 2i to 54, clt, from 2 5o to 1.25.
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Met,
a it4111P1.tie, 80 widespread is th* destruction.IL_ oa Rith street. aecurate report even elt the number
Mrs. Mary B. Campbell has returned o lives lodt cannot yet bei tuade. The
from a •isit to her son, Mr. John P. c y bears the eppenraneel of haiaug
Campbell, in Paducah.
Nashville Friday and attenUed the 
• ,n Owned by an. enemy. I
) aces magnificent structan.s have beeu
--- Dr. Stratton arrived in the city from I
. 
t arful storm of yeeterdny evening and 
a ,, . a 011 Otir cut price table we have over a th3uaand pairs of mens,boys
, • -• •
0 sale at Church Hill. He will j aged walls stand, tints:tailing to full 
left in its wake destructioe and qttakieg will repent of their mins and put faith They havejust sold 416- ::-.-.7 worstens niii•ses an childrens hoes-good solid custom-made shoes- .;_,...7•:.
go to New York this week. a any instant. 
last night is greatly exageruted, yet it is hearts. in her she may be able to nave there. horse power rigs with .; 
,•••. 
... V 1
The tornado that strut. St. Louis horriblt• as it is. On account of 
t , - • ae bioli we are offei ing at less than the prices of the cheapest shoddiest ,...•.::.
:
Mr. J. D. Fraser, of Marion, was here 
At half pat eleven o'clock the city 
 
-..--- windstacker of the eel- 1 - '1-•-
a terucou at 5:15 o'clock.! nntl raged a, , . , .. , 
was serene. There wiu; scarcely a breeze Mesers. J. W. Downer and W. T.
Got a Verdict. I ebrated Sterens make. 
. -, shots slio:.:s made. Come in and look over this lot of k hoes. 
A '1
• I • e . •• • - '
016 
Tuesday. 
- ooped down upon the cii YeEtertlaY the exvitemeet prevailing- it is
Mr C. McChesney, of Trenton, was in • , , ee , , , a
, , unost impossible to get an a-et:irate to fan the cheeks of lx•lated pedestrians. 
. • e •• The same is true in ;-- •
an ternoie &try for nail an uonr. 
Fowler, of this city, representing the 1._ __ _ _ __ ___ _ __ _ • ... •- • -
 • 
• .
- town this week. account of the nn
mber of 
Our Clothing Department. 
..
1 1' e wind came front the west, and was Persmis The folia
ge of plants and trees wts plaintif iu the diunege snit of MeGaty Winfree, Bro. & Co., ‘,6.,...
 •-i.
Mr. Al Rescue, of Roaring Springs, e owing at the rate of eighty miles aa billed, bat limey tetimates 
thought to motionless. In the North and West a vs. L. & N. Railroad C°"'Pa"Y' got a have just received a car .-0.••• Odds and ends and carried-overs at big cuts. 
Will tell you :.-;,:
,
-
guest of Mrs. B. T. Underwood.
was in town Tnetalay.
Square on bainess this weok.
Wail here tide week.
were in the city this week.
of Tri countr were in the city th• crumbling mass of mortar and s
tone.
was in town Wednesday.
relatives near the city.
primmoluil. woru in the etty this wrok. tut poem timed that little . eldiv iimtv, ty tiostroymi, mut it i
s voinitatt..t lust Thu hrw4thing of ow hru.,s,, sur....A hut ay okiliful litattu
toiniteit Meseta, mill mad. call „„ „r aeartaa
the gueat of reli.t.ves in the city Tao,- „ teuded t„.
here Wednesday.
in Wednesday. 
been straws and were hurled f with
tended the tobacco sales Tuesday.
town 
iserehatit of CIN414/11, Wad here to-day,
&Ng a PIM W./ilk's V isit ill Loillail tenthly, PI 16d ett66...1 tiled trier/4.1r* The fir, fl
y.
day.
turned to Clarksville yesterday.
merchant, was in town Tuesday.
Mr. J. F. Garnett came in from the
Mrs. R. H. Wilaou, of Gracey, is the t own, ant the fallen wires made travel
Meows. W. Wharton and I.T. Harper The waeonway cf the Eial's bridge is
V r. Mark Bone, of Johnson's Mill,.
Mr. A.C. Cardin and wife, of Marion.
Dr. H. L J. Hill°, of Roaring Spring, •
Mr. Peter Stevenson, of Bennettstown,: i gs had their lives crushed out almost though brully frightened.
Mr. P. Elliott, of St. Louis, is visiting' hers were instantly kAled and iu
Mias Daley Wilson, uf tintceY. was et etione--wort) than could poedibly lie
Mr. W. H. Crt
Mr. C. W. Ware, Jr., of Treutou, was
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Pear, Jr., re-
Mr. W. H. Sisemore, of Croftota at- •
R. 
R. w. urta*4". and woo. „r portnimit reseettiltel to f 44.11 1001110. awl t'artort** is thlo 01V wit,' .,,ist,140. 114„1,„,.0
,„„„ ti,wor,i,, t h„),:„„r,
Mr. Tom Tanner, a Cerulean Springs *wing large quantities of. rain before
Ulm Lelia Pyle has ratartult lintlie, Wel other* were set on tire Ily lightit
ieg
Mr David I. Crabtree, a prominent t a City, Many 11n iillingli (ilf VVery Cle-
gg .. .
'•wa, of Lafayette, was
; • the twinkling of an eye. Matey In two or three other ctiuntiee in thie
ay dozens upon dozens a human be-
' ad been visited by the stoirm. The en-
se ness ses tt 
. • ainst electric wires thet had been
t rritlu force .againhstuthe iaddes to :hie
ple who were running aholit like mad- iu several cancA ••verybody on 1.eard
p sed when they hoard the awful roar drowned in the river, as in many in.
vtith theueande of paitic•strickeu p•o-
a d most oppressive days ye-ea seen in
. ritation were emnpletek demolished 0
'id e all over the part of t•e city the,t
, ceedingly daegerous. : .
i g a norm all day and were not Fur- met idea as
 to the number who were
hpur when it straek the cite, and it was be very conservative place the number
i Yesterday was ono of , the hottest
roken and were hangiag here and be too smell.
ight, as all the eleetrita wires were
en. Men, women, children, horses, went down. The Greet Republic, the
• city was in total 'darkness last 1
sp alitetted a ere totratig in ', fame vette) the property lobe y, Ill imittunt to tout i
the wind some time before It reitehed
ly learned up by being thrown
•ages, etc., were picked up as if they pleasure boat, did not sink as was first
y eases their toes were almost en-
tas. and people had.lieen expt et-
The oilmen+ ' were filled
, 
ler of person.; killed will trot exceed
twenty, but th• • estimate may prove to
tl e cit d all • - • ke 1 b 'I a
sly person ehoula have happened to be
before they die. The mangled bodies of
sengers were rescued safe_ and sound
State it is thought now that the num-
are beteg eltetely aearehtel. so that .if
men, women and children are being morning, says that the fields in that .
reported, but in some way managed to
is reach a pl
ace of safety and all the pas-
imprieoued ulive they may be rescued
retitle) elifrroi to them to tell how many were ..
then ten million dullard.
over three hundred, tvhile it is yet a
'tames boats wore Prink and nobody es.
matter of impossibility to form a cor-
klike' in the city proper at something ed . •
Relief parties am i ow Inert- all over
Ten eteamhouts were eutirely Iota, and things.
1." "114"i 1"g° l'4"1"" ilnu"" %.1,41t, tis,,y altati R ',win peopeeeititi plete1y de
tnellailitee The mew nt fleet
y,
Y' an a lt "T.' c ' a' "lugs various sections telat that nearly all the
* into the fiert e roar of * low:1(.4;113'd jeer e taw eget, before th„ jnry, oil ,44 __ 
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rain couimenced falling
county is considerable. A correct esti-
The framers are probably the greatest
sufferers. Tobacco setting, owieg to the Ca/eat of invitation to the wedding, of
abated. 'First a quantity of hail dashed
down. Peals of thunder and brilliant go behind the jute that knew the wit-
Hashes of lightning marked the depar- neesem, and cti hea.rd the t atiniony and,
tare of wind violence. Seou heavy
mate of the loss can not yet be given. Will Wad a Tennef ere Girl on the Ninth
very faeorable season of laid week. had Mr. Sem W McComb and Lora Jamtaon We are 
ant horized to ntin0Uhr0
made rapid progrese. Information from
Twieting Mid plunging lit the 'nut ky ; which time twetity•twe retro Wito emii
plants have been blown or N. a. lied am .i. .
Mr. 51. B. King, a prominent Church
Hill fernier, who was in the city this young geutlema
gan to rustle and wiudow penes rattled.
ugly cloud,' darted above the horieon. ; ailleei ai a wee it tailed a year men, et 
ftuy, and the iiir was filled N4 ith flyiug count of conflicting evidenee upt
change the appeurance of the scene. The: The "'Int declined to qnnt the
air grew eickeniugly hot. The leaver' be. It and tl'''
threatenine to cause epectators alarm. 
L.
Mr. Downt•r went there
few bliwk clouds, silver rimmed, lower-
. . their aspect was not sufficiently
Then in Found aud strength the /norm
The damagt• done in the city and
Only a moment of time was needed to to argue the matter before Judge Pratt.
a .,_ _ a r t•vening of June fah, in the Methodiet
ilill DOW141•1' and r/1141/1 OU14.14•41,1 ill Mak'
I dence Invitee of the I,. dr N., who watt
I  8c N. made a motion for a re-hearing
I
i
be likely to disturb the verdict, as in
such vises that court is not disposed to
stpanit a et it thought to be th goot
Somniotis have been received iti the city.
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thougl.t that the Court of Appeals will ,. ,a‘l
front the falee.
It will take piece at 8:30 o'clock on the -.
Church of Jellico, Tennessee.
MeGary Wait a brakeman on the Provi•
wtiat 11'4 rinisidorod * very itrotag owe 04) all" °1 Waal farm la". "'tat' 41
judgment for PAX) a few days ago in
the Cir•rat Court tit Madisouville. The
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was in town Tuesday.
• d parts of Pit r No. 1 tire torn away. 
,,....4
Many barn', stable% and out buildings see sfx ATE 7.:„-.._ 'S. ", eillt! • .• -'na. week. treightorluxed dieplay the appearance of well laiown in thin city. Miss Sorumous I • ta" e "le `• 4 ' •'II ••4' .4 l'a • -. trollt y car filled with passeugers is pre tty anti attractive and since ht•r ibra--...-.......0.---------. is found under piles of wreekage, and , . - - NATIERS IN VARIETY. -id to have fallen through the trestle- taken out and pnt in public places for debut lure been a belle in Eilet Tomes- .0. $ • • ' Men's all-wool blk Clay Wor- ' .1having beeu rolled by heavy logs. •
City Lank.
Dr. E. N. Fruit, dentist, offiee over
Furniture repaired and uphoister• ed at
May 13 Isi hey did not attempt 
to escape. Nearly
very building in the Southern portion
he prisoners were so panie-etricken thut th
e piles of the d•ad the bodies of their
friends and relatives.
No defiui ,e opinion can now be form- 
visit may be seen anvwhere. The West
eud of the city was first struck by the bY ITIr'"Y
In Hopkinsville signs of the cyclone's Comb and his bri
de will leave for their
Kentueky home. The Nitta ERA i/4 joined
tilations.
......-..............
 •••• -
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friends in extending congrat- remote ir.nn W all..n :loft.
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 •.•ork and killed many peoale, but how identification, and many touching 
sted suits, round and square ...••
-•83
Buckner & Owsley real eetate and in. . any is not known. Patti of t
he city scenes take ranee as people ideutify in 
were torn down. Dinetly after the irritate's Mr. Me- L.. ' .' e•• , 
• 
surance. 
.il was completely blowa away, tat
, Always in season, Hopkins' Steamed mpaniea lost even more.
at Mrs. S. H. Harrison's loariing house -ork was not so great ae
 it would have
$8 SO to $15.00. Snits from Ste to •60,00, Ibotlies will not be recovered for a day
box at drugged'
elegy terms. Apply to Henry and Lear- ,
ment for lichee. Call for free sample*
bowele and cure a toiled liver,
divided into a number of splendid rex- .
'deuce lots, which are now for sale on
John. R. Kitchen's.
sqtutres from L. & N. depot. Newly pa- , oodware compaeya., ate, 107 ie placed
in milk. Qt. can, 10e.
the tailor and cutter. Pants made from airied` under urecktere and 
whose s pcm
Lightning Vegetable Liver Pills. 26 per
pered and p tinted. F. L. ELLIs & Co.
Hominy (Hulled Corn). Elegant lunch As the stOrm came up at the hour of the grand stand at the fair 
grounds
Seventh street opposite New Era.
Cleaning and repairing by Fcrwright here are probably hun
dreds) of people
The Leavell homestead has beon sub-
Dr. Ayers positive cure, a home treat. ng home from work, the lo
os of life in
For blaionsneas. to tate the has ever occurred in this country, un•
FOR RENT-HOLM, 011 Nillt11 street. 3
82•14twet
tu44. has it be that more were killed iu the
.tracks and yards,' and ,through which
itir two. The loos of life is greater than1
of destruet u Was the valley which S. Am
Johnidowu tlieueter.
separutes North and South St. Louis,
along which the nolroads enteriug the
city from the East and West have their
.t $300,000, and unmbers of other big
, the city is damaged to SCIlle extent, ed as to the loss in Eaet St. Louie, bet
e any being nothing but ruins. The it is known that few, if any, lives were
teen if it had come an :hour Fowler.
• hen thousands of people were return-
otis to the Si'. Louis Refrigerator and bast.
• !i• factories where hundreds of people
(inc thing which dated it in its mono j
m
. 
1 
cape to the open fieldm that su awhile
gtoande.
lei . S
etorm coming in time to make their es-
is a mistake, as the people saw the
'lied in t. L0111,4 by the blowing away
The report that many people had Leen
l'iAL
the Disease.
L
fticKenz!e has
al PDX
__
. and most of the chimneys taken off, 
the yard of 3Ir. W. H. West were blown 13:. Price_ .:s.,C,r,eat,,m0,
1-SaLkinz 1./owder ,,,t vsarseLiart,h..s U. S. and torei.in countries ;1. a st:
down, chhuney tops were torn off, all,
old Leuven 11011411ll'1111. Ft'W trees re• 
big wind. Fifteen large maple trees in
the fenees swept away and the residence
to the NEW ERA that his loves is not les-e
main strinding on the lurge lawn, mid,
both the residence and other buildings in fort ign lauds end the :teflon is pro-
were revere ?afferent frem the Florin.
tutu scores of trees that were blown
much damaged. Mr. West sends Word
than $500. Similar damage was done to
many homes on Jesup Avenue.
sashes in the west wing of Bethel Fe-
ipt:einiires art, strewn u ith nprooted trees
male Colli•ge were shuttered and the
Acme' the atreet from the college is the
On South Main street the yards «oi-
The glaseta in numerous wintaor
imam. Pint of the roof Way ruined A Southern Kentucky girl. Miss Hat • •
SEVOliOil of the magnificent estate of fra
la Fauherg, who fraudulently mane pos- .
vidtxl hi a story of a ei ale(' Countess (le Ce) All filivore made filen Free: eat ee. *,
• Review of the Book By the Lou I evi''
yonng antlior the following mention of ael
peartmt in yeitt••rday's Louisville T
made her (1••lit,t in the (.1ml). of anther% g
ly prieted book, with the etriking titlie
tie LP.' 
.1_01_11101.01). of liOlikin"illP. 111" q
in an attractively bound and liwithemee eli
Mises Iisttie Lee Johnsou's novel nr• C.)
-The City of Sit)." The beetle is li
MIE.3 JOHNSON'S FIRST NOVEL.
Ate °repented by a picture of the
......---.0.--..--.....---
Times.
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ox&Boulware.,..,
e egantly tailored, other merchants get $15 for them.
WOeil teuiti all styles, sacke and frocks, puse wool and
9 D
Fully 'JO styles and patterns to select from. Pure irsit
eo,1 ,
11 merchawntsitharevapsrkyirstugitf,onroStimaettegoor dwah.at price.
li
1 we g;ve yru FREkt: a nic3 BALL AND t , ,
, BAT. Give uti a call this week. Will 4
week. Fully 20 per cent. lass than other :1141
save you money.
Wonderful bargaihs in this line for this in
________ ..41
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Mythlune, which she attempts to 'Iola i• g •
eLl. d&syti ithey have access to the fjaiou Station tit down. The game may he said of nearly for her daughter, Wilmo
rte, whom elle 
.q e aa 
• a fi
Twenty-first stmet. This deple -sion is 
•• . , • 'e .• • :• ri !•.• .. I • ,•.`4!;•••ii •;•.•ii •
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Holiness Convention Meets Here.
Rime forty or fifty feet depth, a reg- • 
every pa:t of town.
'The kitchen of the Blakemore resi- and aealthy Baron Monerieff. The
intends for the bride of the handsome :41 , 1 :1 ,. 11 0 .0 1 , A is • , A ••• • .0. 09 • .5. u• • :5. um • .5. I. • .5. 40 11:I. •••  .10 41 • .11 es • :I .., IP .... .s. WP60. 11.'
eas 11totia Slit •".. '''"
The Holiness convention will meet at talar valley, in fact, andatad the torea- MINOR DOINGS GROUPED rightful heiress, Oyjclal, also called the
Hopkinsville on next Tuesday and re- 
d d •nce was ruined. It y as struck by a   wasams
sewwwwwwwmwassomws=wa 
-ww,e,amese,,,ae ..........assamew moaawinwemass
main in ion six days. It is estimat-
do confined. itself to thiti channel, the great oak tree which w as epreatee. 
Lotus, in the nitwe of the wicked Conn- 'a -- -
eel that more than one hundred delegates been so great, but ou the North side of 
Teo low is about POO. toss. The youn
g girl grows up strong el 1 prt We Nvant your orders forloss of life and property stonld not have
will be in attendance and several coati- On Ninth st
reet, the large glass doors 
and beautiful and though the victim ef 1 lk 1 1 i x ii7 A 11A AA
ties will be represented, says the Met-
*eager.
'"'a “rt"'"'" m""a """` "'"""1"'
down to it, thus affording s Itlealai of
egre great es for the destroyer.
,. 1 aSORK of the HappPniils In and and windo
ws in Prendo Tate's saloon
we knocked out, forming an entrancere
a tnousano scnemes to accomposn re r
undoing, she finally succeed,, In con-
founding her enemies, and on the bosom
,,iallii cii ly
V 1°119
t... court Begins Next Monday.
The June term of the Christian Circuit
Court begins next Monday. Judge
James Breathitt will probably be able to
A number of eases of more than ordina-
ry interest will be called. One hundred
awl thirty new suits have been filed
Itli 
preside, as his health is much improved,
fur this seseion of the court,
The loss of life on the river is great.
but it cannot as yet be anywhere like
eaimated. The river is said to have
been filled with boats of all descriptions,
among the number being several pleas-
are-boats filled with excursionists. Of
the large number of boats in the river
all but one are said to have
been ennk and in many instances
About Hopkinsville. -
- - 
Hon. James A. McKenzie, United
States Minister to Peru, has smallpox.
Ti . _
The thrormntion eOntew Tnesd: y Galves-
ton, Texas. A cuble•gram from Lona
for a gale that broke show cases and
sina.shed bottles. The brick work on the
top of G. B. Underwood', coal office was
The damage will amount to
10)
Severe damage was done to the Casey
Warehouse, used by Mr. J. K. Gant.
The building is opposite the L. & N. de-
of the beloved Baron finds that pears,
and happiness which are the right of
the truly good and which comes to the
•heroine in all well regulated fiction, ifi 
not in real life. The story abounds in
pictures of magnificence and is carried
through 42.2 pages in eoreyea„. chapter,.
Miss Johnston has a surprising flow of
language and her-first Look h . ,c..
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Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
every person on board was
drowned. The number drownel is es- was received in that city last night
pot. Much of the South end of the
read with iutetiest by her friends. -See Their New Contract.-
• •
aliarasa Gold •/ 1,14wiaser Fair, Sap Franca.%
collapsed and the roof fell in. Evers-thing the Contiact.
.,14/. timated by Horne tots, a thousand, while
it fifteen hundred. The
stating that Minister MeKenzie is con-
structure
hunt,red dollars to
BIR3. WILBUR F. WILSON DEAD. • 
la
ONE STAMP SOLD FOR 64,400.
_
others place at
Great Republic, one of the largest boats
on the Mississippi river, went down w ith
fined to his bed by that disease.
The ease is said to be a slight one and
It will take several
inake repairs. • A Telagram From St. Louis Announces
The Fact.
-
Loans and real estate are
•
well. -It s no tthe putient is resting  i
The w ind snatched off a large portion specialties with us.
Dr. George Campbell Receives an Official
Notice,
a large number of people onboard, and
not u Jangle soul was saved. The eteamer
Pike down thirty
believed that the attack will he serious
.
of the top of Nelson & liabeey s wart..
Innu'e•
A telegram was received in the city
Wedneoday from St. Louis announcing
()Mee on Weld side North Main, near
Court House, liopkiusville, Ky.
Dr. George Campbell, of thbi city. wird
went with persons on
board-.:one of them escaped. The
enough to warrant any uneasiness 011
the part of his frienas and relative+.
On Campbell street, the large bill the death of Mrs. Wilbur F. Wilsou. No
in the dieptitch
0.1.L1,13 tt WALL tCL,
owns one of the largest collection of;
'tamps in the South, and is Exchang
14 eretary of the Philatetic Soriety, ham
been notified of the sale of the Jamas*
Buchanan provisional stamp found by a
steamer Dauphin, With twenty women
on board, was broken in two against a
a pier, but the women managed to cling
to the stone work of the pier until they
were rescued. Besides thew, many
__ • 
__
• RECEIVER APPOINTED.
-
Rev. .1. D. Irwin Named by Dr. Letcher.
1 (lard fence on the Perry property Was
laid flat, and email houses Lack of it
greatly damaged.
In the neighborhood of Durrett Ave-
details are given and tie
cause of the death is not known
Mrs. Wilson was an attractive and in -
telligent lady, awl was well known and
highly esteemed in this city when Olt.
0
WATER
DA
epee_ Mr. Duncan. of Louisville, and dimpled
:;... -
of 1 by him to the
 MeKeel Stamp Co..' of
St. Louis, for te,tiole
1.• , At the time the stamp 
was sold thl
price quoted WW1 the higheet ever pai
for a single stamp. The MrKeel C4'ran
,
puny, however, made a good profit 0
, the deal 
. The purchaser 111 W. A. Castle, o
' Springfield. Mass., a wealthy collec
He paid $4,400 for the ;damp, whirt
'•
., wren in this day of stamp values, is co
Adored an unheard-of price.
steamers standing at the wharf, among
which were a number ot excursion boats
went down so suddenly and in such a
way that no one had the slightest up-
portunity to escape.
Ibis thought that there are still a
number of persons itnprisoned in wreck.
el buildings who may is. rescued alive.
The heepitaie and all the public build-
logs are filled with the dead and wound-
ad, arid many had to he carried to priv-
ate honaes te be cared for.
The storm was circular. The clouds
A Receiver for the Wtatern Kentucky
Aeylani for the Inman.. has been ala
pointed. Rev. J. I). Irwin, of Prin ce-
ton, is the matt.
The alMoilitment Was deln.)."04 cOngill-
erubly, for it Wit• lint au easy matter ts)
selectfmni the large list of applieants a
man who would properly diwtharge the
duties of the potation, and not cause die-
content among the others who wanted
the place.
Many persons thought that Dr. Leach-
-  -
„..
-- i.-3 I.: . IA- T..,.1, f .,....1.
nue the violence of the wind was Pope-
tinily felt. The large tobacco stem•
tr-'ery, South of the avenue on the
Clarkxvill.• pike, was practically ruined.
The roof was twietiel from the building
and the East walls thrown down. The
aiin 
rrett home place and Eugene Wood's
,ct i
fed Therem I • ice were partially unroo .
top of Jack Blumensteilat brick kiln team
d eint tli s heti. The coal- hotute, wood
sheds and out-buildinge on Clarence
lived many years. Shp was a niec•• of
Mr. II. W. Tibbs,
Al out three mouthe age the deceased
went to St. Jam n hie to jeier lineleind.
taking her two children. ages two and
five, with her. No heyra that slip Was
ill had reached hers, mid the announce-
"tent ha" ahwked as well as sadd'qn'd
her', many friende. She watt about
twenty-six years of nge.
It is immersed that the reinainn will be
"
brought to this city this aftenexm for
burial.
is all right, but wt, do not gull it.
The time we would have to give to
thus hey eruge in its preparations,
etc„ wi• give to our
l'reser I ill ion
Ilepart melt t
in tilling. preseriptions. We have a
full stock ef Paris Green and Lon-
don Purple for •
l'olato lings and
d i
tilt IVOI'llIal
all nt tire lewest priee for the Not
quality. Whitt do you think of u
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..... JAs. I. BELOIT, ,..„' HIRES Rootbeer con-tains the best herbs, berries
theses* Honors-World's Fair
Awarded
•  
(tit t ctira
. 
tda:e'yftessuagopertectihttuauhdeeruht earez(x.r.teded ttiti tdhout(hlite, .
phatic negative and gave as his reason 
Mrs. Anna Gage, wife of Ex-
DR
 EczEmA
Deputy U. S. Marshal 
1-1•1rom early child.
grown my family 
The Test.
It Stands
1111J1.1•11 11111111, 1  a 1111141 VIM, too,
for 7ec a gal. We sell it and 
PLAIN AND ORNAMEN-
TAL PLASTERER,
(Formerly with Foram & Bro.)
lit iPK IN STILLE, K Y. 
oth......cr,.
rootbeer making. Take no
6. •,,,. ,....,,.., Rim r.. 0911•1e1p1191.
• Va. pretai9 Woo b imam.. *Ad ••••ryvhon.
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with BEAUTIFUL SIGNS,
We make your Windows pretty
and roots nature makes for
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FOR WOMEN IN THE SPRING. 
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Mores thet will trust them. Pa.ple he-
gift to wonder when the curtain will
drop (en the scene. After awhile, leae-
ing nothing but their compliments to
pay dieter, undertaker, axed Gabriel
Grubb, the grnvedigger. they deem.
pear. Exeunt! Hewed tiff the stage,
A Metal Mialeaare.
Others fail in the drama of life
threugh demotietrated II lit They
Melte all the tivere empty Into their
*NC fill the settle if etheletitetit Pita at
their diver, and they gather all the
plumes of hitter fur :Their knew, They
help 1141 OWN retietto
flit CamEl. "thew big it DI hi of money oult
1 wit?" and iliw inueh of the world
,an Iabeorb?" are the chief queiaious.
They feel about the eunimen people its
the Turks felt toward the Asapi, or
common soldiers, considering them of
no use except to till up the ditches with
their dead bodies while the other troop",
walked over the m to take the fort. Aft-
er awhile this prince of worldly success
is sick. The tally interest society has in
his nine,* is the effect that his possible
decease may have on the money mar-
kets. After awhile he dies. Great news-
paper capitals announce how he started
with nothing and ended with every-
thing. Although for sake of appeal-ance
some people put handkerchiefs to the
eye, there is not one genuine tear shed.
The heirs sit up all night when he lies
in state, discussing what the old fellow
has probably done with his money. It
takes all the livery stables; within two
miles to furnish funeral equipages, aid
all the mourning stores are kept busty in
selling weeds of grief. The Stem. cutters
send in proposals for a monument. The
minister at the obsequies reads of the
resurrection, which makes the hearers
fear that if the unscrupulous financier
does come up in the general rising, he
will try to get a "corner" on tombstones
and graveyard fences. All good men are
glad that the moral nuisance hag been
removed. The Wall street speculators
are glad because there is more room for
themselves. The heirs are glad because
they get possession of the long delayed
inheritance.. Dropping every feather of
all his plumes, every certificate of all
his stuck, every bond of all his invest
ments, every dollar of all his fortune.
he departs, and all the rolling of "Dead
March" in "Saul, " and all the pageantry
of his interment, and all the exquisite-
ness if sarcophagus, and all the extrav-
rgiume of epitaphology, cannot hide the
fact that my text has come again to tre-
mendous fulfillment, "Men shall clep
their hands at him and shall hiss him
out of his place."
You see the clapping comes before
the hiss. The world cheers; before it
damns. So it is said the deadly asp
tickles before it Malice. Going up, is he?
Hurrah! Stand back and let his gallop-
ing horses dash by, a whirlwind of
plated harness and tinkling headgear
end arched neck. Drink deep of his
madeira and cognac. Boast of how well
von know him. All hats off as he passes.
Beek fee- days and years in the sunlight
if his prosperity. Going down, is tad
Pretend to be nearsighted so that you
..aimot see hint as he walks past. When
men ask you if you know him, halt and
hesitate RR though you were trying to
call up a dine memory and say, "Well,
y-e-s, yes. I believe I once did know
him, but have not seen him for a hem
while." Cross a different ferry,pom the
one where you used to meet him lest he
ask for financial help. When you started
life, he spoke a good word for you at the
tank. Talk down his credit now that
his fortunes are collapsing. He put his
name on two of your notes. Tell him
that you have changed your mind about
such things, and that you never indorse.
After awhile his matters come to a dead
ha, sht eanntrd,sansalasse itmzegneipetlacoer sulepen_ou.saioyn
"He ought to have stopped sooner. Just
as I expected. He made too big a splash
in the world. Glad the balloon has
burst. Ha, ha!" Applause when he
neeut up, sibilant derision when he came
.lown. "Men shall clap their hands at
him and hiss him out of his plaice." So,
high up amid the crags, the eagle flut-
ters dust into the eyes of the roebuck,
which then, with eyes blinded, goes
tumbling over the precipice, the great
antlers crashing on the rocks.
Conorerated to God.
Now, compare some of these goings
out of life with the departure of men
and women who in the drama of life
take the part that God assigned them
and then weut away honored of men
and applauded of the Lord Almighty.
It is about 50 years ago that in a com-
paratively small apartment of the city
a newly married pair set up a home.
The first guest invited to that residence
was the Lord Jeetoi Christ, and the Bi-
ble given the bride on the (hey of her
espousal was the guide of that house-
hold. Days of sun/shine were followed
by days of shadow. Did you ever know
a home that for 50 years had no vicis-
situde? The young woman who left her
father's bowie for her young husband's
home started out with a parental bene-
diction and good advice she will never
forget. Her mother said to her the day
before the marriage: "Now, my child,
you are going away from us. Of course',
as long as your father and I live you
will feel that you can some to us at any
time. But your home will be elsewhere.
From long experience I find it is best to
serve God. It is very bright with you
now, my child, and you may think you
can get along without religion, but the
day will come when you will want
God, and my advice is, establish a fam-
ily altar, and, if need be, conduct the
worship yourself." The counsel wee,
taken, and that young wife consecrated
every room in the house to God.
Years passed on and there were in
that home hilerities, but they we-re good
and healthful, and sorrows, but they
were comforted. Marriages as bright as
orange blossoms could make them, and
burials in which all hearts were riven.
They have a family lot in the cemetery.
but all the place is illuminated with
stories of resurrection and reunion. The
children of the household that lived
have grown up, and they are all Chris-
tians, the father and mother leading the
way and the children following. What
care the mother took of wardrobe and
education, character and mannered How
hard she sometime* worked! When the
head of the humanoid was unfortunate
in busineee, she !sewed until her fingers
were numb and bleeding at the ripe
And what close calculetion of eet Mel/lies
and what ingenuity in refitting the gar
relents of the elder children for the
younger, and only God kept account of
that mether's sideachee and headaches
and heartaches and the tremulous pray-
ers by the side of the sick child's enulle
and by the conch of this one fully
grown. The neighbors often noticed
how tired she looked, and old acquaint•
macs hardly knew her in the cores t. But
without complaint she waited and toil-
ed and endured and accomplished al:
these yeeare. The children are out in the
world-an honor to themselves and their
parents. After awhile the mother's last
sickness conies. Children and grandchil-
dren, summoned from afar, come softly
into the room one by one, ler she is too
weak to see more than one at a time.
She runs her dying fingers lovingly
through their hair end tells them not to
cry, and that she is going now, but they
will meet again in a little while in a
better world, and then kisses them
goodby and says to each, "God bless
and keep you, my dear child." The day
of the tenequies conies, and the officiat-
ing clergyman tells the story of wifely
and motherly emiuratice, and many
hearts on earth and in heaven echo the
sentiment, and 1171 she is carried off the
stage of this mortal life there are cries
of -Faithful unto death," "She hath
done what she could," while overpow-
ering all the voices of earth and heaven
is the plaudit of the God who watched
her from first to last, saying, "Well
done, geed and Wilful servant; thou
haet been faithful over a few things,
will make thee ruler over many things;
enter thou into the joy of thy Lord!"
The ChMee.
But what became of the father of that
household? He started as "young man
in business and had a small and
having got a little ahead sickness in
the family swept it all away. He went
through all the business panics of 40
years, met many losses, and suffered
many betrayals, but kept right on trust-
ing in God, whether business was good
or poor, meeting his children a good ex-
ample, and giving them the best of
ootuimel, and never a prayer did he offer
for all those years but they were men-
tioned in it. He is old now and realizes
t cannot be long before he must quit
all these ecenes. But he is going to
eave his children an inheritance of
prayer and Christina principles which
all the defalcations of earth can never
teach, and seellesece out eel the 'ffeeelA
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Mrs. H. B. Sperry, who is now the
egtinent president of the Woman's Na-
earsP•••"'tional Frees Association, was assistant
editor of the Waehington World. Her
vigorous editorials in Ohio and Wash-
ington newspapers first brought her in-
to national prominence.
The active profession of journalism
has kept Mrs. Sperrb up to date in in-
formation and progressive in thought.
When there was evident used of a rem-
edy in her family, she was well aware
that Paine's celery compound was hest
to use. The following enthusiastic let-
ter shows the happy results from
um of this greatest of remedies :
Wells & Richardson Co.,
Burlington, Vt.
Dees Sins :-A few weeks' use of
Paine's celery compound by my 83-
years-old mother has been of great ben-
efit to her and proved to my satisfaction
that therVs nothing like it for the head-
aches and sleeplessness incident to im-
paired digestion. A niece in my family
was also cured of insomnia by using one
bottle of Paine's celery compound.
Yours very truly,
Hannah B. Sperry.
In every part of this country women
are utilizing these blessed spring days
by taking Paine's celery compound and
insisting on its use by the members of
their families. It speaks volumes for
this wonderful remedy that of all the
women who have recovered health by
its means very many were induced to
take it through the persuasion of other
women,-sisters, mothers friends or rel-
et Ives.
Many a man slowly failing in health,
but stubbornly shutting his eyes to the
alarming fact, has been led to take
Paine's celery eomponnd from seeing its
remarkable health-giving effect in the
case of his own wife, sister or some oth-
er member of his household.
When a sick and feeble sufferer is seen
to gain steadily in health and vigor from
taking Paine's celery compound, not
much room for doubt is left to the most
the
itubborn-minded person. The joyous
transformation from sickness to health
Is going on in thousands of homes acrose
the wide extent of this country.
' The reputation of Paine's celery -com-
pound has grown by word of mouth,
from persons made well to others who
heeded its healing, strengthening power.
The agreement of (minimi among the
best-informed, most observant class of
people, in the well-to-do homes of our
largest cities, as well as in the more fru-
gal town communities, places; Paine's
celery compound far in advance of any
remedy. Paine's celery compound is in
fact the only spring remedy ever heard
of in the home of practicing physicians.
This great remedy is not an ordinary
*ring sarsaparilla, bitters, tonic, or
her-vine. Paine's celery rompotuel is as
Par apart from any of these guess-work
remedies as black is from white in the
egas of physicians who regularly pre-
acribe it, use it theneselves and carry it
lhorne to their own families. Paine's
dery compound is the famous formula
that thoughtful and studious; physi-
tan, Prof. Edward E. Phelps, M. D..
., D., of the Dartmouth medical
ischool.
It is the duty of every man or woman
who has been benefited byPeine's celery
compound to impress on friends and
eighbors its wonderful efficacy as arjring
remedy that is in every way
orthy of the name.
The peat of Paine's celery (Tempel:1nd,
lee every one who keeps informed of cur-
rent events is well aware, is a remark-
able story of sick people made well, and
of many persons, who had given up
health as wholly lost, made strong as
Ter they were in their lives. Paine's
lery compound is the miring rem' d.-
ipar excellence. No invigorator has been
po much praised, discussed, recommend-
led and used by physicians, and discern-
ing, conservative men and women .=
every walk of life.
The story of Paine's celery compound
in a nutshell is that it makes people
,well.
CAUSES OF FAILURE. ever extirpate them is -abetinence fromalcohol and teetotal abstinence, to
which I would before God swear all
I
REV. DR. TALMAGE'S SERMON ON these young men and old. 
Dangers of Strong Drink.
America is a fruitful country, and
II Appears That People Used to Go to we raise large crops of Wheat an
d corni
tbe Theater In the Days of Job - A and
 oats, but the largest crop we raise
Colas. Peroration Vindicating Abs./ow
pease of ternaelite.
Wsseneorron, May et -Rev. Dr. Tal-
mage in this discourse sets forth the
mares of failure in life, drawing on a
Biblical reference to the theater for star- I and penitentiariee and graveyards and
fling illustration. His text was Job! cemeteries to hold this barvest of helL
Irvii. 23, "Men shall clap their hands Some of eon are going 
down under this
at him and shall hiss him out of his 1 evil, and the never dying worm of alco-
holism has wound around you one of its
coils, and by next New Year's day it
will have another coil around you, and
It will after awhile put :a coil around
your tongue, and a cull around your
brain, and a coil around your lung, and
a coil around your faht., and a coil
around your heart, and some day this
never dying worm will With one spring
tighten all the coils at take, and in ties
last twist of that awful convolution you
will cry out, "Oh, my God!" and be
gone. The greatest of dramatists in the
tragedy of "The Tempest" sends stag
gering acmes the stage Stephan°, the
drunken butler; but across the stage of
human life strong drink sends kingly
and queenly and princely natures stag-
gering forward against the footlights of
conspicuity and then staggering back
into failure till the world is impatient
for their disappearance, and human and
diabolic voices loin in hissing them off
the stage.
Many also make a failure in the
drama of life through indolence. They
are always making calculations how
THE DRAMA OF LIFE.
This &Unite n seems to be dramatic.
The Bible more than once makes such
allusions. Paul ears, "We are made a
theater or spectacle to angels and to
men." It is evident from the text that
SUDO cf the habits of tIleater goers were
known in Jeb's time, because be de-
scribes an actor hiseed off the stage.
The impersonator comes en the boards;
and, either through lack of study of the
part he is to take or inaptness or °thee
incapacity, the audience is offended and
expresses its disapprobat ie.n atet disgust
by heeling. "Men shall clap their hands
at him mud shall bias him out of his
place. "
The Actors of Life.
My text suggeets that each one of al
Is put on thee etage cf this world to takes
some pare What hardship and suffering
and discipline great aeon have under-
gone year after year that they might be
perfected in their parts you have often
read. But we, put on the stage of this
life te represent charity and faith and
humility and helpfulness-what little
preparation we have made, although wie little they can do for the compensations
have three gene ries of spectators, earth they get. There are more lazy ministers,
and heaven ard hell! Have v..e, not been lawyers, doctors, merchants, artists and
move tatentive to the pert taken by oth- farmers than have ever been counted
ers than to the part taken by onneelves, upon. The community is trill of lag-
and, while we needad to be looking at garde and shirkers. I can tell it from
home and coeeentreting on our own the way they crawl along the street,
duty, we have been criticising the other from their tardiness in meeting engage-
performers, and saying, "that Was too ments, from the lethargies that set ni to
high," or "too low," er "too feeble." hang to the foot when they lift it, to
or "too. extravagata," cm "too tame," or the hand when they put it out, to the
"too demonstrative" while we our- words when they /peak_
eaves were making a dead failure and out of Place.
preparing to be ignominiously hewed off Two young men in a etore. In the
She stage? Each one is assigned a place, morning the one gee* to his post the last
DO supernumeraries hanging around the minute or one minute. believe The oth-
drama of life to take this or that or the er is ten minutes before the time and
other part, as they may be called upon. has his hat and coat hung up and is at
No one can take our place. We can take his poet waiting for deity. The ene is
no other place. Neither ran we put oft' ever and anon in the afternoon Its king
our character; no change-of oparel can at his watch to eft if it is not most time
make us any one else than that which to shut up. The other Stays half an
we eternally are. hour after he might go, sod when asked
Many make a teflore of their part in why, says he wanted to liook over some
the drama of life through dimipation, entries he had made tote sere he' was
They have enough intellectual equip- right, or to put up ennui geode tluitabad
went and good aohlre it. and geniality been left out of plias, The. one is very
unbounded. But they have a wine closet touchy about doing work uot exactly
that contains all the force i for their No- belonging to bine The either is glad to
eial and business and inexal everthrow, help the other clerks in their work. The
So far back as the year !tee, King Edgar first will be a prolonged nothing, and
of England made a law that the drink- he will be poorer a$60 yillin4 of age than
hag cups should have pine fastened at a at 20. The other will be a merchant
certain point in the side, Ito that the in- prince.. Indolence is the cause of niore
dulger might be remineted t oacpbefore failures in all occupatieins than you
ho got to the bottom. Dia there are no have ever suspected. Pee le are toe lazy
pins projecting from the sides of the to do what they cams awl want to
modern wine cup or beer mug, and the undertake that which tlicy eideln.t do
first point at which millions step is at In the drama of life- tie e• ebee't voimt t-
the gravity bottom of their own grave, be a of iminou soklier, cerreing a halt' rd
Dr. Sax of France has discovered some- as-rose the stage, esr ii faleelnier, er a mere-
thing which all drinkersonght to know. attendant. and no they letiuge about the
He ham found out that alcohol in every scenes till they shall be vaned to te
shape, whether ea win.. or brandy or something great. After Sit-bile, by some
beer, contains parasitic life railed bevel. accident ef prosperity or eircunistancevi,
Ins potumanne. By a powerful micro- they get into the place for which they
scope these living things are discovered, have DO qualification. And very Noon,
and when you take strong drink you If the man be a merchant, he is going
take them into the stomach and then •around asking his creditors to corn-
into your blood, and, getting into the promise for 10 cents on the dollar. Or,
crimson canals of life, they go into ev- if a clergyman, he is making tirades
my tame of your body, and your entire 'Against the ingratitude of churches. Or.
organism is taken possession of by the* id an attorney, by unskillful manage-
noxious infinitesimala. When in delir- *ent he lows a case by which widows
itun tremens, a man sees every form of and orphans are robbed et their pertain.
reptilian life, it seems it is only these Or, if a physician, he by malpractice
parasites of the brain in exaggerated gives his patient rapid transit from this
size. It is not a hallucination that the world to the next. Otn. iucompetent
victim is suffering from. He enly Wee 'friend would have made a paestable
in the room what is actually crawling horse doctor, but he wanted to be pro.
awl rioting in his own bridle Every lessor of anatomy in a university. He
ttme you take strong drink you swallow could have. 'sold enongh confectionery to
theewe maggots, and every time the im- have supported his family, but he want-
beeer of alcohol in any shape feebe Ter- ,ed to have a sugar retipery like the
ego or rheumatism or nausea it is only ;Havemeyers. He could have mended
the jubilee of these maggots. Efforts are ;shoes, but he wanted to amend the con-
Is.ing made for the discovery of some Atitution of the United States. Toward
gentile-We that can 1111 the parasites of khe end of life theme peaple are out of
Iouteef moo.ey„ont of _friends,alcoboiSaw„ ottlyikag that will
in this country is the crop of drunkards].
With sickle made out of the sharp edges
of the broken glass of bottle and demi•
John they are cut down, and the-re are
whole swathes of them, whole windrows
of them, and it takes all the hospitals
the Church of Goa blears him awl the
poor ring his deorbell to see if he is any
better, and his grave is surroweled hy
a multitude. who went em foot r' 1 stood
theee before the procession of adages
came up, and amine say, "There will be
no one to take his place," anti others
my, "Wle i will pity ine now?'' and oth•
ere remark, 'lie Khan be held mi ever-
lasting nenembrunce." And as the
drama of his life chews, all the voeifer•
el le et Mid Lenten's find eleven s that ever
elite -k the. mai leitheatete e Tiarthly e
'deli, were tette. end feeble entiipeited
atilt the keg, heel Ilitittelereeif etipreval
thett shell I t uk TrAtt (lie' cii utl if t It'
"14"1  lit Iii.' %%/1 rollers of iliahvoyous.I le sire ye betel-eel tilt' life that
she II ebse by being itiss.-..1 off 01 .. stage
awl the life that Weill clew del ate
&onetime+ supernal and arc h
Oh, twit and Womeit DU the stage of
life, many of you in the. first act of the
drama, and others in the second, and
some of you in the third, and a few in
the fourth, and here and there one iii
the fifth, but all of you le.tweeu en-
trance and exit. I quote to you as the
peroration of this sermon the most sug-
gestive- passage that Shakespeare ever
wrote, although you never leveret it re-
cite:el. The. anther has often been
claimed as infidel and Atli( iet i, Si, the
quotation shall be not only religiously
helpful to ourselves, but grandly vindi-
catory of the great dramatist. I quote
from his last will and testament :
"In the name of God, Amen. I, Wil-
liam Shakespeare of Stratford-upon-
Avon, in the county of Warwick, gen-
tleman, in perfect health and ineniory
(God be praised), do make this my last
will and trietainent, in manner and form
following: First, I commend my morn
into the hands of God. my Creator, hon-
ing and tessureeny believing through the
only merits of Jesus Christ, my Saviour,
to be made partaker of life everlast-
ing.
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picks out the blight-
est and best. Maybe
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*" seems so because
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Perfect Health.
Keep the system in perfect or-
1er by the occasional nse of
l'utt's Liver Pills. They reg-
date the bowels and produce
A Vigorous Body.
For sick headache, mai-Aria, bil-
iousness, constipation and kin-
dred disenses, an absolute cure
TUTT'S LIVC; FILLS
• _
DAY'S DOINGS'
Campbell, ol a
Candidate.
MR. BALEY TO SPA.
Resolutions to linocaLh te
President-Other News.
IPICCIAL TO NiSW ERA
Washington, D. C., May 23.-Nov.
that the politicians all agree that Mc-
Kinley can Lot be defeated for the Pres-
idential nomination of his party,there is
lunch speculation as to who the Demo-
crats will nominate. to truke the race-
against 1 . The name of Jame* E.
Campbell, the ex-Governor of Ohio.
It
\k
seiec- 24'
•
f
JA M L CAM rnEti.
who was defeated for the Governorship
by Gen. Brudinell last November, has
been very prominently 'medium la
in connection with the Democrate
Presid eitial nomination. Some of his
friends said that he did not desire the
honor, so Mr. Campbell was asked as to
the matter. The ex-Governor said that
if the free silver wen cane- the Chi-
cago convention and adopteel a straight
out bimetallic platform lie will be a
candidate for the nomination, as he be-
lieves the party can win on a silver
platform, but not on a single gold stan-
dard platform. He thinks that the
Democrats of Ohio are by a large
majority in favor of the froe and un
liniiteel coin este of the white metal.
He also thinks that there are many
Ohio Republicans who are in favor of
free silver and who will hot support
McKinley because. of leis silenee on the.
urreney quetetion, which is the most
important matter that the people of this
country have ever been called upon to
'kende.
While Mr. Campbell's friends are
preparing to lanneh a Campbell
• oom, the friends of ex-Gov.
Boles, of Iowa, are busy
talking their favorite up. They claim
that the action of the Iowa State con-
vention a few days ago makes Mr. Boles
the lending Denim :at in the country-
among the free silver men, as he *as
able to carry his party with him. They
say that he can carry lowa in the No-
vember election, eomething that ro
other Democrat mentioned can hope
to do. Much work will be done for him
before the Chicago convention meets,
and if the silver mon carre the conven-
tion his chances for the Lioniination are
good.
The U. S. Gov't Reports
show Royal Baking Powder
superior to all others.
TO IMPEACH CLEVELAND.
ESPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. C., May 23.-There
was great excitement in the HOarle of
Repreeentatives when Representative
Howard, a Populist, arose and introduc-
ed a reaorution. wince had for its ob-
ject the impeachment of President
Cleveland on the. grounds of his having
illegally sold bonds (ef the United States
and illegally mien money derived from
the. nay of these bonds. The resolution
called feral a number of speeches from
both sides eit tee House, amid men of
both parties regurelea the action of Rep-
resentative Howard as unbecoming a
member of Congress, and an uncalled
for insult to the Clued Magistrate. of the
nation. The. resolution was finally "Mt t
410%11 upon" by the House
Aft Iteeomsnee It.
Ask your phyeician, your druggist anel
your friends about Shiloh's Cure for
Constunption.. They wil reeommend
-Sold b yl RC. Hardwick,
The Comnirnef-ni.nts
The pupils at the public schemes will
give -She. Stoops to Conquer" at the
close of the present term.
Cloeirg exercises at South Kentucky
College commence* ten 1114 Many night,
June sth, with a junior program in the-
voltage (-Impel. This Will consist of a •
oratorical amid essay contest, and Greek
symposium. Tuesday night, the com-
mencemen( sermon will Is- delivered.
Regular emmuencement ezerciees on the
following night at the Opera house..
Bethel FunialeCollege commencement
exercises begin on Saturday night, May
eittle, Rev. McCall will de-liver the
annual sermon on the following (lay.
The. commencement address by Re-V.
M. P. Hunt, of Louisville., takes plaee
on Tuetelay night. On Mondiey nieht
there will be a inusieule in the chapel
and on Wednesday afternoon the chess
tree will be plaided,
Ifer 1)3s1epsis
and liver Cmplaint you have. a printed
guanultoe on every bottle of Shiloh's
Vitalizer. It never fails to cure.-Sold
by It. C. Hardwick.
The term element money" is used by
politicimens because it jet a very safe one.
No matter which way the queetion hap-
penes to be finally settled, the politician
will be able then to show that that's
what he meant by ..honeet money."
Even McKinley hiss been heard to use-
that term, and that fact of itself alone-
shows how Rafe a term it is. It really
means nothing, a any and all money
authorized by any government is honest
money anywhere that government ex.
acistei authority.
WHEN NATURE
Needs nembetatice it may be best to ren-
ter it promptly, but ow- should remem-
ber to use even the most perfect reme-
dies only when needed. The beat and
nost simple and gentle remedy is the-
Syrup of Fire manunictured by the
California Fig Syrup Company.
••-•••••••••-
Annual Memorial Services.
The John V. Boyd Fo t at Crofton
will observe annual ne mot services
next Saturday. A (limn r will be serve d
on the
What iE
‘,\NN Ne1/41,, orwsx,,,x.t. '
ASTORIA
Vastorla I)r. Samuel Pitchersi prescription for Infanta
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic rubstance. It is n harnilesa substitute
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, anal Castor Oil.
It is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years' use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
cures Diarrhoea anal Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Casa
toria is the Children's rallISCEUY -the Mother's Friend.
Castoria.
°Intone Is an excellent tnedkine for ch!l-
dren. K.thers hare repeatedly told tua of its
good affe...t upon their eln Wren."
DM. G. C. 01900.112,
letaea,
oastoria lathe. beat remedy fnr children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the cll.'', is not
far distant hen inethers on:water the nail
interest of their children, and use. eastsorto in
stead of the. 'Sous quack nostrums which are
destroying loved one., by forcing oplum,
vaorphine .ing syrup and other hurtful
Rama ' it throats, ti.ereby atochng
Mao to se graves."
Da. J. F Locatztos,
Conway, ark.
Castoria.
" Dastriria Is Nowell adapted to children the
I evecetnnker.1 it assuperior loony ,awriptioa
kia-,cas Co me."
It, A. Itacnra. H. D.,
LI No Oxford lit, ItruoLlyn, N. Y.
"Our physicians in the children. deport-
ment have; aputen klglily of thei: experi-
ence in their outside practice with Ca...curia.
mind although we only have aiming our
inoillicsi supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
trweits 01 Omoorus has woo us to loot with
favor wield' it"
UNITLI? Iluarrrat, Awn Inarcirasity,
Poston, Kass.
ALLas C. Faure. Pres,
ataar Coaapaay, Murray Street, New York City,
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Quick Bakers,
Superior Cookers,
Powerful Heaters.
Great variety of styles and sista
and must please the noa.esrire A Written Guaranteebecause, they are perfect
In es cry part. glren with every stow
Used b:, Thousands. Should be by You.
Geirie W. Mu, Hop1iivil1, KeltEcy
•
•
•
Bulk sod- is Inferior to package soda.
BEWARE
of Imitation trade
marks and labels.
Rt
is the whole story
about
IARIA AND HAPAER SODA
•
. •Costs no more than : eer paclada dela-never semis eii in packages.
III 
flour-universally ackaowleig.el parcst in the world. ais
• •
si made only by CHURCH & CO., New York. Sold by grocers everywhere. It
• Write for Arm and Hammer Beicek of rah:able. Recipes-FREE. 
4
: 
la
•
fl•••••••••••••••••••••2••••••1","•••••Milb••••••111••••••
'the Debt Camel .tynir.
nudes (es.d. I se in 
Woe,.Sold by Drusdriota.
PISO'S CURE FOR
cle
I presume we have used over
one hundred bottles of Piso's
Cure for Consumption in my
family, and I am continually advising (Abell
to get it. Undoubtedly it is the
CO N SUM P TION
Best Cough Medicine
1 ever nsed.-1V. C. MILTENBERGER, Clarion, Pa.,
Dec. 29, 1894.-I sell Piso's Cure for Consump-
tion, and never have any corn-
plaints.-E. SuoREY, Postmaster,
Shorey, Kansas, Dec. List, 1894.
PuSOS cost
i'be flea 
e.g rr.p.
Twee. tiond. Use In tube, r.
he Druggists.
es
CONSUMPTION.
Come•.•To•.•Us
-FOR YOUR-
Gent's shoes, ladies'
shoes, misses' and chil-
dren's shoes andOxfords.
All widths, lasts and prices. Red Tans,
Chocolates, Patent Leathers, etc.
The fir est line of Gent's white and colored
SHIRTS
Ties, Hosiery, Under-
wear, Suspenders, &c.,
to be found in the city. We want your
trade. Have t.elected a stock and marked it
at pricei to win it.
Call to see us; it will cost you nothing
to look through our mammoth store at any
rate.
fflA‘1 Co. 
T C Hanbery. .if F Shryer:
PEOPLES' IREMITISE1
HANBERY & O.HRYER, Proprietors.
Railroad Street, Bet, 10th S. 11th.
- iCors.tucicy-..
T. C. HANBERY, Salesman.
T.A.3231....dISI--= IN 1E352
4, 4
• k
'0- From TUB
to
LINE
In shortest time,
With the
least of toil
and
trouble.r44.
CLAIRETTE
SOAP
makes clothes snowy white by re-
moving the dirt in a natural and
healthful way. A pure soap-good for
clothes and good for general cleaning.
Sold everywhere. Made only by
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY, St. Louis.
Ship your tobacco to
Ragsdale
Cooper at Co.
MAIN STREET, HOPKINSVILE KY
F. GILL. E P TURNLET
CILL & TURNLEY,
obacco \\ arehousemen,
-:And General -remission Modceares
GRANGE WAREHOUSE,
Clarksville, - - - Tennessee.
Tbe Pataonage Solicited on all who have tobacco to rel.. Hark your hrgsbeacts Lu e
Trrapezr. or era! I/ house. Cash advaae a made one algae.
•TOY Pi MAJOR, jAg. T1 " F fiGEY. Ja
este of Clarkit Tenn. Lai( ..t r•-. • iletdiey A C
MAJOR
Tobacco him%
TOM P. MAJOR & CO., Props.
Nos:1111.1117-91.414 •
Wekt Hale Stn et 1 LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
Liberal advances. Four months free storage. Daily auction
sales. Special attention to private sales.
,T. OKendriek- C. D Runyon.
Central Warehouse
KENDRICK & RUNYON,
Tobacco Salesmen,
C LARKSVILLE
P. EilICRNARD.
▪ TENNESSEE
A P. 1:CUNARD, W PALMEit.
CENTRAL 
TOBACCO WAREHOUSE
, Edwards Barnard Co., Proprietors,
ell4(1.11:1e.e. u e .1
Woe&H I. -se"
;Incorporated.)
LOUISVILLE, BY
Mark Your Hogsheads "Central House."
Auictioo Wee daily. Prempt Mures mid.. Four months ••
p-etaiit m 1 D sr i co.
..114T G.11TB ER, d.4S. WEST.
GAITHER &WEST
Tobacco Com11881011
W G Wheeler J H Faxon.
WHEELER, MILLS & COMPANY,
Tobacco Warehousemen
Comm'ssion Merchants
And Grain Dealers.
Fire-Proof Warehouse, Cor. 7th and R. R. Sts.,
HOPKINSVILLE, - KY.
air Liberal Advance on Consignments. All Tobacco Sen Us Covered
by lutturance.
...... os•
"MA
9
e eS
Is The Well Dressed Gentlemen
alien he has been fitted out with a
handsome new suit by Clark There
't tailor in Hopkilueville who can
transform a man so quickly, or raise
him in his own estimation in such a
short time, as Clark The clothing fits so
perfectly and is made in all the up-to-
date styles in material, cut and fine
trimmings that everyone know,' who
made it before looking at the stamp
ineide.
ABERNATHY & CO.
Sam'! Hodgson, c
Importer and Manufacturer of
Tobacco Commission Merchants.
RI entral ':Warehouse.Marble Granite Monuments H°PKI"VILLE
TABLETS, ETC., ETC,
CLARKVILLE: : TENNESSEE.
M. Frank M. Whitlow is our Solicitor.
Frank Dabney. 31 like Nelsen,
Nelson & Dabney,
KENTUCKY
v. •
leeiezr
'
,41.Z.414019:7b
711**-ze.es....sa
C. H. LAYNE,
Livery, Feed & Sale
Stable!
Cor Seventh and Virgini
1lf1)KINSVILLE WAREHOUE. Hopkinsville, Ky
CO.R. :-: AND 11T11 13T Us FurnialhOd claiy pigat,
Toliloq Common EntiloN
AN,
fee
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40,Stsitt- 111111.
0#11401kIkaiiiervesesle
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